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ABSTRACT
Neck cutoffs are important and prominent features of alluvial rivers yet detailed field-based
research of neck cutoffs has been insufficient to fully characterize three-dimensional flow,
morphologic change, and sediment deposition and distribution. The main objectives of this
research are to examine the formation and evolution of neck cutoffs by characterizing the flow
field, morphology, and sediment distribution through neck cutoffs with complex planform
configurations located on the White River, Arkansas. Results led to the production of two
conceptual models. The flow model has main hydrodynamic characteristics of (1) tight bend flow
resulting from flow redirection of nearly 180° through the point of cutoff, (2) a zone of flow
separation and recirculation adjacent to the cutoff junction corner within the downstream limb, (3)
zones of recirculation at the entrance and exit of the abandoned loop, (4) highly asymmetric flow
through the cutoff channel, (5) a zone of recirculation along the outer bank within the apex region
of the downstream loop, and (6) reversal of helical flow. The morphologic model shows (1) the
formation of a longitudinal bar in the upstream meander limb, (2) the development of a deep scour
hole in the downstream meander limb, 3) erosion of the bank opposite the cutoff in the downstream
meander limb, 4) a cutoff bar in the downstream meander limb at the junction corner of the cutoff
channel and the downstream meander limb, and 5) perching of the exit of the abandoned bend
above the cutoff channel due to channel bed incision. A combination of sediment cores, surface
and grab samples, and dune tracking were used to estimate bedload sediment transport and
sediment distribution through two of the neck cutoffs. Results indicate similar bedload sediment
transport during bankfull and flood stages and revealed mixed load deposition associated with
cutoffs that plug slowly is occurring within the abandoned bends. The research should result in
invaluable information about hydrodynamic and morphologic processes of neck cutoffs, refine
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current conceptual models of neck cutoffs, and contribute to our understanding of meandering
rivers with complex planform configurations.

x

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
Fluvial systems are a fundamental part of the natural environment and are important to
humans. Humans have always had a disproportionate amount of settlements along rivers due to
the water supply, transportation capability, power generation, fertile floodplains, waste disposal,
food supply, and recreation and aesthetic appeal. Despite the benefits, rivers also pose a threat to
humans through flooding, transportation of pollutants, and erosion of land. Flowing water is one
of the more powerful forces operating on Earth’s surface, shaping and changing the terrestrial
landscape. Thus, meandering rivers are an important and prominent feature on the landscape with
very few locations on Earth’s surface not influenced in some way by fluvial processes.
Fluvial geomorphology investigates the erosion, transportation, and deposition processes
of flowing water in a fluvial system that results in changes to Earth’s surface. Thus, the study of
interactions between river processes and forms within the landscape they occupy is needed to
understand fluvial systems. Rivers are confined surface flow that operate as complex, open systems
that erode and transport inputs, water and sediment, to the various basins acting as outputs, such
as lakes and oceans or confluences with larger streams (Knighton, 1998; Graf, 2001). By eroding
and transporting material, rivers develop a range of network and channel forms that are dynamic
and sometimes unpredictable (Knighton, 1998, Graf, 2001). River migration creates complex
topography such as terraces, various channel types, floodplain wetlands, oxbow lakes, meander
scars, etc. (Graf, 2001; Wohl, 2014).
The process of meandering in alluvial rivers occurs through dynamic interactions between
three-dimensional flow structure, sediment transport, and channel morphology, and can be
influenced by the geotechnical properties of the channel banks and floodplains (Rhoads &
Welford, 1991; Blanckaert, 2010; Konsoer et al., 2016a). As a meandering river migrates through
its floodplain, the channel path may increase in sinuosity and length with an associated decrease
1

in channel slope, resulting in a situation that is no longer optimal for the river to transport water
and sediment to its downstream reaches (Phillips, 2010). Under such a situation, channel
morphology may adjust in order to increase the local gradient, and thereby the sediment transport
capacity, through aggradation of the channel bed, avulsions, and/or cutoffs. When a meander cutoff
occurs, the path of the river is shortened, overall channel sinuosity is decreased, and the abandoned
channel bend undergoes a transition to an oxbow lake and then later to a terrestrial floodplain
(Fisk, 1947; Allen, 1965; Gagliano & Howard, 1984; Stolum, 1996; Constantine et al., 2010a;
Micheli & Larsen, 2011). Meander cutoff and oxbow lake formation are essential components of
the meandering process as they are responsible for the rapid mobilization of stored floodplain
sediments, alter the hydrology and hydraulics of the river, introduce spatial heterogeneity to the
floodplain while also becoming a sink for water and fine-grained alluvium, especially during
floods (Constantine et al., 2010a; Erskine et al., 1982; Zinger et al., 2013).
Despite numerous research focused on improving our understanding of the evolution of
meandering rivers (Ikeda et al., 1981; Parker and Andrews, 1986; Sun et al., 1996; Peakall et al.,
2007; Parker et al., 2011), the long-term behavior and organization of meandering rivers (Stolum,
1996, 1998; Hooke, 2004; Camporeale et al., 2005, 2008; Constantine and Dunne, 2008; Micheli
and Larsen, 2011), cutoff initiation mechanisms (Ratzlaff, 1981; Gay et al., 1998; Constantine et
al., 2010a; Grenfell et al., 2012, 2014), rates of infill, sedimentology of the oxbow lake, and
floodplain alluvial architecture (Petersen, 1963; Erskine et al., 1982; Bridge et al., 1986; Piegay et
al., 2002; Brooks and Medioli, 2003; Wren et al., 2008; Citterio and Piegay, 2009; Toonen et al.,
2012; Dieras et al., 2013; Ishii and Hori, 2016), cutoff types and distribution within meandering
rivers (Lewis and Lewin, 1983), hydrodynamics of cutoffs (Constantine et al., 2010b; Le Coz et
al., 2010; Zinger et al., 2013; Costigan and Gerkin, 2016), and morphologic change during and
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after a cutoff event (Johnson and Paynter, 1967; Mosley, 1975; Gagliano and Howard, 1984;
Hooke, 1995; Fares, 2000; Fuller et al., 2003; Han and Endreny, 2014), our understanding of the
detailed processes involved during and after cutoff remain incomplete, partly due to the sporadic
and episodic nature of these events that have prevented research as the event occurs (Lewis and
Lewin, 1983; Hooke, 1995; Micheli and Larsen, 2011). Flow hydraulics, bar formation, bank
erosion, and planform evolution have not been completely characterized for simple bends and
certainly not for elongate, compound loops (Engel and Rhoads, 2012). Conceptual models of
meander cutoff and oxbow lake formation up to this point in time have been established using
relatively simple planform configurations where the upstream and downstream limbs of the
meander are connected by a relatively straight cutoff channel (Konsoer et al., 2016a). Yet, in
nature, the location and planform geometry of cutoff channels in relation to a meander bend can
vary substantially, resulting in complex hydrodynamic and morphologic features that are not
accounted for in current models. While some research has been conducted exploring the process
dynamics of chute cutoffs, and refining conceptual models of chute cutoff evolution and rates of
sediment infilling (Shields and Abt, 1989; Constantine and Dunne, 2008; Constantine et al., 2010b;
Zinger et al., 2011, 2013), far less similar research has been focused on the processes associated
with neck cutoffs (Ratzlaff, 1981; Gagliano and Howard, 1984; Hooke, 1995; Fares, 2000; Han
and Endreny, 2014; Konsoer et al., 2016a), particularly for large rivers with complex meander
planform.
The purpose of this research is to examine the formation and evolution of neck cutoffs and
their associated oxbow lakes occurring on complex meander bends on an alluvial river. The
research should result in invaluable information about the process dynamics of neck cutoffs, refine
current conceptual models of neck cutoff morphodynamics, and contribute to the understanding of
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overall planform dynamics of meandering rivers. The research will focus on exploring the dynamic
interactions among three-dimensional flow structure, river channel morphology, and sediment
distribution throughout the cutoffs to gain insight into the processes responsible for formation and
evolution of neck cutoffs and oxbow lake formation. The objectives will be met by addressing the
following research questions:
Q1. What are the characteristics of the three-dimensional flow field through neck cutoffs
on complex bends?
•

Does flow exhibit the characteristics of bifurcations and confluences or is it
different?

Q2. What is the morphologic response of the river channel due to neck cutoff?
•

Where are the areas of erosion and deposition within the cutoffs?

•

How are the patterns of morphology related to patterns in flow?

Q3. What are the spatial distributions of sedimentary structures and grain size of those
structures and how do these relate to flow through the cutoff?
Q4. Do the neck cutoffs on the White River fit into current conceptual models of cutoff
initiation and evolution and, if not, can conceptual models be made to explain these
cutoffs?
These questions have been addressed through the collection and analysis of field data from
cutoffs on elongate meander loops on the White River, Arkansas. The White River begins near
Batesville, Arkansas and flows until joining the Mississippi River. The neck cutoffs studied evolve
relatively slowly compared to previous research which has provided a unique opportunity to
document the neck cutoff process as the cutoffs actively evolve. Question 1 is addressed by using
an acoustic Doppler current profiler (ADCP) that was used on three relatively recent cutoffs and
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two relatively old cutoffs to study three-dimensional flow during one discharge event. The cutoffs
have been categorized into two different planform geometries allowing for the characterization of
three-dimensional flow under different evolution and planform conditions. Question 2 is addressed
by using a multi-beam echo sounder (MBES), utilized to study morphologic change for the three
relatively recent neck cutoffs during bankfull and flood discharges. Question 3 is addressed
through the collection and description of sediment through two of the neck cutoffs. Lastly, question
4 is addressed in each step by the proposal of a conceptual model that better explains
hydrodynamics and morphodynamics of neck cutoffs.
The document is organized into the chapters below. Chapter 2 is a literature review on
meandering river processes that lead to cutoffs, types of cutoffs and conceptual models associated
with them, and an overview of bifurcations and confluences. Chapter 3 presents research focused
on three-dimensional flow through neck cutoffs with two different planform configurations.
Chapter 4 focuses on research involving morphology and morphologic adjustment of three neck
cutoffs through three years of evolution. Chapter 5 concentrates on sediment distribution and
deposition through two of the neck cutoffs to determine if sediment availability is an issue at the
neck cutoffs. Lastly, Chapter 6 concludes the document and answers the research questions posed
above.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1. Open Channel Flow and Hydraulics
Water flowing in a river is characterized as open channel flow, as it has a free surface
boundary between the fluid and the atmosphere. Open channel flow can be classified by using four
criteria: uniform/varied, steady/unsteady, laminar/turbulent, and tranquil/rapid. The degree of
uniformity and steadiness is determined by how variable velocity is in regards to position and time,
respectively. Flow is uniform if depth and/or velocity is the same throughout the channel segments
of interest and varied if depth and/or velocity changes along the channel length. Flow is steady
when depth and/or velocity of flow is constant for a given time interval at a particular location and
unsteady if depth and/or velocity changes during a given time interval. Natural rivers tend to be
varied and unsteady.
The state of flow is determined by the effects of viscosity and gravity in relation to the
inertial forces of the flow. The flow Reynolds Number (𝑅𝑒 ) is used to represent the ratio of inertial
forces to viscous forces:
𝑅𝑒 =

̅𝑅ℎ
𝑈
𝜈

̅ is cross-sectional average streamwise velocity, 𝑅ℎ is hydraulic radius, and 𝑣 is kinematic
where 𝑈
viscosity. A Reynolds number of less than 500 indicates the flow is laminar, while a value greater
than 2000 indicates the flow is turbulent. Reynolds numbers between 500 - 2000 are considered
transitional. Laminar flow occurs when viscous forces are larger than inertial forces, this results in
little mixing between layers of fluid as each layer slides past other layers. Turbulent flow results
when viscous forces are smaller than inertial forces, flow paths of fluid are irregular, and mixing
occurs through the transfer of momentum by large-scale eddies. Thus, the Reynolds number can
be viewed as an indicator of the amount of mixing that occurs within a stream.
6

The ratio of inertial forces to gravitational forces is shown by the Froude number (𝐹𝑟 ). The
Froude number can be used as an indicator of tranquility/rapidity of flow:
𝐹𝑟 =

̅
𝑈
√𝑔𝑑

̅ is cross-sectional average streamwise velocity, 𝑔 is acceleration due to gravity, and 𝑑 is
where 𝑈
hydraulic depth. When the Froude number equals one, flow is considered to be in critical state,
where inertial and gravitational forces are balanced. When the Froude number is less than one,
flow is considered to be subcritical, where gravity forces are larger than inertial forces. Flow that
is subcritical has a low velocity and greater depth for a given channel configuration and discharge;
thereby, it can be described as tranquil or stable. When Froude number is greater than one, flow is
considered to be supercritical, where inertial forces are larger gravitational forces. Supercritical
flow has a high velocity and shallower depth for a given channel configuration and discharge;
thereby, it can be described as unstable, rapid, or torrential. Another way to discuss criticality is in
terms of wave propagation. Surface waves can move upstream in subcritical flow but cannot in
supercritical flow.
Water flowing in open channels converts potential energy to kinetic energy, visually
represented as flow field streamlines (Figure 2.1). The total energy of flow (energy line Figure
2.1) for a streamline passing through a section of channel is known as total head, 𝐻, and is the sum
of elevation head (elevation above a datum), pressure head, and velocity head:
𝛼𝑢2
𝐻 = 𝑧 + 𝑑cosɵ +
2𝑔
where 𝑧 is the elevation above the datum, 𝑑 is depth, ɵ is the slope angle of the channel bottom,
and

𝛼𝑢2
2𝑔

is the velocity head of flow, where α is the energy coefficient to account for true velocity

in a natural channel, 𝑢 is velocity, and 𝑔 is gravitational acceleration. Due to non-uniformity of
7

velocity distribution in natural flows, every streamline will have a different velocity head. If flow
were truly parallel, with uniform velocity distribution, the velocity head would be identical for
every streamline. It can be assumed for gradually varied flows that the velocity head for
streamlines are equal and an energy coefficient (α) can be used to correct for the effect of nonuniform velocity distributions. When flow is uniform, energy line slope, 𝑆, is equal to the water
surface slope, 𝑆w , and equal to bed slope, 𝑆o , which is equal to 𝑠𝑖𝑛ɵ (𝑆 = 𝑆w = 𝑆o = 𝑠𝑖𝑛ɵ; Figure
2.1). Following the Bernoulli Equation for the principle of conservation of energy, the total head
at an upstream location (subscript 1) equals the total head downstream (subscript 2) plus the loss
of energy between the two, denoted as ℎf :
𝐻1 = 𝐻2 + ℎf

Figure 2.1. Image of energy lines within a stream, modified from Wohl (2016).
In a natural river channel, average velocity and the distribution of that velocity are affected
by roughness elements that cause resistance and slow flow. These roughness elements include
single, protruding grains or whole bedforms. The resistance from roughness elements is
counteracted by gravity acting on the flow in the direction of motion, with uniform flow occurring
when these forces are in balance. Velocity is related to flow resistance by a number of different
8

equations with three examples assuming uniform flow being Chezy, Darcy-Weisbach, and
Manning equation. The three equations allow for the calculation of flow resistance coefficients
with a known velocity or, conversely, flow resistance coefficients can be used to estimate velocity
when direct velocity measurements are not possible.
Chezy Equation:

𝑈 = 𝐶√𝑅ℎ 𝑆

Darcy-Weisbach Equation:

𝑈=(

Manning Equation:

𝑈=

8𝑔𝑅ℎ 𝑆 1/2
ƒ

)

𝑅ℎ 2/3 𝑆 1/2
𝑛

where 𝑈 is mean velocity, 𝑅ℎ is hydraulic radius, 𝑆 is energy line slope, 𝑔 is gravitational
acceleration, and 𝐶, 𝑓, and 𝑛 are the respective resistance coefficients. Each equation assumes
uniform flow which is rare in nature but they are relatively simple to use and produce
approximations that have been found to be satisfactory even for natural channels. The Manning
equation is the most widely used for rivers as it was developed for natural channels, while the
Darcy-Weisbach equation was developed for flow in pipes, and the Chezy equation was the first
attempt at relating velocity and flow resistance.
The velocity that is influenced by channel boundary roughness is termed the boundary
layer, which extends from the bed to the water surface for many natural rivers. The boundary layer
can be comprised of the laminar sublayer and the turbulent layer. The laminar sublayer thickness
is small and many roughness elements are larger than the sublayer, making most natural river
hydraulically rough. Therefore, the turbulent boundary layer is where velocity is measured and it
is the Law of the Wall equation that is used to describe velocity variations with height above the
bed within the turbulent boundary layer. The equation can also be used to derive shear stress and
roughness height is velocities have been measured.

9

𝑧
𝑢𝑧 = 2.5𝑢∗ ln( )
𝑧0
where 𝑢𝑧 is mean one-dimensional (1D) velocity, 𝑧 is height above the bed, 𝑧0 is the height of the
bed where velocity is zero, 𝑢∗ is shear velocity, and 2.5 is just 1⁄𝑘 , k is von Karman’s constant.
As water flows in a channel energy is exerted against the boundaries of the channel, shear
stress is a way to measure this energy. Shear stress is force per unit area exerted by flow on the
river bed. For steady, uniform flow the equation can be given by:
𝜏0 = 𝜌𝑔𝑅ℎ 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃
where 𝜌 is water density, 𝑔 is gravitational acceleration, 𝑅ℎ is hydraulic radius, and 𝜃 is channel
bed slope. When slopes are small, 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 is nearly equal to 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜃, which can be approximated by
slope, 𝑆, which can make the equation:
𝜏0 = 𝜌𝑔𝑅ℎ 𝑆
Another way to calculate velocity, pressure, and shear stress distribution using a coordinate
system is the Navier-Stokes equations for mass and momentum continuity for incompressible
fluids are:
𝜕𝑢𝑖
𝑑𝑡

𝜕𝑢

𝜕2 𝑢𝑖

1 𝜕𝑃

+ 𝑢𝑗 𝜕𝑥 𝑖 = − 𝑝 𝜕𝑥 + 𝑣 𝜕𝑥
𝑗

𝑖

𝑗 𝜕𝑥𝑗

+ 𝑔𝑖 , 𝑖 = 1, 2, 3

𝜕𝑢𝑖
= 0, 𝑖 = 1, 2, 3
𝜕𝑥𝑖
where (𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , 𝑥3 ) is a Cartesian coordinate system equal to (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧), ( 𝑢1 , 𝑢2 , 𝑢3 ) are local
instantaneous velocities vectors, 𝑃 is pressure, 𝑣 is kinematic viscosity, and (𝑔1 , 𝑔2 , 𝑔3 ) are the
vector form of gravitational acceleration in which 𝑔1 = 𝑔2 = 0 and 𝑔3 = 𝑔.
2.2. Sediment in Rivers
Sediment created from physical and chemical weathering of rock and organic material
produces individual grains that can be eroded, transported, and deposited by rivers. Grains are
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typically classified based on size (mm) or phi units (φ). The grain categories important are clay (<
0.004 mm, <8 φ), silt (0.004 – 0.062 mm, 8 – 4 φ), sand (0.062 – 2 mm, 4 – -1 φ), gravel (2 – 64
mm, -1 – -6 φ), cobble (64 – 256 mm, -6 – -8 φ), and boulder (>256 mm, -8 – -12 φ). Individual
grains are transported by a stream as wash load (suspended sediment) which are usually grains
finer than sand that can stay in suspension and bed load which are grains sand size or larger that
cannot remain in suspension and are, therefore, transported along the stream bed.
2.3. Meandering River Flow and Morphology
The process of meandering in alluvial rivers occurs through dynamic interactions between
three-dimensional flow structure, sediment transport, and channel morphology, and can be
influenced by the geotechnical properties of the channel banks and floodplains (Rhoads &
Welford, 1991; Blanckaert, 2010; Konsoer et al., 2016a). As a river continues to meander, a wide
range of bend configurations appear, from simple sinusoidal curves to more complex elongate and
compound meander loops characterized by multiple arcs of curvature (lobes), to meanders that
curve back upon themselves, all due to the interaction of the above characteristics (Brice, 1974;
Hooke, 1995; Frothingham and Rhoads, 2003).
Meandering rivers migrate through the floodplain increasing their sinuosity, defined as the
ratio of channel length divided by valley length (Brice, 1984). Channels with sinuosity greater than
1.25- 1.5 are classified as meandering rivers (Brice, 1984; Wohl, 2014). A simple meander bend
is defined as an arc where the chord length (C) exceeds the radius (R) and is not greater than seven
times the height (P; Figure 2.2 A; Brice, 1974). Chord length is the distance between points of
tangency with adjoining arcs (Brice, 1974). Height is the perpendicular distance from the apex of
the loop to the chord (Brice, 1974). If simple bends continue to grow they usually increase in
height and decrease in radius, forming a loop (Brice, 1974). A bend is characterized as a loop when
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the absolute angles (α) of the channel path compared to the downvalley direction at points of
inflection on the neck of a bend sum to 180° or more (Frothingham & Rhoads, 2003). Elongated
loops occur when the chord distance across the neck is equal to or less than the height (Figure 2.2
B; Frothingham & Rhoads, 2003). Compound loops form when two or more arcs of curvature,
known as lobes, form on the perimeter of the loop (Figure 2.2 C; Frothingham & Rhoads, 2003).
A compound loop has also been described as two or more simple bends that may or may not be
connected by straight channel segments (Brice, 1974; Frothingham & Rhoads, 2003).
Asymmetrical compound loops form when the multiple arcs of curvature have different radii of
curvature (Figure 2.2 D; Brice, 1974; Frothingham & Rhoads, 2003).

Figure 2.2. Classification of natural meander bend configurations A) simple bend, B) elongate
loop, C) compound loop, D) asymmetrical compound loop. Image modified from Frothingham
and Rhoads (2003).
As water flows through a simple meander bend, the curving channel boundary results in
centrifugal forces that cause super-elevation of the water surface along the outer bank, which
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produces an opposing pressure gradient force oriented roughly perpendicular to the channel
centerline (Hey, 1984; Dietrich, 1987; Blanckaert, 2010). The balance of these cross-channel
forces result in outward directed near-surface flow and inward directed near-bed flow inducing a
secondary circulation that, when imposed on the downstream current, results in large-scale helical
motion as the flow travels through the bend (Figure 2.3; Dietrich & Smith, 1983; Dietrich, 1987;
Frothingham and Rhoads, 2003). When the outward directed near-surface flow converges on the
outer bank vertical downwelling velocities that are directed back into the channel near the bed are
generated (Blanckaert, 2010). A scour pool typically develops from the downwelling and inward
movement of near-bed fluid (Blanckeart, 2010). The super-elevation of the water surface changes
the downstream slope of the water surface that creates cross-stream variation in velocity and
boundary shear stress (Figure 2.3; Dietrich, 1987). Water surface becomes relatively high on the
concave outer bank and relatively low on the convex inner bank (Figure 2.3; Dietrich, 1987). The
centrifugal forces on flow produce zones of maximum velocity and boundary shear stress that
move from near the inside bank upstream of a bend to near the outside bank downstream of the
bend apex (Figure 2.3; Dietrich, 1987). Therefore, as flow moves downstream through multiple
bends, zones of high velocity and shear stress show a pattern of shifting back and forth across the
bends (Figure 2.3; Dietrich, 1987). If a river bed is composed of mobile material, then the increases
or decreases in boundary shear stress will correspond to either erosion of deposition of material
(Dietrich, 1987). Transport of bed material is controlled by near-bed flow vectors and bed slope in
both the cross-stream and downstream direction, suspended load transport is determined by flow
direction throughout the water column (Dietrich, 1987).
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Figure 2.3. Image modified from Dietrich (1987) and Frothingham and Rhoads (2003)
showing flow and morphology through a simple meander bend. The image shows outward
oriented surface and inward oriented near-bed secondary circulation, locations of high and
low water surface elevation (WSE), maximum velocity, maximum boundary shear stress, and
bed topography.
Simple meander bend topography consists of deeper areas called pools and shallower areas
called riffles that are considered a single bed-form called a bar unit (Figure 2.3; Dietrich, 1987).
The bar unit begins with a scour hole that widens and shoals downstream ending in an oblique,
shallow bar front that wraps around the bend (Dietrich, 1987). The shallowest portion of the bar
tends to be located more in the center in the channel, as it is not attached to the inside bank
(Dietrich, 1987). Thus, the point bar has a humped cross-profile (Dietrich, 1987). As flow shoals
over the bar it is turned toward the pool which causes a net cross-stream discharge outward
(Dietrich & Smith, 1983; Dietrich, 1987). In cases where shoaling of flow is strong, there is an
imbalance between the pressure gradient and the centrifugal force leading to near-bed outward
oriented velocities located over the bars pointing towards the pool (Dietrich & Smith, 1983;
Dietrich, 1987). Therefore, helical flow is limited to only 20% or 30% of the channel width, where
the channel is relatively deep (Figure 2.3; Dietrich & Smith, 1983; Blanckaert, 2010). In the scour
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pool, near-bed velocities are oriented inward up to the point bar lobe front (Figure 2.3; Dietrich,
1987).
Velocity through an elongate meander loop as shown from flume experiments indicate the
largest surface velocities are located along the inner bank at the inflection between bends, as flow
moves into the loop a narrower band of high-velocity fluid moves to the outer bank, where it stays
through the loop (Figure 2.4; Whiting & Dietrich, 1993). Maximum near-bed flow at the loop
entrance is also located near the inner bank and crosses the channel through the loop, moving to
the outer bank before moving back to the inner bank after the loop (Termini, 2009). Flow locally
accelerates over the topography as it changes from bar to pool (Whiting & Dietrich, 1993). Flow
is pushed inward at downstream part of the pool/upstream part of the shoal and pushed outward at
downstream part of bar/upstream part of the pool (Whiting & Dietrich, 1993). The majority of
sediment transport is centered on the inner bank at the upstream section of the loop and moves to
the outer bank (similar to velocity) and stays there to the next loop, little transport occurs along
the inner bank through the curve (Whiting & Dietrich, 1993). Trajectory of sediment transport
switches from outward to inward, outward over bar top and inward in the pool (Whiting & Dietrich,
1993). High shear stress enters the loop located at the inner bank and crosses to the outer bank and
stays there, peak values correspond to areas of scour, thus following the trend in velocity
distribution (Whiting & Dietrich, 1993; Termini, 2009). Areas of higher shear stress also
correspond to areas of higher channel migration rates (Termini, 2009).
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Figure 2.4. Image showing morphology and the HVC through an elongated loop, note the
presence of shingle bars and multiple pools, modified from Frothingham and Rhoads, 2003.
Flow in natural elongate meander loops is more complicated, in some cases showing
agreement with flume results and in some cases not. Cross-sectional depth average velocity is
asymmetrical, with the highest velocities located near the inner bank and lowest velocities located
next to the outer bank at the entrance to the meander loop (Konsoer et al., 2016b). In some
instances, the maximum velocity core shifts to the outer bank as flow moves to the loop apex, still
showing asymmetry but with highest velocities on the outer bank and lowest velocities located
over the point bar (Konsoer et al., 2016b). However, for one instance, the shift from inside to
outside of the maximum velocity core was too gradual resulting in a broad zone of fairly uniform
velocities in the center of the channel (Konsoer et al., 2016b). In another instance, from a different
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study, maximum velocities remained close to the inner bank throughout the bend leading to
speculation that asymmetry of velocity from low inner bank to high outer bank velocities may not
even exist on sharply curved bends (Jackson, 1975). In all previous cases, helical flow was present
and often formed downstream of the loop apex shown by outward near-surface flow and inward
near-bed flow (Jackson, 1975; Konsoer et al., 2016b).
Bed topography in elongated meander loops using a flume reveal that under perfect
conditions multiple pools form on the outer concave bank as part of shingle-like bar units (Figure
2.4; Whiting & Dietrich, 1993; Termini, 2009). Shingle bars are a series of bars within a meander
loop that appear to overlap one another, the leading edge of each bar is oblique and curves toward
the inside of the bank (Figure 2.4; Whiting & Dietrich, 1993). The bar units show a repeating
pattern of a slip face into a pool that widens and shoals in the downstream direction forming
another slip face into another pool (Whiting & Dietrich, 1993). The first pool forms upstream of
the bend apex, located at a point where a line drawn from tangent to the inner bank at the upstream
inflection area intersects the outer bank (Whiting & Dietrich, 1993; Termini, 2009). The location
of the first pool is determined by the outwardly forced flow from curvature and the point bar
(Whiting & Dietrich, 1993). While the first pool location can be predicted, the other subsequent
pools are not tied to specific locations in the bend (Whiting & Dietrich, 1993; Termini, 2009). This
first pool was found to be the deepest of the pools (Whiting & Dietrich, 1993; Termini, 2009).
When the loop transitions to the relatively straight reach between loops, the deposition lobes are
not inward wrapping anymore, as in they no longer show a shingle structure, and they are oriented
downstream, located along the same bank as the scour pool (Whiting & Dietrich, 1993). Scour in
this relatively straight part can be along the inner bank as opposed to being confined to the outer
bank as it is through the loop (Whiting & Dietrich, 1993). Results from field research on elongate
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meander loops do not necessarily corroborate laboratory results. Konsoer et al (2016b) studied two
natural meander loops and found one had a series of pools and one had only one continuous pool.
Also, both bends were missing the over-lapping shingle bars, only one single point bar was found.
Field studies of compound meander loops have shown that velocity and bed morphology
is similar to that found by the Whiting & Dietrich (1993) flume study for elongate meander loops
(Frothingham & Rhoads, 2003; Engel & Rhoads, 2012). The high-velocity core heading into and
through the lobes were oriented to and converged on the outer bank across the entire channel width,
steered there by the point bar (Frothingham & Rhoads, 2003; Engel & Rhoads, 2012). The shift in
the high-velocity core was more pronounced in the field than in experiments, probably because of
the rough curvature present in the natural stream instead of the smooth curvature utilized in
experiments (Frothingham & Rhoads, 2003). The high-velocity core showed a tendency to
submerge below the surface when flow converged on the outer bank (Frothingham & Rhoads,
2003; Engel & Rhoads, 2012). In between the lobes, velocity did straighten and align with channel
direction before once again shifting to the outer bank at the next lobe apex (Frothingham &
Rhoads, 2003). Helical flow was pronounced in the pools at lobe apexes but appeared to decay in
the channel reach in between the apexes (Frothingham & Rhoads, 2003; Engel & Rhoads, 2012).
Due to the velocity distribution, erosion and deposition was most active at or near lobe apexes and;
therefore, migration rates were also highest at lobe apexes (Frothingham & Rhoads, 203; Engel &
Rhoads, 2012). Multiple pools were found and located at points similar to that found by flume
experiments (Hooke & Harvey, 1983; Frothingham & Rhoads, 2003). However, the presence of
shingle bars was either not mentioned or not found. The point bars that formed in the Frothingham
& Rhoads (2003) paper did not have distinct bar fronts or curving slip faces, lacking the
distinctions needed to be categorized as shingle bars. Asymmetry of the loop cross-sectional
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profile is enhanced by erosion in the lobe apexes, so once asymmetry is established it is preserved
or increased in complexity (Frothingham & Rhoads, 2003; Engel & Rhoads, 2012).
2.4. Meander Cutoffs
A meander cutoff is the bypass of a meander bend by a new channel that has formed across
the neck of a meander bend and captured the majority of flow, the abandoned meander bend
eventually becomes the floodplain feature known as an oxbow lake (Fisk, 1947; Allen, 1965).
Meander cutoffs tend to be relatively sudden and extreme changes in a river’s course, resulting in
a shortening of the channel length, a reduction in channel sinuosity, and a local increase in channel
gradient and sediment transport capacity (Fisk, 1947; Allen, 1965; Phillips, 2010). Any alluvial
river that has an angular deviation from the shortest path can experience meander cutoff with the
frequency of cutoff increasing as channel sinuosity and channel gradient increases (Allen, 1965;
Thompson, 2003).
2.5. Chute Cutoffs
Two general types of cutoffs are recognized: neck and chute (Figure 2.5 A and B). Chute
cutoffs occur when overbank flow produces shear stresses large enough to incise a new channel
into the floodplain that becomes the primary channel (Fisk, 1947; Allen, 1965; Erskine et al., 1982;
Gay et al., 1998; Constantine et al., 2010a; Micheli and Larsen, 2011). Chute cutoffs can form
wherever overbank flow produces enough shear stress to erode the floodplain but three general
mechanisms of chute cutoff have been identified (Figure 2.5 C-E). 1) Swales or sloughs across the
meander neck channelize overbank flow and enlarges through time capturing more of the flow
until it becomes the main channel (Figure 2.5 C; Fisk, 1947; Grenfell et al., 2012). Enlargement
of a cutoff channel by this mechanism tends to occur over many overbank flow events, not just
one (Fisk, 1947). The chute channel gradually captures flow the chute channel can coexist with
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the original channel as a stable bifurcation, it can migrate into and merge with the original channel
(Fisk, 1947; Grenfell et al., 2012; van Dijk et al., 2014). 2) An overbank flow event or natural dam
forces water into the floodplain that forms a headcut in the downstream limb as the flow returns to
the channel, the headcut erodes upstream eventually becoming a cutoff channel (Figure 2.5 D; Gay
et al., 1998). 3) Bank erosion of the outer bank of a meander bend creates an embayment that
erodes across the meander neck of the next downstream meander bend until it cuts off that meander
bend (Figure 2.5 E; Constantine et al., 2010a). This mechanism for chute cutoff tends to become
more important where swales and sloughs are absent in the floodplain and were floodplain
vegetation is scarce (Constantine et al., 2010a). The likelihood of a chute cutoff occurring is
determined by a complex combination of flood magnitude and frequency, floodplain erodibility,
bend extension rates, and bed geometry (Grenfell et al., 2012; Harrison et al., 2015). No matter the
mechanism of cutoff, chute cutoffs prevent the river from growing into relatively long channel
segments and as a result river sinuosity remains low (Constantine et al., 2010a).
Chute cutoff evolution produces flow hydrodynamics that is analogous to a bifurcation and
confluence separated by a relatively short cutoff channel (Zinger et al., 2013). At the entrance to
the cutoff channel, in the area considered to be the bifurcation, field measurements have revealed
that a zone of reduced velocity is present within the original channel opposite the entrance to the
cutoff (Zinger et al., 2013). A zone of flow separation forms downstream of the bifurcation within
the cutoff channel (Zinger et al., 2013). At the exit of the cutoff channel, in the area considered to
be the confluence, flow from the cutoff channel converges with flow from the exit of the
abandoned channel (Zinger et al., 2013). The convergence of flow produces a zone of flow
stagnation at the upstream junction corner and a zone of flow separation on the inside bank of the
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downstream receiving channel (Zinger et al., 2013). The zones of flow separation and recirculation
and flow stagnation lead to sediment deposition that produces bars (Zinger et al., 2013).

Figure 2.5. A) Image of the evolution from meander bend the neck cutoff, B) image showing
the examples of a chute cutoff, C) image of the erosion of a swale for chute cutoff formation,
D) image of headcut erosion for chute cutoff formation, E) image of embayment erosion for
chute cutoff formation. Figure modified from Zinger (2016).
2.6. Neck Cutoffs
Neck cutoffs occur when a narrow neck of floodplain separating upstream and downstream
meander limbs collapses (Fisk, 1947; Allen, 1965). Meander bends can increase in sinuosity while
decreasing in radius of curvature as they migrate which allows for the upstream and downstream
meander limbs to grow into each other (Fisk, 1947; Allen, 1965; Ratzlaff, 1981; Gagliano and
Howard, 1984; Micheli and Larsen, 2011). Technically, the distance between the upstream and
downstream meander limbs at the time of cutoff has to be less than one channel width apart for the
cutoff to be considered a neck cutoff (Lewis and Lewin, 1983). Neck cutoffs are considered to
happen late in meander bend development and, thus, often result in larger channel shortening than
chute cutoffs (Fisk, 1947; Allen, 1965; Ratzlaff, 1981).
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The evolution of neck cutoffs has been put into four general stages (Gagliano and Howard,
1984). 1) The active meandering stage which gives way to the 2) neck cutoff stage where a breach
in the meander neck occurs and a cutoff channel forms. The cutoff channel shortens the channel
length and becomes the preferred (steepest) path for flow through the reach. As the cutoff channel
widens and captures increased proportions of the flow discharge, the entrance and exit to the
previous meander bend are plugged with relatively coarse sediment and the bend becomes
abandoned. 3) The lacustrine stage, or oxbow lake stage, occurs when the abandoned channel is
generally only connected to the main river channel during high discharge events, where overbank
flows contributes to infilling of the lake with fine-grained suspended sediment, completing the
transition to 4) the terrestrial stage where ponded water is no longer present. The time for plugging
and disconnection, transitioning from the neck cutoff to the lacustrine stage, has ranged from less
than 1 to 10 years in previous research (Petersen, 1963; Gagliano and Howard, 1984; Hooke,
1995). In contrast, the lacustrine stage can last from centuries to millennia before the oxbow lake
disappears to become terrestrialized floodplain (Gagliano and Howard, 1984).
2.7. The Neck Cutoff Stage
Investigations of flow through neck cutoffs have shown that the diversion angle between
the new cutoff channel and the older abandoned channel is important in determining the rate of
plugging and disconnection of the abandoned loop (Fisk, 1947; Gagliano and Howard, 1984;
Shields and Abt, 1989; Constantine et al., 2010b). Plug bars are essentially subaqueous levees that
flank the active river channel, grow during floods, and have an upward fining trend in sediment
size (Toonen et al., 2012).
Earlier research and descriptions of cutoffs noted that the duration of flow through
abandoned bends was controlled by the angle of the cutoff channel to the upstream and
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downstream limbs of the abandoned bend (Fisk, 1947; Gagliano and Howard, 1984). The smaller
the diversion angle, the more easily flow diverted into the abandoned bend and the longer the
abandoned bend remained connected to the river (Fisk, 1947; Gagliano and Howard, 1984). Chute
cutoffs were generally associated with smaller diversion angles while neck cutoffs were generally
associated with higher diversion angles (Fisk, 1947). Bridge et al. (1986) and Hooke (1995) would
corroborate the earlier findings with field observations and Shields and Abt (1989) would find that
diversion angle explained over 90% of the variation in bed-load aggradation seen between cutoffs.
Later research showed that as flow enters the abandoned bend a zone of flow separation and
recirculation forms, where flow velocity and shear stress are reduced, leading to sediment
deposition within the entrance to the abandoned bend (Figure 2.6 A; Constantine et al., 2010b).
The width of the zone of flow separation scales with diversion angle, where larger diversion angles
result in wider zone of flow separation and recirculation and more sediment deposition
(Constantine et al., 2010b). Thus, higher diversion angles, neck cutoffs, lead to faster rates of
sediment accumulation and formation of plugs that disconnect the abandoned bend from the river
(Constantine et al., 2010b). Conversely, lower diversion angles are associated with more bed
material storage and narrowing of the abandoned bend as bed material is delivered past the
entrance (Constantine et al., 2010b). Hydraulic disconnection was also found to be quicker when
the channel bed was comprised of finer particles, fine sediment had higher aggradation rates than
coarse material no matter the diversion angle (Constantine et al., 2010b). Lower diversion angles
mean enough shear stress is available to continue to transport bed-material which slows entrance
aggradation and disconnection from the active channel and allows growth of point bars and oxbow
narrowing (Constantine et al., 2010b). If rates of narrowing and shallowing are faster than plug
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formation, the abandoned bend could never become an oxbow lake and jump to the terrestrial stage
(Toonen et al., 2012).
Similar to diversion angle is the hydrodynamic phenomenon known as the Bulle Effect. In
diversions where one channel branches laterally from a main channel that continues the original
path, a disproportionate amount a bedload sediment enters the branching channel compared to the
water discharge ratio (Bulle, 1926; Dutta et al., 2017). The quantity of bedload sediment that enters
the branching channel increases as the diversion angle increases, until ~120° (Bulle, 1926; Dutta
et al., 2017). Near-bed flow diverts into the branching channel and transports bedload sediment in
the process while near surface flow continues into the main channel (Bulle, 1926; Dutta et al.,
2017; Dutta and Garcia, 2018). A zone of flow separation forms within the branching channel and
as the diversion angle increases, the width of the flow separation zone increases (Bulle, 1926;
Dutta et al., 2017; Dutta and Garcia, 2018), similar to what was found at cutoff channels (Shields
and Abt, 1989; Constantine et al., 2010b).
Research conducted at the exit of an abandoned meander loop still connected to the active
river found the presence of large eddies, formed due to the interaction between flowing water
exiting the cutoff channel and stagnant water in the abandoned bend (Figure 2.6 B; Le Coz et al.,
2010). For smooth corners, multiple eddies developed that varied in size and flowed in different
directions (Le Coz et al., 2010). For sharp corners, one eddies formed that was as large as the two
that had formed for smooth corners (Le Coz et al., 2010). Flow showed a pattern of deceleration
into the exit of the abandoned bend but due to the motion of the eddies flow accelerated when
leaving the bend (Le Coz et al., 2010). The pattern of flow resulted in bedload sediment deposition
located on the downstream corner and scour on the upstream corner (Le Coz et al., 2010).
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Figure 2.6. Image the hydrodynamics at the entrance (A) and exit (B) of a neck cutoff. Image
A modified from Constantine et al. (2010B) and image B modified from Le Coz et al., 2010.
Neck cutoff morphology has been shown to evolve differently from sit-to-site and there is
a lack of universal morphologic change beyond the general model presented by Gagliano and
Howard (1984). Neck cutoff morphologic evolution in a stream table showed that as the cutoff
formed the bed elevation upstream of the neck lowered through erosion while elevations
downstream rose by deposition (Han and Endreny, 2014). Some field investigations indicate the
upstream meander limb straightens through time, resulting in flow traveling in a relatively straight
path through the cutoff channel from the upstream to the downstream channel limbs, increasing in
velocity and depth at the point of cutoff (Fisk, 1947; Gagliano and Howard, 1984; Hooke, 1995).
Some research shows that as the cutoff channel widens, localized bed scour in the downstream
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channel limb close to the bank opposite the cutoff occurs (Hooke, 1995; Han and Endreny, 2014).
Simultaneously, sediment deposits within the entrance and exit of the abandoned bend (Hooke,
1995; Han and Endreny, 2014). At the downstream junction corner of the cutoff and the meander
limb, a bar forms (Hooke, 1995; Han and Endreny, 2014). For both chute and neck cutoffs,
upstream limb of the abandoned channel tends to plug first and experience quicker deposition,
however, this is not universal and there are cases where the exit of the abandoned bend plugged
first (Johnson and Paynter, 1967; Shields and Abt, 1989; Hooke, 1995).
While the rate of plugging is influenced by diversion angle, it is also influenced by the
amount of bedload sediment supplied and the relative gradient advantage of the cutoff channel
over the abandoned bend (Gagliano and Howard, 1984). Plugs are comprised of relatively coarse
bedload sediment with finer sediment overlaid on top (Erskine et al., 1982; Gagliano and Howard,
1984; Bridge et al., 1986; Hooke, 1995).
2.8. The Lacustrine Stage
Once plugs have disconnected the abandoned bend from the active river the bend becomes
an oxbow lake (Gagliano and Howard, 1984). During this stage, overbank flows bring fine grained
sediment into the oxbow lake, slowly filling the lake through time (Fisk, 1947; Allen, 1965;
Erskine et al., 1982; Gagliano and Howard, 1984). The overall factors that affect sedimentation
during this stage are the amount and availability of fine grained sediment, magnitude and
frequency of overbank flows that transport the sediment, migration of the river that changes the
distance of the oxbow lake form the river (reducing frequency of floods), oxbow lake size,
abandoned channel geometry, lake age (sedimentation rates vary through time with different
hydro-climatic conditions), water depth (deposition is higher in deeper water), and the presence of
outflow channels (Gagliano and Howard, 1984; Erskine et al., 1992; Citterio and Piegay, 2009).
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As permanent flow diminishes in the abandoned channel, sedimentation transitions from bedload,
to mixed load, to wash load, although this pattern is contingent on how fast plugs form (Figure
2.7; Erskine et al., 1982; Toonen et al., 2012). Bedload sediment becomes relatively scarce the
farther the distance from the openings of the abandoned bend and once plugs form only fine
grained sediment is delivered, thus there tends to be a fining upwards and fining with increased
distance from the active channel pattern in abandoned bends and oxbow lakes (Erskine et al., 1982;
Gagliano and Howard, 1984; Bridge et al., 1986; Erskine et al., 1992; Wren et al., 2008; Toonen
et al., 2012; Ishii and Hori, 2016). There have been cases where fining upwards sequences did not
happen such as with predominately mud-ladden rivers or with increased flood regimes through
time that brought in more coarse-grained sediment while eroding previously deposited fine-grained
sediment (Erskine et al., 1992; Brooks and Medioli, 2003; Citterio and Piegay, 2009).
The pattern of sedimentation, similar to the rate of plugging, is also influenced by diversion
angle (Ishii and Hori, 2016). Diversion angle affects the promotion of plug bars and, therefore,
determines how much shallowing and narrowing of the channel occurs (Toonen et al., 2012). It
has been found that a high diversion angle leads to quick plugging that results in a lack of
shallowing and narrowing and a quick transition from bedload to fine grained deposits (Figure 2.7
A; Ishii and Hori, 2016). A low diversion angle results in slower plugging, more shallowing and
narrowing of the abandoned bend and a layer of mixed load sediment (Figure 2.7 B; Ishii and Hori,
2016). Sedimentation gets to a maximum thickness along the former thalweg and in deep-scour
pools that form in the area of the cutoff (Fisk, 1947). A somewhat large range of sedimentation
rates have been found, varying around the world due to the previous mentioned factors. The Hunter
River, Australia, has sedimentation rates of 45 – 140 mm/yr for natural and artificial neck cutoffs
(Erskine et al., 1992). Sedimentation rates for various rivers and types of cutoffs in Wales and the
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Borderlands for just fine grains (not including bedload plugs) range from 3 – 71 mm/yr (Lewis
and Lewin, 1983). Mississippi River sedimentation rates of 1.1 mm/yr were found for a recently
abandoned oxbow lake, 0.2 mm/yr for an older oxbow lake where the active river has migrated
away resulting in less flooding, and ~10 mm/yr when the floodplain was cleared of vegetation
(Wren et al., 2008). In a different study, an oxbow lake on the Mississippi River had sedimentation
rates of 0.7 mm/yr before land was cleared and 2.3 – 30 mm/yr after floodplain land was cleared
(Davidson et al., 2004). Average lake sedimentation rates for the Rhone River valley, France
ranged from 0 – 26 mm/yr (Citterio and Piegary, 2009). Overbank sedimentation rates for oxbow
lakes on the Ishikari River, Japan range from 3.9 – 22 mm/yr while sedimentation rates for the
cutoff phase range from 45 – 90 mm/yr (Ishii and Hori, 2016).

Figure 2.7. Image modified from Ishii and Hori (2016) showing the different trends in
sedimentation based on diversion angle between the active river and abandoned loop.
2.9. Bifurcations
Zinger et al. (2013) linked chute cutoff hydrodynamics to a bifurcation and confluence
separated by a relatively short and straight channel, thus it is beneficial to discuss flow and
morphology through bifurcations and confluences. A bifurcation is a specific point in a river where
the river channel and flow divides from one upstream channel into two downstream branches, also
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known as bifurcates (Kleinhans et al., 2013). Bifurcations can from by erosion of a new channel,
such as a chute cutoff, or by mid-channel bar deposition that separates flow, seen in braided
channels (Kleinhans et al., 2013). Bifurcations are typically characterized as one of two
morphologies: 1) a Y-shaped bifurcation where both branches diverge from the path of the
upstream channel, and 2) a y-shaped bifurcation where one branch diverges laterally away while
one branch continues the path of the upstream channel (Figure 2.8 A and B). Previous research on
bifurcations has focused on stability and equilibrium configurations (Wang et al., 1995; Bolla
Pittaluga et al., 2003; Federici and Paola, 2003; Miori et al., 2006; Bertoldi and Tubino, 2007;
Edmonds and Slingerland, 2008), division of flow and sediment between branches (Hager, 1984;
Neary and Odgaard, 1993; Ramamurthy et al., 2007; Frings and Kleinhans, 2008; Hardy et al.,
2011; Kleinhans et al., 2011; Thomas et al., 2011; Szupiany et al., 2012), and how bifurcations
initiate (Ashmore, 1982; Bertoldi and Tubino, 2005).
Bifurcations have been categorized into three equilibrium states: 1) both branches remain
open, 2) branch one closes and all flow is captured by branch two, 3) where branch two closes and
all flow is captured by branch one (Wang et al., 1995; Bolla Pittaluga et al., 2003; Kleinhans et al,
2008, 2011, 2013; Miori et al, 2006; Zolezzi et al., 2006). Stability of these equilibrium states
depends on the balance between sediment supply and transport capacity within each branch, which
is determined by the flow characteristics of each branch (Kleinhans et al., 2011, 2013). A branch
will become dominant if its transport capacity exceeds the sediment supplied to it, the branch will
erode and flow will be captured from the subordinate branch (Bolla Pittaluga et al., 2003;
Kleinhans et al., 2008, 2013; Miori et al., 2006; Zolezzi et al., 2006). A branch will become
subordinate if its transport capacity is less that the sediment supplied to it, the branch will aggrade
and flow will be directed to the dominant branch (Bolla Pittaluga et al., 2003; Kleinhans et al.,
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Figure 2.8. Image showing the planform configurations of a symmetrical (A) and
asymmetrical (B) bifurcations. The Qa and Qs represent the water and sediment discharge,
respectively.
2008, 2013; Miori et al., 2006; Zolezzi et al., 2006). All three equilibrium states are considered
to be stable (Bolla Pittaluga et al., 2003; Kleinhans et al., 2008, 2013; Miori et al., 2006; Zolezzi
et al., 2006). If equilibrium state 1 becomes unstable, stability can return once the subordinate
channel is completely abandoned, resulting in only one active channel (Bolla Pittaluga et al.,
2003; Kleinhans et al., 2008, 2013; Miori et al., 2006; Zolezzi et al., 2006).
Stable bifurcations can also be categorized as symmetrical or asymmetrical, with
asymmetrical bifurcation being more common (Edmonds and Slingerland, 2008; Kleinhans et al.,
2008). Symmetric bifurcations have branches that are equal in channel width and receive equal
water and sediment discharges (Edmonds and Slingerland, 2008; Kleinhans et al., 2008).
Asymmetric bifurcations have branches with different channel widths, water discharges, and
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sediment discharges where the dominant bifurcate is wider, deeper, and receives more water
discharge than the subordinate bifurcate (Edmonds and Slingerland, 2008; Kleinhans et al., 2008).
Despite the asymmetry the bifurcation can be maintained and is, therefore, considered to still be
stable (Edmonds and Slingerland, 2008). Asymmetric bifurcations have even been found to be
more stable (able to recover from perturbations) than symmetric bifurcations (Edmonds and
Slingerland,

2008).

Asymmetry

is

introduced

to

bifurcations

due

to

gradient

advantages/disadvantages between the branches, curvature in the channel before the bifurcation
point, bar dynamics, sediment sorting, and tidal water-level changes (Hardy et al., 2011; Kleinhans
et al., 2008, 2011; Frings and Kleinhans, 2008; Hardy et al., 2011; van Dijk et al., 2014).
2.10. Nodal Point Modeling
Much of the research into bifurcations uses 1-D and quasi-2-D numerical modeling using
nodal point relationships for dividing water and sediment discharge (𝑄 and 𝑄𝑠 , respectively)
between the branches (Wang et al., 1995; Bolla Pittaluga et al., 2003; Miori et al., 2006; Kleinhans
et al., 2006, 2008, 2011). The models have similar nodal points relationships where the upstream
channel before the bifurcation (subscript 𝑎) is equal to the sum of the branch channels (subscripts
𝑏 and 𝑐, Figure 2.8 A and B):
𝑄𝑎 = 𝑄𝑏 + 𝑄𝑐
𝑄𝑠𝑎 = 𝑄𝑠𝑏 + 𝑄𝑠𝑐
However, the models differ in how water and sediment is divided between the branches. Wang et
al. (1995) developed a 1-D formula that used an empirically derived equation:
𝑄𝑠𝑏
𝑄𝑏 𝑘 𝑏𝑏 1−𝑘
=( ) ( )
,𝑘 > 0
𝑄𝑠𝑐
𝑄𝑐
𝑏𝑐
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where b is channel width and k is the exponent of the nodal point relationship. Bolla Pittaluga et
al., (2003) developed a quasi 2-D formula that calculates transverse water discharge (𝑄𝑦 ) and
transverse sediment exchange (𝑄𝑠𝑦 ) for about 2-3 channel widths upstream of the bifurcation point
(∝ 𝑏𝑎 ).
𝑄𝑦 =

1
𝑏𝑏 − 𝑏𝑐
(𝑄𝑏 − 𝑄𝑐 − 𝑄𝑎
)
2
𝑏𝑏 + 𝑏𝑐
𝑄𝑠𝑦 = 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝛽𝑎

𝑄𝑎
𝑊𝑎

where 𝛽𝑎 is the width:depth ratio and 𝑊𝑎 is depth in the upstream channel. This model accounts
for cross-stream movements of flow and bedload sediment upstream of the bifurcation point due
to the transverse bed slope at the bifurcation (Bolla Pittaluga et al., 2003). The effects of erodible
banks (Miori et al., 2006), inclusion of an upstream meander bend (Kleinhans et al., 2008), and
adjustable widths (Kleinhans et al., 2011) have been added to the nodal point relationships.
2.11. Flow through Bifurcations
A combination of computation fluid dynamics modeling (Edmonds and Slingerland, 2008;
Hardy et al., 2011), nodal point modeling (Kleinhans et al., 2006, 2008), experimental modeling
(Thomas et al., 2011), and field research (Zolezzi et al., 2006; Edmonds and Slingerland, 2008;
Szupiany et al., 2012; van Dijk et al., 2014) have been used to characterize flow and morphology
through bifurcations using various planform configurations. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
models solve for three-dimensional (3-D) Navier-Stokes equations using a grid that is
superimposed on the data (Hardy et al., 2011).
Utilizing a symmetric Y-shaped bifurcation with a straight upstream channel it was found
that, when the branches have equal gradients, the high velocity core in the channel upstream of the
bifurcation point is located near the water surface and close to the center of the channel (Figure
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2.9 A; Thomas et al., 2001). A flow separation cell forms just upstream of the bifurcation point
resulting in flow stagnation, the cell is wider at the bed than at the surface (Figure 2.9 A; Hardy et
al., 2011). Water surface is super-elevated in the area of flow stagnation (Thomas et al., 2001).
Faster flow cells at the surface are located on the outer bank of each branch, opposite the flow
separation cell at the bifurcation point (Figure 2.9 A; Hardy et al., 2011). When flow enters into
the branches, the high velocity core remains near the surface but migrates close to the inner banks
of both branches (Figure 2.9 A; Hardy et al., 2011; Thomas et al., 2011). A second, smaller core
of high velocity forms near the bed located on the outer banks of the branches (Figure 2.9 A; Hardy
et al., 2011; Thomas et al., 2011). Small zones of flow separation formed on the outer bank of both
branches at the surface and recovered two upstream channel widths down the branch (Figure 2.9
A; Hardy et al., 2011). Each branch formed a single coherent secondary flow cell that had surface
water flowing to the inner bank and near-bed flow moving toward the outer bank (Figure 2.9 A;
Hardy et al., 2011; Thomas et al., 2011). For each branch, the helical motion reversed from what
it was in the upstream channel (Hardy et al. 2011). For example, helical flow for the left branch
was counter clockwise in the upstream channel then switched to clockwise in the branch, the
reverse happened for the right branch (Hardy et al., 2011).
When gradients were set unequal to each other creating a dominant and subordinate branch,
the high-velocity core in the upstream channel was located at the surface and aligned with the
dominant branch (Figure 2.9 B; Thomas et al., 2011). Near bed velocities were also oriented
toward the dominant branch by the time flow was half a channel width upstream of the bifurcation
point (Thomas et al., 2011). Superelevation of water moved into the subordinate branch and
produced a positive pressure gradient that steered near bed fluid to the dominant branch (Thomas
et al., 2011). Close to the bifurcation point, a zone of decelerated velocities aligned with the
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subordinate channel (Figure 2.9 B; Thomas et al., 2011). Decelerated flow into the bifurcation
point have also been documented in field research (Szupiany et al., 2012). Within the branches,
the high velocity core is initially located close to the outer bank and moves to the inner bank
through the branch (Figure 2.9 B; Hardy et al., 2011; Thomas et al., 2011). The flow separation
cell and corresponding water surface super-elevation located at the bifurcation point when
gradients were equal changed location to within the subordinate branch and increases in gradient
asymmetry moves the cell further into the branch (Figure 2.9 B; Hardy et al., 2011). Zones of flow
separation formed on the outer bank of both branches similar to the equal gradient case but is
weaker in the dominant branch while still of similar magnitude in the subordinate branch (Hardy
et al., 2011). Secondary circulation showed a similar pattern as before, however, helical flow in
the dominant branch increased while it decreased for the subordinate branch (Figure 2.9 B; Hardy
et al., 2011; Thomas et al., 2011).
Slightly different results were found utilizing CFD, but with a different bifurcation
planform configuration (Figure 2.9 C; Edmonds and Slingerland, 2008). For a bifurcation with no
branch gradient advantage, when flow encounters the bifurcations point it acts as an obstruction
that slows velocity and raises water surface elevation, resulting in sediment deposition (Edmonds
and Slingerland, 2008). Conversely, at the outer bank of branch entrances, water surface elevation
is depressed and velocities are higher, resulting in scour (Figure 2.9 C; Edmonds and Slingerland,
2008). The branch thalwegs are located on the outside of the banks at the entrance but move toward
the inside of the banks through the branches (Figure 2.9 C; Edmonds and Slingerland, 2008). For
unequal branch gradients, the same general trends are present but water surface elevation is
increased due to the inlet step (described below) that increases the bed elevation of the subordinate
branch and adds to WSE asymmetry (Figure 2.9 D; Edmonds and Slingerland, 2008). The WSE is
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increased for the subordinate channel and decreased for the dominant channel (Figure 2.10 D;
Edmonds and Slingerland, 2008).
Similar results have been found for bifurcations with an upstream meander bend using both
CFD (Hardy et al., 2011) and 1D, 2D, and 3D nodal point modelling (Kleinhans et al., 2006, 2008,
2011). The modelling indicates that high-velocity flow is located on the outer bend and low
velocity flow is located on the inner bend of the meander bend before the bifurcation point (Figure
2.9 E; Kleinhans et al., 2006, 2008; Hardy et al., 2011). Helical motion is also typical of that seen
in meander bends where surface flow is oriented outward and near-bed flow is oriented inward
(Figure 2.9 E; Hardy et al., 2011). Thus, in situations were there is no gradient advantage between
the branches, the outer bend branch receives more high-velocity, surface flow and deepens while
the inner bend branch receives more low velocity, near-bed flow and bed-load sediment (Figure
2.9 E; Kleinhans et al., 2006, 2008; Hardy et al., 2011). The lower velocities are not enough to
transport the sediment the inner bend branch receives and it aggrades (Figure 2.9 E; Kleinhans et
al., 2006, 2008; Hardy et al., 2011). The inner bend branch can only become dominant when the
gradient advantage of that branch is enough to overcome the effect of the upstream meander bend
on flow and sediment division (Kleinhans et al., 2006, 2008). Migration of the upstream bend
leading into the bifurcation can cause cyclic growing/shrinking of bifurcates as sediment transport
shows non-linearity (Kleinhans et al., 2011). Bends that migrate slower push more sediment into
the inner bifurcate (Kleinhans et al., 2011). Chute cutoffs have supported these findings where the
success or failure of a new cutoff channel was determined 1) by the gradient advantage of the chute
channel and 2) the channel curvature upstream of the bifurcation (van Dijk et al., 2014). Curving
flow from the upstream meander bend resulted in helical motion that steered sediment to the inner
branch and flow to the outer branch (van Dijk et al., 2014). Therefore, cutoff channels that formed
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on the inner bend received more sediment than could be transported and failed while cutoff
channels that formed on the outside of bends scoured and grew to successfully capture flow and
become the dominant channel (van Dijk et al., 2014).
2.12. Bifurcation Bed Morphology
There is a cross-channel variation of water surface elevation at the entrance to the branches
due to the sudden obstruction of flow caused by the bifurcation point that results in the flow
slowing when it begins to diverge (Figure 2.9 A and C; Zolezzi et al, 2006; Edmonds and
Slingerland, 2008). For branches with different gradients, elevated water surface around the
bifurcation point, located on the inside bank of the branches, creates a low velocity zone that results
in sediment deposition at the entrances to the bifurcates (Figure 2.9 A and C; Zolezzi et al., 2006;
Edmonds and Slingerland, 2008). The corresponding outer bank has a water surface depression
and a velocity increase producing a scour hole (Edmonds and Slingerland, 2008).
The different in elevation between dominant and subordinate branches leads to the
formation of an inlet step (bed ramp) (Edmonds and Slingerland, 2008). An inlet step is the local
steepening in the more dominant branch that creates a transverse difference in bed elevations with
the subordinate branch having a higher elevation and the dominant branch having a lower elevation
(Zolezzi et al., 2006; Szupiany et al., 2012). The inlet step causes a higher water surface slope at
the bifurcation point which causes higher water surface elevation in the smaller channel and a
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Figure 2.9. A) Flow through a symmetrical bifurcation with equal gradients using the
planform of Hardy et al. (2011) and Thomas et al. (2011). B) Flow through a symmetrical
bifurcation with unequal branch gradients using the planform of Hardy et al. (2011) and
Thomas et al. (2011). C) Water surface elevation, velocity, and thalweg location through a
symmetrical bifurcation with equal gradients using the planform of Edmonds and Slingerland
(2008). D) Water surface elevation, velocity, and thalweg location through a symmetrical
bifurcation with unequal gradients using the planform of Edmonds and Slingerland (2008). E)
Flow through a bifurcation with an upstream meander bend using the planform of Kleinhans
et al. (2006, 2008) and Hardy et al. (2011).
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pressure gradient that pushes flow to the larger channel (Szupiany et al., 2012; Thomas et al.,
2011). The inlet step forms in the main channel before the bifurcation point (2-3 channel widths
in length) leading into the subordinate branch (Bolla Pittaluga et al., 2003; Federici and Paola,
2003; Miori et al., 2006; Zolezzi et al., 2006; Bertoldi and Tubino, 2007; Frings and Kleinhans,
2008; Kleinhans et al., 2008; Szupiany et al., 2012). The height of the inlet step scales with flow
and sediment asymmetry where increasing asymmetry leads to higher inlet steps (Miori et al.,
2006; Zolezzi et al., 2006).
2.13. Confluences
A confluence is a specific point in a river channel where two separate, tributary channels
combine (Best, 1986). This area is usually where large changes in downstream hydraulic geometry
and sedimentary processes occur that allow the river to convey the combined water and sediment
loads and is known as the confluence hydrodynamic zone (CHZ; Best, 1986, Biron et al., 1993;
Kenworthy and Rhoads, 1995; Rhoads and Sukhodolov, 2001). The CHZ is the location of
complex interactions between flow, turbulence, sediment transport, and morphology (Biron et al.,
1993; Rhoads and Sukhodolov, 2001). The size and location of the CHZ is controlled by planform
symmetry (Y-shaped vs. y-shaped), the junction angle, and momentum ratio of the tributaries (𝑀𝑟 ;
Mosley, 1976; Best, 1987; Kenworthy and Rhoads, 1995; Rhoads and Sukhodolov, 2001; Rhoads
et al., 2009). Similar to bifurcations, there are two generally acknowledge confluence planform
configurations: 1) symmetrical Y-shaped and 2) asymmetrical y-shaped (Figure 2.10). Confluence
symmetry determines how the tributary flows meet and, therefore, how much deflection, turning,
and reorientation of flows in the CHZ must be done (Mosley, 1976). In the case of the symmetrical
Y-shaped confluence both tributary flows combine and both flows must be turned (Mosley, 1976).
For asymmetrical y-shaped confluences, a tributary combines with another where the downstream
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channel is oriented in the same direction as one of the upstream tributary channels, thus only one
tributary flow must be turned (Mosley, 1976). The junction angle is the angle at which the tributary
channels meet and final junction angle, scour hole depth, and downstream cross-sectional area
have all been shown to positively correlate with the initial junction angle in flume experiments
(Mosley, 1976). Increasing the junction angle increases the amount flow must be turned and
reoriented in the CHZ which increases the amount of turbulence and the strength of helical flow
cells (discussed later) in the CHZ (Mosley, 1976).
The momentum ratio is given as:
𝑝2 𝑄2 𝑈2
𝑀𝑟 = (
)
𝑝1 𝑄1 𝑈1
where 𝑄 is discharge, 𝑝 is water density, 𝑈 is mean velocity, and subscripts 1 and 2 are the larger
tributary and smaller channels, respectively (Figure 2.10; Rhoads and Kenworthy, 1995). When
𝑀𝑟 < 1, the larger tributary flow occupies most of the downstream channel cross-section preventing
smaller tributary flow from penetrating into the channel and pinning it to the inner bank of the
CHZ (Figure 2.10 C; Kenworthy and Rhoads, 1995). As the momentum ratio increases, there is
greater deflection of the larger tributary flow by the smaller tributary flow as it penetrates into the
CHZ (Figure 2.10 A-B; Kenworthy and Rhoads, 1995; Rhoads and Sukhodolov, 2001).
2.14. Flow through Confluences
Flow from the tributaries enters the CHZ as two separate streams and eventually merge
into a single stream, with a single HVC, in the post-confluence channel (Ashmore et al., 1992;
Bradbrook et al., 2001; Rhoads & Kenworthy, 1995; Rhoads & Sukhodolov, 2001; Rhoads &
Sukhodolov, 2008). Tributary flows enter the CHZ with flow vectors oriented toward each other,
showing flow convergence (Rhoads and Sukhodolov, 2001). The combination of separate flows
into one produce six features of the CHZ: 1) stagnation zone at the upstream junction corner, 2)
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flow deflection zone where flow has to realign from the tributaries to the orientation of the postconfluence channel, 3) shear layer/mixing interface between the two tributary flows, 4) helical
flow that may or may not occur, 5) flow acceleration downstream of the deflection zone, and 6)
flow separation zone(s) at the downstream junction corners (Figure 2.11 A and B; Best, 1987).

Figure 2.10. Image showing the moving location of the mixing layer as the momentum ratio
increases, modified from Kenworthy and Rhoads (1995). A) Momentum ratio greater than
one, B) momentum ratio equal to one, and C) momentum ration less than one.
As the tributary flows converge a zone of flow stagnation forms in-between them, located
at the upstream junction corner (Best, 1987; Rhoads & Kenworthy, 1995; Rhoads & Sukhodolov,
2001; Rhoads & Sukhodolov, 2008). Flow stagnation occurs because both tributary flows deflect
each other away from the junction corner (Best, 1987). Size and location of the stagnation zone is
dependent on junction angle and momentum ratio (Best, 1986,1987; Rhoads and Sukhodolov,
2001). Larger junction angles produce larger flow stagnation zones because tributary streams must
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go through greater deflection and turning upon reaching the CHZ (Best, 1987). When the
momentum ratio is equal to one, the stagnation zone is located around the junction corner for both
symmetrical and asymmetrical confluences (Best, 1987; Rhoads and Sukhodolov, 2001; Rhoads
et al., 2009). For symmetrical confluences, when the momentum ratio does not equal one, the
stagnation zone moves into the mouth of the lower momentum tributary (Best, 1986). For
asymmetrical confluences, increases in momentum ratio move the stagnation zone further into the
straight tributary (Best, 1987; Rhoads and Sukhodolov, 2001; Rhoads et al., 2009).
In the flow deflection zone, flows are turning and realigning from the upstream tributaries
into the downstream post-confluence channel. Velocities within the two tributary flows both
accelerate and decelerate to become the same velocity and the stagnation zone is replaced by an
intervening low-velocity area until tributary flows fully combine to become one singular flow
(Ashmore et al., 1992; Roy & Roy, 1988; Rhoads & Sukhodolov, 2001). Thus, the two HVCs,
located at the surface, from the tributary channels persist next to each other until the flows are fully
combined (Ashmore et al., 1992; Rhoads and Kenworthy, 1995). The intervening area in-between
the tributary flows is the mixing interface and shear layer, identified by fluid properties such as
temperature and turbulence (Bradbrook et al., 2001; Rhoads and Sukhodolov, 2001; Rhoads and
Sukhodolov, 2008). The mixing interface is an almost vertical, narrow band where tributary flows
mix, and is usually aligned to the dominant tributary side (Bradbrook et al., 2001; Rhoads and
Sukhodolov, 2001). The base of the mixing layer can become distorted by expanding inward
(toward the subordinate tributary) and upward due to the effects of helical flow, but this
phenomenon does not always occur (Bradbrook et al., 2001; Rhoads and Sukhodolov, 2001).
When the momentum ratio is less than one, flow from the smaller tributary cannot penetrate far so
the mixing interface is located near the center of the channel in the CHZ (Figure 2.11; Rhoads and
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Kenworthy, 1995). When momentum ratio increases, the mixing interface moves toward the outer
bank, or the side of the larger tributary (Figure 2.11; Kenworthy and Rhoads, 1995). The mixing
interface should correspond to the shear layer between the two tributary flows where vertical
movement of flow is produced (Best, 1987). The shear layer is defined as a region of highly
turbulent fluid motion that promotes mixing (Rhoads & Sukhodolov, 2001). While the mixing
interface can be visually seen, data on turbulence is needed to identify the shear layer (Rhoads and
Sukhodolov, 2001; Rhoads and Sukhodolov, 2008). The vertical movement of flow increases bed
shear stresses that, when added with increased velocity from the flows combining, results in bed
scour (Best, 1987).
In the flow deflection zone, centered on the mixing layer, helical flow can form and flow
velocity increases (Mosley, 1976; Ashmore et al., 1992; Rhoads and Kenworthy, 1995; Bradbrook
et al., 2001; Rhoads and Sukhodolov, 2001). Two helical cells can be present, oriented back-toback where flow converges at the surface, plunges to the bed, and diverges at the bed (Figure 2.11
A and B, Mosley, 1976; Ashmore et al., 1992; Bradbrook et al., 2001; Rhoads and Sukhodolov,
2001). Scour of the bed often occurs at this location and the banks of the scour hole help direct
flow back upward toward the surface (Mosley, 1976; Rhoads and Sukhodolov, 2001). Increases in
the momentum ratio and junction angle increase the strength of helical flow (Mosley, 1976).
However, helical flow cells are not ubiquitous in natural stream confluences with sites showing
helical flow as described above, sites showing only one helical flow cell, and sites where no helical
motion was detected (Rhoads and Sukhodolov, 2001).
When flow from the tributaries enters the CHZ the action causes flow to move away from
the tributary banks and creates as zone of separation at the downstream junction corners (Best,
1987; Bradbrook et al., 2004; Rhoads and Kenworthy, 1995). Separation zones can form at both
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downstream junction corners for symmetrical confluences while asymmetrical confluences only
have one (Figure 2.11; Best, 1987; Rhoads and Kenworthy, 1995). Separation of flow is greatest
near the surface, and becomes smaller near the bed (Bradbrook et al., 2001). The effect of flow
separation is the narrowing of the channel width which increases flow acceleration in the CHZ
(Best, 1987; Rhoads and Kenworthy, 1995). The size of the separation zone increases with
increases in junction angle, confluence asymmetry, and momentum ratio (Best, 1987). There have
been instances where separation zones did not form in natural streams (Ashmore et al., 1992). This
has been attributed to the more gradual change in bank orientation in natural streams, as opposed
to sharper corners utilized in lab experiments and modelling and the lack of channel width
constriction in natural rivers that is also used in lab experiments (Ashmore et al., 1992; Rhoads
and Kenworthy, 1995).
2.15. Confluence Morphology
There are three main morphological features of confluences: 1) a scour hole located
roughly in the center of the channel, 2) avalanche faces that form at the mouth of each tributary
channel, 3) and a downstream junction corner bars (Figure 2.12 A and B; Best, 1986, 1988;
Mosley, 1976; Rhoads & Sukhodolov, 2001). Scour in a confluence starts about one-to-two
channel widths from the upstream junction corner and is located in the center of the channel for
symmetrical confluences and off to the side on the dominant tributary in asymmetrical confluences
(Figure 2.12; Best, 1986, 1988; Mosley, 1976; Rhoads and Kenworthy, 1995; Rhoads &
Sukhodolov, 2001; Rhoads et al., 2009). The scour hole aligns with the dominant tributary in
asymmetrical confluences due to growth of the downstream junction corner bar that forces erosion
of the outer bank (Ashmore and Parker, 1983; Rhoads and Sukhodolov, 2001). Erosion of the scour
hole occurs due to the convergence of flows that produce turbulent flow, helical motion, and
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Figure 2.11. A) Image of flow through symmetrical confluence. B) Image of flow through an
asymmetrical confluence. Images modified from Mosley (1976) and Zinger (2016).
accelerated velocity (Mosley, 1976; Best, 1986, 1987). Little sediment movement happens at the
center of the scour hole because helical motion pushes sediment towards the banks, producing a
sediment transport pattern of two zones that flank the scour hole and build the scour hole banks
(Mosley, 1976; Ashmore and Parker, 1983; Best, 1986).
Avalanche faces are areas of sloping sediment surfaces from the mouth of each tributary
that run into the scour hole (Figure 2.12; Rhoads et al., 2009). The height of the avalanche face
depends on depth of scour to which they dip (Best, 1986). In general, as junction angle and
momentum ratio increase, the distance avalanche faces travel into the confluence decreases (Best,
1988). For low junction angles and low momentum ratios, the avalanche face from the larger
tributary protrudes into the CHZ while the smaller tributary stays in that channel (Best, 1986). As
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junction angles and momentum ratios increase, the larger tributary flow is deflected more and more
by the smaller tributary flow and the larger tributary avalanche face recedes upstream while the
smaller tributary avalanche face migrates into the CHZ (Best, 1986, 1988).
For a symmetrical confluence, bars form near the downstream junction corners in the area
of flow separation (Figure 2.12; Mosley, 1976; Best, 1986). For an asymmetrical confluence, a
single bar builds up on the downstream junction corner of the smaller tributary bank, also
corresponding to the area flow separation (Figure 2.12; Best, 1986; Mosley, 1976; Rhoads &
Kenworthy, 1995). When fluid from tributary channel enters the confluence, it cannot remain
attached to the channel wall so a low velocity zone of recirculating fluid forms which leads to
deposition and the formation of the bar(s) (Best, 1986, 1988).
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Figure 2.12. A) Image of channel morphology for a symmetrical confluence. B) Image of
channel morphology for an asymmetrical confluence. Images modified form Mosley (1976)
and Zinger (2016).
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CHAPTER 3. CHARACTERIZING THREE-DIMENSIONAL FLOW
THROUGH NECK CUTOFFS WITH COMPLEX PLANFORM
GEOMETRY
3.1. Introduction
As meandering rivers migrate through their floodplain, the channel path may increase in
length and sinuosity while decreasing in channel gradient, producing a wide range of geomorphic
and habitat complexity, such as channel cutoffs and oxbow lakes. While cutoffs and oxbow lakes
are a natural and ubiquitous feature of riverine landscapes, predicting when these events will occur
and how they will evolve remains challenging due to a scarcity of detailed investigations focused
on the three-dimensional flow structure through actively evolving cutoffs.
Meander cutoffs on alluvial rivers are typically sudden and extreme events resulting in a
change of river course, shortening of the channel length, and a local increase in channel gradient
(Fisk, 1947; Allen, 1965). Cutoffs on meandering rivers are generally classified as either chute or
neck. Chute cutoffs form when overbank flow produces sufficient shear stress to incise a new
channel into the floodplain, with incision often concentrated within swales or sloughs across the
meander neck (Fisk, 1947; Allen, 1965; Erskine et al., 1982; Gay et al., 1998; Constantine et al.,
2010a; Micheli and Larsen, 2011). Neck cutoffs occur when a river increases in sinuosity while
decreasing in radius of curvature, leading to the migration of the upstream and downstream
meander limbs into each other and eventually resulting in bank collapse (Fisk, 1947; Allen, 1965;
Ratzlaff, 1981; Gagliano and Howard, 1984; Gay et al., 1998; Micheli and Larsen, 2011).
The current knowledge surrounding the detailed processes involved during and after a
cutoff event remains incomplete, partly due to the sporadic and episodic nature of cutoff events,
which has limited field-based research as the event occurs (Lewis and Lewin, 1983; Hooke, 1995;
Micheli and Larsen, 2011). While some research has focused on the detailed processes involved
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in chute cutoff and the improvement of chute cutoff models (Shields and Abt, 1989; Constantine
and Dunne, 2008; Constantine et al., 2010b; Zinger et al., 2011, 2013), far less similar research
has been focused on the processes associated with neck cutoff (Gagliano and Howard, 1984; Fares,
2000; Han and Endreny, 2014; Konsoer et al., 2016b), particularly for rivers with complex
meander planform geometry. The lack of detailed investigations of neck cutoffs has led to current
conceptual models of neck cutoff and oxbow lake formation being established using relatively
simple planform configurations where the upstream and downstream meander limbs are depicted
as connected by a relatively straight cutoff channel (Gagliano and Howard, 1984; Konsoer et al.,
2016b). However, in natural rivers, the location and planform geometry of cutoff channels in
relation to a meander bend can vary substantially, resulting in complex hydrodynamic and
morphologic features that are not explicitly accounted for in the current conceptual models.
Previous research on flow through cutoffs has revealed the importance of the diversion
angle between the new active channel and the older abandoned channel in determining the rate of
disconnection of the abandoned loop from the active channel (Fisk, 1947; Gagliano and Howard,
1984; Shields and Abt, 1989; Constantine et al., 2010a). Fisk (1947) was the first to note that the
duration of flow through abandoned bends was controlled by the alignment of the active channel
to the upstream and downstream limbs of the bend. The smaller the diversion angle, the longer the
abandoned bend remained active (Fisk, 1947). The diversion angle was found to be generally
smaller for chute cutoffs which explained why flow persisted through abandoned bends formed
from chute cutoffs longer than those formed from neck cutoffs (Fisk, 1947). Gagliano and Howard
(1984) then produced a model depicting four stages for neck cutoff evolution from active
meandering to complete infill and terrestrialization (Figure 3.1 A). Similar to Fisk (1947),
Gagliano and Howard (1984) state that the angle between the abandoned limbs of the bend and the
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active channel, along with bed load supply and relative gradient advantage of the new cutoff
channel compared to the old bend, determined the length of time for complete disconnection of
the bend from the active channel. For cases when the diversion angle was slight, flow diverted
more easily through the abandoned bend causing prolonged flow (Gagliano and Howard, 1984).
Bridge et al. (1986) and Hooke (1995) corroborated these results with further field observations,
and Shields and Abt (1989) found that the diversion angle explained over 90% of variation of bedload aggradation. Constantine et al. (2010b) was the first to describe the physical mechanisms that
explain why diversion angle affected plugging and flow duration through abandoned bends. As
flow enters the abandoned bend a zone of flow separation and recirculation is produced, where
flow velocity and shear stress are reduced (Figure 3.1 B; Constantine et al., 2010b). The width of
this zone of separation is determined by the diversion angle between the new cutoff channel and
the abandoned bend, where larger diversion angles result in wider zones of separation and
recirculation, leading to deposition of sediment within the entrance to the abandoned bend
(Constantine et al., 2010b). Thus, higher diversion angles, lead to faster rates of sediment
accumulation and the formation of sediment plugs that disconnect the abandoned bend from the
active channel (Constantine et al., 2010b).
Research on chute cutoffs has led to a conceptual model that suggests flow hydrodynamics
at cutoffs is analogous to a bifurcation and confluence separated by a relatively short channel
(Figure 3.1 C; Zinger et al., 2013). Field measurements of three-dimensional velocities of a chute
cutoff on the Wabash River have shown the presence of a zone of reduced velocity within the
original channel opposite the entrance to the cutoff and a zone of separation immediately
downstream of the bifurcation within the newly developed cutoff channel (Zinger et al., 2013). At
the exit of the cutoff channel, flow from the cutoff converges with flow from the original channel,
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producing a zone of stagnation at the upstream junction corner of the confluence while a zone of
flow separation forms on the inside bank of the downstream receiving channel (Zinger et al., 2013).
These zones of recirculation and stagnation lead to the deposition of sediment and the development
of bars that contribute to the abandonment of the original channel and the evolution of the cutoff
channel.

Figure 3.1. (A) Image showing the four stages of neck cutoff evolution from active
meandering to complete infill. modified from Gagliano and Howard (1984). The grey shaded
areas in the Lacustrine and Terrestrial Stages indicate plugging and infill of sediment into the
abandoned loop. (B) Zone of flow separation and recirculation occurring within an
abandoned channel following cutoff. As diversion angle between cutoff (active) channel and
abandoned channel increase, the zone of separation increases. modified from Constantine et
al., 2010a. (C) Conceptual model of flow within a chute cutoff, showing similarities with
bifurcation and confluence hydrodynamic features. modified from Zinger et al., 2013.
Similar hydrodynamic investigations as that by Zinger et al. (2013) has not been conducted
for neck cutoffs, and previous models depict cutoffs with a lack of upstream curvature of the
channel entering the cutoff. However, as cutoffs are bifurcations, at least temporarily, research on
bifurcations with upstream meander bends can be beneficial for understanding flow structure
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through cutoffs. Using a combination of 1D, 2D, and 3D numerical modelling, it has been shown
that in the absence of a gradient advantage between the bifurcates, the outer bend branch receives
more flow and deepens while the inner bend branch receives more bed-load sediment than can be
transported and aggrades (Kleinhans et al., 2006, 2008). Direction of sediment transport and flow
differs between the bifurcates due to gravitational effects on transverse and longitudinal slopes and
helical flow produced from the upstream meander bend (Kleinhans et al., 2006, 2008). The inner
bend bifurcate becomes dominant only when the gradient advantage of the bifurcate is enough to
counteract the effect of the upstream meander bend flow and sediment division (Kleinhans et al.,
2006, 2008). Van Dijk et al. (2014) found similar results on chute cutoffs, noting that success or
failure of the new cutoff channel was determined by gradient advantage and channel curvature at
the bifurcation. The curving flow from the upstream bend resulted in helical motion that steered
sediment to the inner bifurcate and flow discharge to the outer bifurcate (van Dijk et al., 2014).
Thus, chute cutoff channels that formed on the inner bend received too much sediment and failed
while a chute cutoff channel that formed on the outer bend scoured and successfully captured the
majority of flow (van Dijk et al., 2014).
The hydrodynamics described by previous research suggest that differences in planform
geometry and channel morphology are important factors controlling flow through meander cutoffs.
For example, the diversion angle model predicts that a zone of separation and recirculation will
form within the entrance to the abandoned channel (Constantine et al., 2010a), whereas the
bifurcation-confluence model shows a zone of reduced velocity (or stagnation) within this same
region (Zinger et al., 2013). While both of these models do predict the accumulation of sediment
within the entrance to the original channel, each model accounts for bar formation through
different hydrodynamic mechanisms. The differences between these two models likely reflect the
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range of planform geometries observed in nature, as well as the morphologic variability produced
during the evolution of channel cutoffs.
The purpose of this study is to characterize three-dimensional flow through neck cutoffs
with complex planform geometries using detailed field measurements. Multiple neck cutoffs have
been documented on the White River, in central Arkansas, each with different planform
characteristics. The morphologic evolution of these cutoffs appears relatively slow compared with
other observed neck cutoffs, providing an excellent opportunity to investigate in detail the
hydrodynamic features associated with these events. By examining five different neck cutoffs on
the same river, this paper seeks to address the importance of planform geometry and cutoff location
on the three-dimensional flow field, and provide a new conceptual model for the three-dimensional
flow structure through neck cutoffs.
3.2. Study Site
The neck cutoffs presented in this study are located on the lower White River, in central
Arkansas (Figure 3.2). The lower White River begins near Batesville, Arkansas and runs
approximately 745 km before joining the Mississippi River, draining an area of about 8360 km2.
The channel has a bankfull width of roughly 170 m and bankfull depth of roughly 7 m. Hydrologic
data from a United States Geological Survey gaging station at De Valls Bluff, Arkansas (gage:
07077000) indicate a mean annual discharge of 750 m3/s and a peak annual discharge of 2,460
m3/s. Generally, higher discharge occurs between March – June and lower discharge occurs
between July – December.
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Figure 3.2. Map of the location of cutoff sites along the White River, in central Arkansas.
Banklines were drawn from for each cutoff site before cutoff and in 2015 to show the overall
cutoff evolution. Banklines for Calhoun Bend before cutoff were traced using an 1986
topographic map, while this is after the date of cutoff the data for this map seems have been
collected between 1962-1981 and the bend was not updated from other earlier versions of
topographic maps. Banklines for Franklin Bend before cutoff were traced using the 2006
after cutoff satellite image with the neck being inferred from the image, satellite images from
before cutoff were not available. All after cutoff dates were set at 2015 as this is the last
complete satellite imagery that was available for all cutoff sites.
Labels: PB- Pumps Bend, SB- Seven Mile Bend, FB- Franklin Bend, DE- Devil’s Elbow,
CB- Calhoun Bend
Five neck cutoffs have been identified for this study, all located upstream of Clarendon,
AR (Figure 3.2). All five sites represent cutoffs on elongate meander loops at different stages in
morphologic evolution and different planform geometries. Three of the sites are grouped together
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as having upstream and downstream channels oriented subparallel to each other (Figure 3.2).
Pumps Bend began cutoff incision in 2013, making it the most recent cutoff event of this study.
The width of the narrowest part of the neck in satellite imagery before cutoff was about 30 m and
the cutoff channel is located about 900 m from the apex of the inner bank of the meander loop.
Franklin Bend is located roughly 9 km upstream of Clarendon, AR and cutoff in 2005 based on
aerial photographs. The width of the neck before cutoff was about 15 m and the location of the
cutoff channel is about 710 m from the inner bank of the meander loop apex. The third elongate
loop cutoff site, Seven Mile Bend, is located ~9 km downstream from Pumps Bend, roughly
halfway between Pumps and Franklin bends, and cutoff of in 2011. The width of the neck before
cutoff was about 20 m and the location of the cutoff is about 250 m from the apex of the meander
loop along the inner bank. The other two cutoff sites, currently, have a planform geometry where
the upstream channel is oriented roughly parallel with the cutoff channel and the downstream
channel is roughly perpendicular to the cutoff channel (Figure 3.2). Calhoun Bend, located ~12
km upstream of Des Arc, AR, appears to have initially cutoff in 1988 and is nearly fully
disconnected from the active channel. The furthest upstream cutoff is Devil’s Elbow, located ~15
km upstream of Georgetown, AR. Based on time-series satellite imagery, Devil’s Elbow cutoff
sometime between 1983-1984.
Previous research on neck cutoffs indicate that the time for plugging and disconnection of
the abandoned loop from the active channel occurred over a relatively short time span. Gagliano
and Howard (1984) found the time for disconnection ranged between 2-10 years for the lower
Mississippi River, Hooke (1995) found the time ranged from less than 1-7 years for cutoffs in
England, and Petersen (1963) found the time to disconnection was around 5 years. Comparatively,
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the morphologic evolution of the neck cutoffs in this study are relatively slow, as none of them are
fully disconnected from the abandoned bend even decades after initiation of the cutoff event.
A recent geomorphic study of the lower White River documented the influence of base
level lowering of the Mississippi River and flow regulation (dams) within the upper White River
on channel incision, migration rate, and sinuosity (Edwards et al., 2016). Findings from this study
revealed an incisional knickpoint located near St. Charles, AR, roughly 40 km southeast of
Clarendon, AR. Upstream of this knickpoint, where all five cutoff sites are located, migration rates
and sinuosity are relatively high compared to downstream of the knickpoint, with sinuosity for the
study reach being ~2.2 and migration rates being ~2-4 m/yr. Upstream of Clarendon, AR the
channel slope is about 6x10-4.
Most of the lower White River flows through a forested floodplain, including all five of
the cutoff sites in this study, although there are patches where agricultural land meets the river.
The planform geometry of the White River exhibits multiple neck cutoffs and numerous other
bends with narrow necks suggesting imminent neck cutoff. There also is an apparent lack of chute
cutoffs on the White River, despite frequent overbank flood events.
3.3. Methods
The collection of velocity data occurred during May 21-23, 2016, when discharge was
~1020 m3/s, corresponding to a river stage roughly 1 m below bankfull stage. A Teledyne-RDI
1,200 kHz Rio Grande acoustic Doppler current profiler (ADCP), mounted to an 18-ft jon boat,
was used to obtain three-dimensional velocities for each cutoff site. The ADCP is a four beam
system with a resolution of 0.001 m/s and accuracy of 0.002 m/s. Boat position was tracked using
a Hemisphere A100 integrated differential global positioning system (dGPS), with a 0.6 m
accuracy. The velocity measurements were collected along pre-determined cross-sections oriented
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perpendicular to channel centerline, prepared using a modified version of the Matlab script PCSCurvature (Guneralp and Rhoads, 2008). Cross-sections were spaced approximately every halfchannel width ~85 m, and each cross-section was traversed two to four times to improve timeaveraging of the velocity fields (Szupiany et al., 2007).
WinRiver II was used in the field for data acquisition and later for processing of transect
lines. Transect lines were exported from WinRiver II and imported into the Velocity Mapping
Toolkit (VMT) where they were combined into the cross-sections. VMT is a suite of Matlab codes
developed to process boat-mounted ADCP data and combines transects along similar crosssections to produce temporally and spatially averaged velocity data (Parsons et al., 2013).
Additionally, VMT allows for visualization of three-dimensional flow fields using various frames
of reference. In this paper, the cross-stream frame of reference (orientation parallel and orthogonal
to the measured transects) and the Rozovskii (1957) frame of reference (primary 𝑉𝑝 and secondary
𝑉𝑠 components of flow oriented to local depth-averaged velocity vector in each vertical profile)
into components oriented perpendicular 𝑉𝑝𝑥 and parallel 𝑉𝑠𝑦 to the cross-stream plane were used
(Figure 3.3). The Rozovskii (1957) frame of reference was included in the analyses because it
allows for visualization of flow streamlines where the primary flow direction changes substantially
along a cross-section (Rhoads and Kenworthy, 1998). Vertical velocity components are not
affected with the Rozovskii frame of reference. Images of the depth-averaged velocity (DAV) and
the cross-sectional flow fields were produced using VMT.
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Figure 3.3. Rotational definitions for Rozovskii (1957) frame of reference. Block arrows
represent general flow direction through the cutoff. Vp and Vs represent the primary and
secondary velocities, respectively, of the local depth-averaged velocity. Vpx represents the
downstream component of primary velocity relative to the mean cross-section. Vsy represents
the cross-stream component of secondary velocity, oriented orthogonal to Vpx.
3.4. Results
3.4.1. Depth-Averaged Velocity
Maps of depth-averaged velocity vectors through the neck cutoffs with subparallel
upstream and downstream channels (i.e. Pumps, Seven Mile, and Franklin bends) show many
similarities. Flow within the main channel immediately upstream of each cutoff displays a slight
asymmetry in the cross-stream pattern of depth-averaged velocity vectors, with the highest
velocities ~1.0 – 1.2 m/s along the outer (right) bank and lowest velocities ~0.25 m/s along the
inner (left) bank (Figures 3.4 – 3.6). As flow continues to travel into the neck cutoff region, the
majority of flow discharge is redirected nearly 180° from the upstream limb to the downstream
limb of the loop over a relatively short distance, roughly half of the bankfull channel width ~100
m. The strong redirection and small radius of flow curvature results in flow acceleration (e.g.
Franklin Bend, Figure 3.5) and advection of high momentum fluid along the bank opposite the exit
of the cutoff (Figures 3.4 – 3.6). Immediately downstream of the cutoff, the core of high velocity
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remains along the far bank opposite from the cutoff and displays strong asymmetry in the crossstream pattern of velocity vectors. At each site roughly 100 meters downstream from the cutoff,
the pattern of velocity vectors shows a redirection of the primary flow back towards the center of
the channel (Figures 3.4 –3.6).
At Pumps Bend, the tight bend flow through the cutoff results in a zone of flow separation
immediately downstream of the cutoff along the right bank within the downstream limb of the
loop, and results in a zone of flow recirculation that is ~75 m and ~200 m in the transverse and
streamwise directions, respectively (Figure 3.4, zone 1). Velocities within this zone of
recirculation have upstream oriented magnitudes of ~0.2 m/s. While the pattern of depth-averaged
velocity vectors at Franklin and Seven Mile bends do not display upstream oriented flow within
the zone of separation, flow recirculation is still present at both sites (Figures 3.5 –3.6, zone 1).
The lack of data within these two regions was due to shallow water that prevented collection of
boat-mounted ADCP measurements. However, previous observations from the field during
multiple field campaigns have confirmed the presence of flow recirculation in these regions.
In addition to the zone of separation and recirculation downstream of each cutoff, Pumps
and Franklin bend exhibit two zones of recirculation located within the entrance and exit of the
abandoned loop (Figures 3.4 – 3.6, zones 2-3). These zones of recirculation occupy the full width
of each channel segment and extend in the streamwise direction for multiple cross-sections. The
dimensions and velocities within these hydrodynamic features vary between sites; however, the
zones of recirculation at the exit of the abandoned loops show higher velocities (up to ~0.6 m/s)
than the zones of recirculation at the entrance (up to ~0.1 m/s; Figures 3.4 – 3.5).
At Seven Mile Bend, the hydrodynamic features shown by the patterns of depth-averaged
velocity vectors are more complex. Within the upstream limb of the loop, a zone of recirculation
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is located along the bank opposite from the cutoff, and has dimensions of ~70 m and ~140 m in
the transverse and streamwise directions, respectively (Figure 3.6, zone 3). As flow travels through
the cutoff and collides with the far opposite bank in the downstream limb, a portion of the flow
(~140 m3/s, ~13% of discharge) is redirected upstream (Figure 3.6). This portion of flow is further
divided, with a smaller volume traveling upstream through the abandoned loop (Figure 3.6, black
arrows) and the majority of flow forming a large zone of recirculation located adjacent to the cutoff
island (Figure 3.6, zone 2). This zone of recirculation appears to extend the entire width of the
neck cutoff and has maximum velocities of ~ 0.6 m/s (Figure 3.6).
The pattern of velocity vectors at Devil’s Elbow shows pronounced flow asymmetry in the
cross-stream pattern of depth-averaged velocity through most of the reach, with the core of high
velocity apparent throughout (Figure 3.7). In the upstream limb of the active channel, the high
velocity core is located along the outer (left) bank opposite from the entrance and exit to the
abandoned loop. Flow traveling through the cutoff channel has velocities up to ~1.25 m/s that are
initially aligned with flow from the upstream limb but is quickly redirected ~90° and collides with
the far bank (Figure 3.7). The collision of the flow with the bank results in a portion of the flow
being redirected in the upstream direction with velocities of ~0.25 m/s, forming a zone of
recirculation located across the entrance and exit to the abandoned loop (Figure 3.7, zone 1). Flow
near the entrance and exit to the abandoned loop shows slight exchange with this zone of
recirculation, though velocities are nearly stagnant.
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Figure 3.4. Map of depth-averaged velocity vectors and selected cross-sectional flow fields at
Pumps Bend. White dashed lines in the DAV map signify areas of flow recirculation. (1) zone
of flow separation and recirculation, (2, 3) zones of flow recirculation. For the cross-sectional
flow images, primary (color contours) and secondary (vectors) velocities using the Rozovskii
frame of reference as described in methods section. Positive streamwise velocities represent
flow into the cross-sectional plane, and negative velocities represent flow out of the crosssectional plane.
The flow that is redirected ~90° out of the cutoff channel immediately enters the apex
region of the downstream loop and is strongly redirected ~180° over a distance of ~100 m (Figure
3.7). The tight bend flow through the cutoff channel and downstream receiving limb results in two
zones of recirculation. Near the exit of the cutoff channel, a relatively small zone of flow separation
forms along the bank opposite the entrance to the abandoned loop and extends ~100 m in the
downstream direction (Figure 3.7, zone 2). Flow traveling through the apex region of the
downstream loop collides nearly perpendicular with the far (left) bank, with a portion of the flow
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Figure 3.5. Map of depth-averaged velocity vectors and cross-sectional flow fields at Franklin
Bend. (1) In the DAV image, white dotted line is an area of flow separation and recirculation
over shallow bar interpreted from field observations. (2,3) White dashed line show areas of
flow recirculation. Primary (color contours) and secondary (vectors) velocities using the
Rozovskii frame of reference as described in methods section are shown in the cross-sectional
flow fields. Positive streamwise velocities represent flow into the cross-sectional plane, and
negative velocities represent flow out of the cross-sectional plane. Dashed black lines
represent areas of helical flow.
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Figure 3.6. Map of depth-averaged velocity vectors and cross-sectional flow fields at Seven
Mile Bend. Black block arrows signify general flow movement through the loop. (1) White
dotted line is an area of flow separation and recirculation over shallow bar interpreted from
field observations. (2, 3) The white dashed lines show zones of flow recirculation. Primary
(color contours) and secondary (vectors) velocities using the Rozovskii frame of reference as
described in methods section. Positive streamwise velocities represent flow into the crosssectional plane, and negative velocities represent flow out of the cross-sectional plane.
Dashed black lines represent areas of helical flow.
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being redirected upstream forming a large zone of recirculation that occupies the majority of the
channel within this region (Figure 3.7, zone 3).
The overall pattern of depth-averaged velocity vectors at Calhoun Bend is similar to
Devil’s Elbow. Upstream of the cutoff channel, the core of high velocity is located closer to the
left bank and shifts to the right bank as flow travels through the cutoff (Figure 3.8). Near the exit
of the cutoff channel, the pattern of cross-stream velocity vectors shows a strong asymmetry with
the highest velocities ~1.0 m/s along the bank opposite from the exit of the abandoned loop.
Downstream of the cutoff channel, the flow turns ~80° over a distance of roughly 600 m into the
apex region of the downstream loop and the core of high velocity shifts back to the left bank
(Figure 3.8). Flow entering the apex region is highly asymmetric with the highest velocities ~1.35
m/s along the inner bank. The flow is then strongly redirected through the apex, with a ~100 m
zone of separation and recirculation forming along the inner bank (Figure 3.8, zone 2). As flow
travels through the apex of the downstream loop and collides with the outer bank, a portion of the
flow is redirected upstream with velocities ~0.55 m/s forming a large zone of recirculation along
the outer bank upstream of the loop apex that is ~100 m wide and ~400 m long (Figure 3.8, zone
1).
3.4.2. Pumps Bend Cross-Sectional Flow Field
Within the upstream limb of Pumps Bend, the three-dimensional flow fields do not exhibit
coherent secondary circulation, likely due to a lack of planform curvature upstream of the cutoff.
However, the three-dimensional flow field along a cross-section roughly parallel to the neck cutoff
at Pumps Bend (PB 10) reveals a complex pattern of secondary circulation and bed topography
(Figure 3.9). On the left side of the cross-section, the pattern of streamwise velocity contours show
a core of high velocity into the cross-sectional plane that occupies the top half of the water column
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Figure 3.7. Map of depth-averaged velocity vectors and cross-sectional flow fields at Devil’s
Elbow. The DAV image shows large zones of flow recirculation (1 and 3) and a zone of flow
separation and recirculation (2) represented by the white dashed lines. For the cross-sectional
flow fields, primary (color contours) and secondary (vectors) velocities using the Rozovskii
frame of reference as described in methods section. Positive streamwise velocities represent
flow into the cross-sectional plane, and negative velocities represent flow out of the crosssectional plane.
with maximum velocity of ~0.6 m/s (Figure 3.9 A). These positive velocities represent flow
traveling into the cutoff channel from the upstream limb of the loop. On the right side of crosssection PB 10, streamwise velocities are negative indicating flow moving out of the cross-sectional
plane, and representing flow leaving the cutoff channel and traveling through the downstream limb
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Figure 3.8. Map of depth-averaged velocity vectors and cross-sectional flow fields at Calhoun
Bend. The white dashed lines indicate zones of flow recirculation (1) and flow separation and
recirculation (2) in the DAV image. Primary (color contours) and secondary (vectors)
velocities using the Rozovskii frame of reference as described in methods section in the crosssectional flow fields. Positive streamwise velocities represent flow into the cross-sectional
plane, and negative velocities represent flow out of the cross-sectional plane.
of the loop (Figure 3.9 A). The pattern of streamwise velocities within the right side of the crosssection show a core of fairly uniform velocity ~-0.6 m/s that extends from the water surface to the
channel bed. Within the right side of the cross-section, the channel bed appears to be scoured to a
depth of ~17 m below the water surface (Figure 3.9 A). The pattern of secondary velocity vectors
in the cross-sectional plane show nearly uniform lateral flow from the left to right side of the crosssection, with magnitudes up to ~0.75 m/s, representing the general pattern of flow traveling
through the cutoff channel.
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Using the Rozovskii frame of reference, the pattern of secondary circulation of the flow
becomes evident. On the left side of the cross-section, the pattern of secondary velocity vectors
show near-surface flow directed toward to the left and near-bed flow directed toward the right
(Figure 3.9 B). This pattern of secondary velocity vectors indicates helical motion of the flow in a
counter-clockwise direction as the flow travels into (positive velocities) the cutoff channel. On the
right side of the cross-section above the area of higher bed elevation, there is a region of flow
where the near-surface secondary velocity vectors are oriented toward the right and near-bed
vectors are oriented to the left (Figure 3.9 B). This area of the cross-section is also bounded by a
zones of positive and negative vertical velocities on the left and right side of the region of elevated
bed topography, respectively (Figure 3.9 C). These patterns of secondary velocity vectors and
vertical velocity contours also indicate the presence of helical motion of the flow. While the pattern
of secondary circulation on the right side of the cross-section appears to be opposite from the
pattern on the left side of the cross-section, the primary direction of the flow is out of the crosssectional plane (negative velocities). Thus, the sense of motion for the helical flow traveling out
of the cutoff channel is also counter-clockwise. On the far right side of the cross-section, along the
bank and above the scour hole, the pattern of secondary velocity vectors show two additional
smaller cells with opposite sense of rotation, one near the bed within the scour hole and the other
along the top of the bank.
The three-dimensional flow field at the first cross-section downstream from the cutoff (PB
11) shows a ~13 m deep channel on the left side of the cross-section with a pattern of strong
counter-clockwise secondary circulation exhibited by the secondary velocity vectors (Figure 3.4).
At cross-section PB 13, the left side of the channel shallows and widens, with streamwise velocities
increasing and patterns of secondary velocity vectors still showing counter-clockwise secondary
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circulation, though the magnitude of secondary velocities has decreased (Figure 3.4). On the right
side of cross-section PB 13, a ~8 m deep and ~50 m wide section of the cross-section shows a
pattern of clockwise secondary circulation. Continuing downstream, the cross-sectional profile of
PB 14 shows more uniform depth across the section, and the pattern of clockwise secondary
circulation on the right side of the cross-section has increased in size and magnitude (Figure 3.4).
At the farthest downstream cross-section PB 15, the transverse profile is asymmetric with a
thalweg located on the right side of the profile (Figure 3.4). The pattern of clockwise secondary
circulation now occupies nearly the entire cross-sectional area.
The cross-sectional flow field at the exit of the abandoned loop (PB 9) displays a large
cross-sectional area with positive streamwise velocities on the right side indicating flow moving
upstream into the abandoned loop, and negative velocities on the left side indicating flow moving
out of the abandoned loop (Figure 3.4). The pattern of secondary velocity vectors within the region
of positive streamwise velocity show counter-clockwise secondary circulation, indicating helical
motion into the abandoned loop.
3.4.3. Franklin Bend Cross-Sectional Flow Field
The cross-sectional flow field just upstream of the cutoff at Franklin Bend FB 3 shows an
asymmetric transverse profile with a thalweg near the right side of the section and core of high
velocity within the thalweg with velocities up to ~1.2 m/s (Figure 3.5). The pattern of secondary
velocity vectors show a pattern of clockwise secondary circulation that is present throughout the
entire cross-section. Within the cutoff channel, a cross-section oriented parallel to the channel
along the upstream junction corner FB 4 shows positive streamwise velocities of the left side of
the section indicating flow moving into the cutoff channel, and negative streamwise velocities on
the right side of the section indicating flow moving out of the cutoff channel (Figure 3.5). The
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Figure 3.9. Cross-sectional flow fields for Pumps Bend cross-section PB10. See Figure 10 for
location of cross-section within cutoff. (A) Streamwise velocities (color contours) and
secondary velocity vectors using cross-stream frame of reference. Positive streamwise
velocities represent flow into the cross-sectional plane, and negative velocities represent flow
out of the cross-sectional plane. (B) Primary (color contours) and secondary (vectors)
velocities using the Rozovskii frame of reference as described in methods section. Dashed
black lines show areas of helical flow. (C) Pattern of vertical velocities within cross-section
PB 10.
pattern of secondary velocity vectors show counter-clockwise secondary circulation within the
region of positive streamwise velocities, and clockwise secondary circulation within the region
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of negative streamwise velocities (Figure 3.5). Similar to the pattern shown at Pumps Bend, the
secondary circulation imposed on the region of negative streamwise velocities indicates a
counter-clockwise helical motion of the flow.
Cross-section FB 5 is also located within the cutoff channel, but intersects the two zones
of recirculation at the entrance and exit of the abandoned loop (Figure 3.5). The viewing
orientation of FB 5 is from the exit of the abandoned loop looking downstream. Streamwise
velocities within this cross-section show a region of negative velocity ~-0.5 m/s along the left
bank, indicating flow moving upstream into the exit of the abandoned loop (Figure 3.5). This
region of negative streamwise velocity shows a pattern of counter-clockwise secondary
circulation, indicating clockwise helical motion of flow into the abandoned loop. Near the middle
of the cross-section, streamwise velocities are positive representing flow from the exit of the loop
into the cutoff channel, and secondary velocity vectors show a pattern of clockwise circulation
(Figure 3.5). The right half of cross-section FB 5 also shows positive streamwise velocities,
however the pattern of secondary velocity vectors show a pattern of counter-clockwise circulation.
Downstream of the cutoff channel, the cross-sectional flow fields all display positive
streamwise velocities and a progression in the transverse profile from a narrow channel with deep
thalweg near the middle of the section (FB 12) to an asymmetric profile with the thalweg near the
base of the right bank (Figure 3.5; FB 14). At cross-section FB 12, a pattern of strong clockwise
secondary circulation is located along the left bank indicating clockwise helical motion of the flow,
while the right side of the section shows counter-clockwise secondary circulation (Figure 3.5). At
the next cross-section downstream FB 13, the pattern of clockwise secondary circulation occupies
the entire cross-sectional area and the counter-clockwise secondary circulation is no longer
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present, and by cross-section FB 14 the clockwise secondary circulation has become weak
throughout the cross-section (Figure 3.5).
3.4.4. Seven Mile Bend Cross-Sectional Flow Field
Three cross-sectional flow fields through the cutoff channel at Seven Mile Bend (SB 4 –
6) reveal the highly three-dimensional characteristics of the flow at this site. These three crosssections are all oriented with a viewing direction from the upstream limb of the loop looking
downstream toward the cutoff island. At the first cross-section within the cutoff channel SB 4, the
transverse profile shows a ~19 m deep scour hole near the middle of the section (Figure 3.6). On
the left side of this scour hole, the streamwise velocities are positive with a pronounced pattern of
counter-clockwise secondary circulation. On the right side of the deep scour hole, streamwise
velocities are negative with a pattern of clockwise secondary circulation, indicating counterclockwise helical motion of the flow (Figure 3.6), similar to Pumps and Franklin bends.
Additionally, on the far left side of cross-section SB 4 the pattern of secondary velocity vectors
show a third region of secondary circulation which has a clockwise sense of rotation.
At cross-sections SB 5-6, the magnitudes of velocity have decreased and the pattern of
streamwise velocities has reversed from SB 4, showing negative and positive streamwise velocities
on the left and right side of the flow field, respectively (Figure 3.6). At SB 5, the pattern of
secondary velocity vectors in the region of negative and positive streamwise flow shows counterclockwise and clockwise secondary circulation, respectively (Figure 3.6). These patterns of
secondary circulation imposed on the streamwise flow indicate clockwise helical motion into and
out of the cross-sectional plane. Within cross-section SB 6, the patterns of secondary circulation
have become diminished, with secondary circulation in the region of positive streamwise velocity
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is no longer apparent, though a weak pattern of counter-clockwise secondary circulation can be
seen within the region of negative streamwise velocity (Figure 3.6).
3.4.5. Devil’s Elbow Cross-Sectional Flow Field
As flow travels into the cutoff channel at Devil’s Elbow, the patterns of secondary velocity
vectors do not exhibit secondary circulation until the end of the cutoff channel at cross-section DE
6, where pronounced clockwise secondary circulation can be seen throughout most of the section
where streamwise velocities are positive (Figure 3.7). At cross-section DE 8, the transverse profile
is asymmetric with the thalweg near the right bank, and a pattern of clockwise secondary
circulation imposed on positive streamwise velocities. As flow travels through the apex region of
the downstream loop, secondary circulation breaks down and does not show a coherent pattern
until cross-section DE 12, though the pattern has now reversed to a counter-clockwise sense of
rotation (Figure 3.7). At cross-section DE 13, the pattern of counter-clockwise secondary
circulation intensifies with magnitudes of secondary velocities as high as ~0.8 m/s. Farther
downstream at cross-section DE 15, the pattern of secondary circulation reverses again and now
shows a clockwise sense of rotation within the middle of the section (Figure 3.7).
3.4.6. Calhoun Bend Cross-Sectional Flow Field
General patterns of the three-dimensional flow fields at Calhoun Bend are similar to those
observed at Devil’s Elbow. As flow travels through the cutoff channel from CB 3 to CB 5, the
pattern of secondary circulation reverses from a clockwise to counter-clockwise sense of rotation,
and the counter-clockwise secondary circulation intensifies downstream to cross-section CB 7
(Figure 3.8). At cross-section CB 10, the flow turns sharply through the downstream loop apex,
and positive streamwise velocities now exhibit strong clockwise secondary circulation (Figure
3.8). On the right side of cross-section CB 10, streamwise velocities are negative with magnitudes
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up to ~0.4 m/s and the pattern of secondary velocity vectors show clockwise sense of rotation,
indicating flow traveling upstream with counter-clockwise helical motion. At the apex of the
downstream loop CB 11, much of the cross-section displays positive streamwise velocities with a
pattern of clockwise secondary circulation, with the exception of a ~30 m wide region of negative
streamwise velocities along the left bank with the top ~2 m of flow directed to the right and weak
counter-clockwise secondary circulation below that extends to the channel bed (Figure 3.8).
3.5. Discussion
3.5.1. Conceptual Model of Flow through Neck Cutoffs
The results from this study detail the complex three-dimensional flow structure through
neck cutoffs on meander bends with complex planform geometry, and offer insight into the
mechanisms responsible for producing the observed hydrodynamic features at these sites.
Generally, the pattern of depth-averaged velocity vectors observed at Franklin, Seven Mile, and
Pumps bends show a strong redirection of the flow from the upstream to downstream limb by
nearly 180° (Figure 3.10). As flow travels through the cutoff channel, the core of high velocity is
advected against the bank opposite from the upstream junction corner, and remains along this bank
within the downstream limb of the loop. This pattern of flow is attributed to the location of the
cutoff channel within the original elongate loop, where the cutoff channels formed such that flow
within the upstream and downstream limbs was oriented roughly subparallel and in opposite
directions. This planform configuration is one of the factors contributing to the tight bend flow
through the cutoff channel. Other factors responsible for redirecting the flow through the cutoff
over such a relatively short distance are the slope advantage resulting from the shortening of the
channel length, and the water within the entrance and exit of the abandoned loop that provides an
adverse pressure gradient along the fluid interface with the flow through the cutoff.
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The planform configuration and tight bend flow of these neck cutoffs on elongate loops are
also responsible for producing the zones of flow separation and recirculation. Pumps, Franklin,
and Seven Mile bends all have a zone of separation located along the right bank within the
downstream limb of the loop immediately downstream of the upstream cutoff junction corner
(Figure 3.10). The point of flow separation begins from the junction corner and extents to the point
of reattachment ~200-300 m along the right bank, resulting in upstream recirculating flow along
the bank. At Pumps and Franklin bends, a zone of recirculation is produced within the exit of the
abandoned loops, likely from a combination of 1) redirection of flow traveling through the cutoff
after it collides with the far bank and resulting super-elevation of the water surface, and 2)
exchange of streamwise momentum along the fluid interface between the flow traveling through
the cutoff and flow within the exit of the abandoned loop. A third zone of recirculation occurs
within the entrance to the abandoned loop and exhibits weaker velocity magnitudes.
In the case of Seven Mile Bend, the location of the cutoff within the loop occurred very
close to the apex, resulting in markedly less slope advantage than Pumps and Franklin bends. Thus,
high momentum fluid is able to travel upstream through the abandoned loop from the exit to the
entrance. Additionally, the zone of recirculation that occupies only the exit of the abandoned loop
at Pumps and Franklin bends, extends the entire width of the cutoff channel at Seven Mile Bend,
and displaces the third zone of recirculation upstream and opposite the cutoff junction corner.
The planform geometry and location of the neck cutoffs at Devil’s Elbow and Calhoun
Bend produced a planform geometry where the upstream channels are oriented roughly parallel
with the cutoff channel and the downstream channels are nearly perpendicular to the cutoff
channel. In addition, the curvature of the upstream limb results in a core of high velocity that is
already positioned along the bank opposite from the entrance to the abandoned loop. The cross-
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stream pattern of depth-averaged velocity vectors becomes even more asymmetric through the
cutoff channel as the spatial pattern of the water surface elevation directs the core of high velocity
(Dietrich, 1987) away from the abandoned loop and toward the downstream channel. The zones
of flow recirculation located across the entrance and exit of the abandoned loop and within the
apex of the downstream limb appear to be produced by gradients in the water surface elevation
redirecting flow upstream and exchange of momentum along the fluid interface between the
primary flow and recirculating flow.
The characteristics of tight bend flow and zones of recirculation can be used to explain the
patterns of secondary circulation and helical flow observed within the three-dimensional flow
fields. Helical motion of flow through the cutoff channel was well-developed once the flow began
entering the cutoff. The helical motion of the flow is established by a balance between 1) the
pressure gradient force resulting from the super-elevation of the water surface along the fluid
interface between the primary flow and flow within the entrance and exit of the abandoned loop
and 2) the centrifugal force resulting from the flow curving through the cutoff channel. The
centrifugal forces preferentially act upon the high momentum near-surface fluid causing flow near
the water surface to travel outward toward the abandoned loop, while the friction along the channel
bed leads to low momentum near-bed fluid being acted upon by the pressure gradient forces
leading to flow near the bed being redirected more strongly into the downstream channel.
The spatial pattern of helical flow showed relatively fast rates of development, spatially,
and even reversal of helical motion. Reversal of helical motion typically occurred over distances
~100 m located at the entrance to the cutoff channels (e.g. Franklin Bend FB 3-4), or within the
downstream limb of the loops (e.g. Pumps Bend PB 11-13). Interestingly, at the entrance to the
cutoff channels, the transverse bed profiles still exhibit point bars along the left bank as established
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Figure 3.10. Model of overall primary and secondary flow patterns for neck cutoffs based off
the results found in this research. (A) Hydrodynamics through neck cutoffs that evolve where
the upstream and downstream meander limbs are subparallel and oriented in opposite
directions from each other. (B) Hydrodynamics through neck cutoffs that evolve where the
upstream meander limb forms parallel to the cutoff channel and the downstream limb forms
perpendicular. The dotted line represents primary flow movement and direction. Circles with
arrows indicate areas of flow recirculation and directionality of the circulation. The circle
adjacent to the junction corner in the downstream limb represents an area of flow separation
and recirculation. The dashed lines represent the location of cross-sections that have been
selected to represent secondary circulation throughout the cutoff. The zig-zag line represents
the area of momentum exchange between the primary flow and fluid in the entrance and exit
of the abandoned loop. Lastly, the small boxes with lines represent areas of flow stagnation.
prior to cutoff. Thus, the reversal of helical motion through the cutoff results in near-bed flow
oriented from the top of the point bar toward the thalweg, a pattern that is opposite from the helical
motion typically observed in elongate meander loops with point bars (Whiting and Dietrich, 1993a,
b; Konsoer et al., 2016a). Another impressive hydrodynamic feature is the development of helical
flow within zones of strong recirculation (e.g. Calhoun Bend CB 10). The helical motion observed
within zones of strong recirculation similarly suggest a balance between forces produced by flow
curvature and gradients in the water surface elevation.
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The development and reversal of helical motion over relatively short streamwise distances
observed at the neck cutoffs of this study do not conform to patterns of helical flow structure
typically documented within elongate meander loops. In general, the apex region of an elongate
loop is connected by relatively straight upstream and downstream limbs, allowing for relatively
longer distances for secondary circulation to develop and decay, and commonly only results in a
single helical cell throughout the loop (Whiting and Dietrich, 1993a,b; Konsoer et al., 2016a).
Compound meander loops, which display two or more offset lobes of curvature, often display a
decay in secondary circulation between the two lobes as a result of a reduction in channel curvature
(Hooke and Harvey, 1983; Frothingham and Rhoads, 2003; Engel and Rhoads, 2012). As the
compound meander loop continues to evolve, a secondary inflection point can develop leading to
a reversal in channel curvature and the potential for reversal of helical motion. However, even in
the case of compound meander loops, the spatial scales over which secondary circulation develops
and decays tends to be on the order of multiple channel widths, rather than the single channel
widths observed for the neck cutoffs of this study.
3.5.2. Comparison of Results to Previous Models
The main difference between the model that resulted from this field-based research and
previous models is that this model focuses on hydrodynamics instead of morphologic change.
Previous models have either focused on change in channel morphology through neck cutoffs or on
flow and morphologic change through chute cutoffs. Therefore, this is the first conceptual model
based on field data that characterizes hydrodynamics through neck cutoffs. However, to aid in
further discussion, patterns of flow structure are inferred from morphologic models of neck cutoff
(e.g. Gagliano and Howard, 1984) to compare to the results in this research.
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The observations of flow structure through neck cutoffs in this study differ from current
conceptual models that depict neck cutoffs that form such that flow from the upstream to
downstream limb is straight without any flow curvature (Fisk, 1947; Gagliano and Howard, 1984).
This classic conceptual model does not provide an explanation for the pattern of complex
hydrodynamic features observed in this study. Although the morphologic model of Gagliano and
Howard (1984) depict a simplified planform with a straight cutoff channel, it is important to note
that previous works discuss the effect of differences in planform geometry and diversion angle on
the rate of sediment plugging (Fisk, 1947; Gagliano and Howard, 1984). Thus, these different
models should not be viewed as opposing, but rather capturing different characteristics and
controlling factors. One of the main components of the previous conceptual models is that flow
travels straight through the cutoff channel, with some of the flow angling into the entrance of the
abandoned loop forming a zone of flow separation and recirculation (Figure 3.1; Shields and Abt,
1989; Constantine et al., 2010b). Although the planform configuration of Devil’s Elbow and
Calhoun Bend exhibit an upstream limb that is roughly parallel with the cutoff channel, the
downstream limb is oriented perpendicular to the cutoff channel. The pattern of flow through these
neck cutoffs was shown to be highly asymmetric with the core of high velocity along the bank
opposite from the abandoned loop, thus preventing zones of flow separation at the entrance and/or
exit to the abandoned loop, and indicating any plugging of sediment at these cutoff sites is by a
different mechanism than that described by diversion angle models.
The planform configuration and patterns of flow structure more closely aligns with the
bifurcation-confluence model of flow through chute cutoffs (Zinger et al., 2013). In bifurcationconfluence model, flow from the upstream limb turns sharply into the cutoff channel at the
bifurcation producing a zone of separation and recirculation that was also observed in this study.
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Conversely, the patterns of flow structure through the neck cutoffs on the White River do not agree
with the downstream confluence aspect of the model, as the field observations display of zone of
flow recirculation at the exit of the abandoned loop, while the conceptual models of confluent flow
suggest a zone of flow stagnation (Best, 1986; Kenworthy and Rhoads, 1995; Zinger et al., 2013).
One possible explanation for this difference is that the bifurcation-confluence model was
established with flow still traveling out of the exit of the abandoned loop (Zinger et al., 2013),
indicating an early stage of chute cutoff development. However, even in the late stages of chute
cutoff evolution, a sediment plug typically forms within the exit of abandoned bend and would
also not help to explain the formation of the zone of recirculation observed from these neck cutoffs.
3.5.3. Limitations and Future Work
The data used in this study was obtain for one flow event (Q= ~1020 m3/s) and it is
expected that patterns of flow will change significantly with varying discharges, especially during
large floods. Thus, obtaining data at multiple discharges is still needed in order to fully understand
the hydrodynamics at these cutoff sites. At higher stages, such as the discharge in this study, a
sufficient amount of flow moves through the abandoned loops and downstream limbs of the active
channel that zones of recirculation can be seen. However, at lower stages plugging of the
abandoned loop most likely has a greater impact on the flow pattern and on the steering of flow
through the cutoff. Furthermore, for Pumps, Seven Mile, and Franklin bends a bar that forms
adjacent to the junction corner in the downstream limb of the active channel emerges at low flow
stages and no flow occupies that area. Thus, the presence, size, and strength of the zones of
separation and recirculation are clearly dependent on the stage and discharge conditions.
Additionally, the data used in this study was collected at each site in a single day,
representing a nearly static morphology, providing little insight into how the hydrodynamics vary
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as these neck cutoffs evolve through time. However, Pumps and Franklin bends display similar
planform morphology prior to cutoff, and have been shown in this study to have similar
hydrodynamic characteristics despite the different stages of cutoff evolution. Therefore, Pumps
and Franklin bends could be used as a surrogate for temporal adjustments during cutoff evolution.
The results from this research can provide insight into the spatial distribution of shear stress
and sediment transport which results in patterns of erosion and deposition and has implications for
the evolution of these cutoffs. While future work on the morphologic evolution of these neck
cutoffs still needs to be completed, the expected areas of deposition are within the downstream
limb adjacent to the upstream cutoff junction corner (i.e. zone of separation and recirculation) and
the entrance and exit of the abandoned loop. These areas of deposition are inferred from the
patterns of flow structure documented herein and occur in areas of hydrodynamic contrasts. These
areas often being where water surface gradients were locally steepened, redirecting flow upstream
and causing momentum exchange along the fluid interface between flow in the cutoff and flow in
the abandoned loop (i.e. Pumps and Franklin bends) or between primary and recirculating flow
(i.e. Devil’s Elbow and Calhoun Bend). Hydrodynamic contrasts also exist in areas of tight bend
flow, such as at Pumps, Seven Mile, and Franklin bends where channel morphology forced strong
flow redirection, leading to the production of zones of flow separation and recirculation in the
downstream limb adjacent to the cutoff junction corner. Based on the velocity magnitudes within
the zones of separation and recirculation, it can also be expected that the pronounced zones of
separation in the downstream limbs would be composed of coarser bedload material, whereas the
zones of recirculation within the entrance and exit of the abandoned loops, as well as the large
zones of recirculation within the apex region of Devil’s Elbow and Calhoun Bend, would be
predominately composed of finer bedload and suspended material.
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Previous research on oxbow lakes have shown a general pattern of sedimentary architecture
with the channel bed of the abandoned bend before cutoff being preserved by coarse-grained
deposits (Toonen et al., 2012; Ishii and Hori, 2016). Draped over the coarse-grained deposits is
transitional material comprised of mixed-load that represents the time between cutoff and full
abandonment of the bend (Toonen et al., 2012; Ishii and Hori, 2016). On top of the transitional
deposits are fine-grained laminated channel fill (Toonen et al., 2012; Ishii and Hori, 2016). The
relative amounts of transitional and fine-grained deposits depend on the relative rate of plug
formation (Ishii and Hori, 2016). Sedimentary deposits in abandoned bends typically show an
upward fining sequence (Toonen et al., 2012). However, given that the neck cutoffs of this study
appear to be plugging at relatively slow rates and remain hydrologically connected for decades,
which is in contrast to previous literature (Peterson, 1963; Gagliano and Howard, 1984; Hooke,
1995), the patterns of oxbow lake infill could be substantially different from what is currently
expected for neck cutoffs.
3.6. Conclusions
This paper has documented in detail the three-dimensional flow structure through neck
cutoffs with differing planform configurations. The main hydrodynamic characteristics of flow
through the neck cutoffs are summarized as follows:
1. Flow through cutoffs with upstream and downstream limbs oriented subparallel to each
other exhibited a pattern of strong flow redirection of nearly 180° from the upstream to the
downstream limb. The cutoff location within the original elongate loop, forming such that
flow in the upstream and downstream limbs is oriented subparallel and in opposite
directions, is the main factor contributing to the pattern of tight bend flow. Other factors
are the slope advantage from the shortening of the channel length and water within the
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entrance and exit of the abandoned loops that lead to an adverse pressure gradient along
the fluid interface with the flow through the cutoff. In contrast, cutoffs at Devil’s Elbow
and Calhoun Bend show a planform geometry of a cutoff channel oriented roughly parallel
with the upstream channel and a downstream channel that is oriented nearly perpendicular.
2. Zones of separation and recirculation formed at the cutoff sites as a result of planform
configuration and tight bend flow. Pumps, Seven Mile, and Franklin bends showed a zone
of separation in the downstream limb adjacent to the cutoff junction corner that resulted in
upstream recirculation of flow. A second recirculation zone was found at the exit of the
abandoned loop for Pumps and Franklin bends that resulted from the collision of flow with
the far bank, leading to super-elevation of the water surface, and the exchange of
streamwise momentum along the fluid interface between flow in the cutoff and flow in the
abandoned loop exit. A third zone of recirculation was found at the entrance of the
abandoned loop. The cutoffs at Devil’s Elbow and Calhoun Bend exhibited a zone of flow
recirculation across the entrance and exit of the abandoned loop and within the apex of the
downstream loop, formed by water surface elevation gradients redirecting flow upstream
and the momentum exchange along the fluid interface between primary and recirculating
flow.
3. Helical motion was seen at all cutoff sites, formed from the balance between pressure
gradient force resulting from water surface super-elevation between primary flow and flow
at the entrance and exit of the abandoned loop and from the centrifugal force resulting from
curving of the flow through the cutoff channel. The result was a pattern of near-surface
flow directed outward toward the abandoned loop and near-bed flow directed inward to the
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downstream channel. Reversal of helical motion was also seen, usually occurring at the
entrance to the cutoff channel or within the downstream limb of the loops.
Results herein led to the production of the first conceptual model of hydrodynamics through
neck cutoffs with complex planform configurations, the characteristics of which are not captured
fully by prior models. However, the pattern of flow through neck cutoffs on elongate loops does
show some agreement with aspects of flow at bifurcations, yet does not conform to patterns
observed at channel confluences. While the findings of this study provide some of the first-ever
observations of the three-dimensional flow structure through neck cutoffs on large rivers (White
River mean annual Q= 750 m3/s; bankfull width = 170 m, bankfull depth = 7 m), further research
on the detailed morphologic evolution of these neck cutoffs is needed in order to further refine a
conceptual morphodynamic model that can be used for neck cutoffs. As well, field measurements
such as those presented in this study could be used as a foundation for numerical simulations
focused on evaluating how variable flow discharge affects patterns of flow and sediment transport
through neck cutoffs.
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CHAPTER 4. MORPHOLOGIC ADJUSTMENTS OF ACTIVELY
EVOLVING NECK CUTOFFS: A CONCEPTUAL MODEL FOR NECK
CUTOFFS ON ELONGATE MEANDER LOOPS
4.1. Introduction
As a meandering river migrates through its floodplain, the length and sinuosity of the
channel can increase while decreasing channel slope (Fisk, 1947; Phillips, 2010). Under these
circumstances it may no longer be optimal for the river to transport water and sediment
downstream, which can lead to cutoff of the meander bend, resulting in a decrease in channel
length and an increase in local gradient and sediment transport capacity (Fisk, 1947; Phillips,
2010). Following cutoff, the entrance and exit of the abandoned meander bend become plugged
with relatively coarse sediment, transitioning into an oxbow lake, and eventually becoming
terrestrialized floodplain following fine-grained sedimentation (Fisk, 1947; Allen, 1965; Johnson
and Paynter, 1967; Gagliano and Howard, 1984). Generally, cutoffs are categorized as chute or
neck cutoffs (Fisk, 1947; Allen, 1965). Chute cutoffs form during an overbank flow event that has
the ability to scour a channel across the floodplain (Fisk, 1947; Allen, 1965). Neck cutoffs are
considered to occur late in meander bend development when the upstream and downstream
meander channels migrate too closely to one another and the narrow land of floodplain that
separates the channels is breached (Fisk, 1947; Allen, 1965; Gagliano and Howard, 1984).
Meander cutoffs are classified as neck cutoffs when the distance across the floodplain between the
upstream and downstream channels is less than one bankfull channel width apart at the time of
breach (Lewis and Lewin, 1983).
A considerable amount of work has been done on meandering river cutoffs, ranging from
the long-term behavior and organization of meandering rivers (Stolum, 1996; Stolum, 1998;
Hooke, 2004; Camporeale et al., 2005, 2008; Constantine and Dunne, 2008; Micheli and Larsen,
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2011), mechanisms of cutoff initiation (Ratzlaff, 1981; Gay et al., 1998; Constantine et al., 2010b;
Grenfell et al., 2012; Grenfell et al., 2014), rates of infill and sedimentology of oxbow lakes and
floodplain alluvial architecture (Petersen, 1963; Erskine et al., 1982; Bridge et al., 1986; Piegay et
al., 2002; Brooks and Medioli, 2003; Wren et al., 2008; Citterio and Piegay, 2009; Toonen et al.,
2012; Dieras et al., 2013; Ishii and Hori, 2016), cutoff types and distribution within meandering
rivers (Lewis and Lewin, 1983), hydrodynamics of cutoffs and the abandoned channel
(Constantine et al., 2010a; Le Coz et al., 2010; Zinger et al., 2013; Costigan and Gerkin, 2016),
and morphologic changes following cutoff (Johnson and Paynter, 1967; Mosley, 1975; Gagliano
and Howard, 1984; Hooke, 1995; Fares, 2000; Fuller et al., 2003; Han and Endreny, 2014). Based
on the work mentioned above, several factors can be identified that provide first-order constraints
on the morphologic evolution of meander cutoffs, namely 1) length of channel removed via cutoff,
2) planform geometry prior to cutoff, and 3) sediment composition of the channel bed.
A feature shown to be of importance in the morphologic evolution of cutoff channels is the
diversion angle between the cutoff channel and the abandoned channel (Fisk, 1947; Gagliano and
Howard, 1984; Shields and Abt, 1989; Constantine et al., 2010a). Previous research has suggested
that larger diversion angles correspond with faster rates of sediment plugging of the abandoned
bend and that neck cutoffs generally have larger diversion angles than chute cutoffs (Fisk, 1947;
Gagliano and Howard, 1984). The mechanism behind plugging is a zone of flow separation and
recirculation that forms as flow enters the abandoned bend, resulting in the reduction of flow
velocity and shear stress (Constantine et al., 2010b). The width of the flow separation zone scales
with the diversion angle, where larger diversion angles produce wider zones of flow separation
and recirculation (Constantine et al., 2010b). Thus, larger diversion angles lead to faster rates of
deposition and plugging due to wider zones of flow separation (Constantine et al., 2010b).
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Related to the diversion angle of cutoffs is the hydrodynamic phenomenon known as the
Bulle Effect. The effect was quantified on diversions where one channel laterally branches off at
a given angle from the main channel that continues on a straight path. Research on these diversions
has shown that a disproportionate amount of bedload sediment enters the diversion channel
compared to the water discharge ratio between the two channels (Bulle, 1926; Dutta et al., 2017).
The amount of bedload sediment entering the diversion channel increases as diversion angle
increases from ~10° to 120° (Bulle, 1926; Dutta et al., 2017). This phenomena is associated with
near-bed flow being diverted into the diversion channel, which is responsible for transporting
bedload sediment into the channel, and near surface flow primarily continuing into the main
channel (Bulle, 1926; Dutta et al., 2017; Dutta and Garcia, 2018). A zone of flow separation forms
within the diversion channel and as the diversion angle increases, the width of the flow separation
zone increases (Bulle, 1926; Dutta et al., 2017; Dutta and Garcia, 2018), similarly related to the
findings for cutoff channels (Shields and Abt,1989; Constantine et al., 2010b).
Previous research on neck cutoff morphology has shown different morphologic responses
depending on site specifics, such as planform geometry. An experimental study of a neck cutoff
on a meandering channel in a stream table showed that as a cutoff forms the bed elevation upstream
of the neck is lowered through erosion and elevations downstream are raised by deposition (Han
and Endrey, 2014). Yet, some field investigations suggest the upstream meander limb tends to
straighten, resulting in flow traveling through the cutoff channel in a relatively straight path from
the upstream to the downstream limb of the bend, increasing velocity and depth at the point of
cutoff (Fisk, 1947; Gagliano and Howard, 1984; Hooke, 1995). As the cutoff channel widens,
localized bed scour in the downstream meander limb close to the bank opposite the cutoff channel
occurs, along with sediment deposition within the entrance and exit of the abandoned bend (Hooke,
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1995; Han and Endreny, 2014). Additionally, bar formation at the downstream junction corner of
the cutoff channel and the downstream meander limb has been documented in both field (Hooke,
1995) and experimental work (Han and Endreny, 2014).
Despite the previously mentioned research, few detailed field studies have been performed
on the morphologic changes of relatively large (channel widths greater than ~150 m) actively
evolving neck cutoffs, or linking detailed morphology of neck cutoffs to the three-dimensional
hydrodynamics. The lack of detailed field research is partly due to the difficulties in predicting
when a neck cutoff will occur, and partly due to the challenges of performing such detailed
investigations using previously available surveying techniques. However, recent advances in
hydroacoustic techniques, such as multibeam echo sounding (MBES), make the acquisition of
high-resolution channel bathymetry data much more feasible. This research documents the stages
of morphologic evolution of three active neck cutoffs prior to full abandonment of the original
bend over a three year period from 2015-2017. The results are also discussed within the context of
a recent study examining the hydrodynamics of these same cutoff sites (Richards et al., 2018) to
provide insight into the morphodynamic mechanisms associated with deposition and erosion. The
findings from this study are used to develop a new conceptual model of neck cutoff morphology.
4.2. Study Area
Three neck cutoffs were researched along a ~18 km span of the lower White River, located
between De Valls Bluff and Clarendon, Arkansas (Figure 4.1). The lower White River starts near
Batesville, Arkansas and flows for ~745 km before it feeds into the Mississippi River, ~17 km
northeast of Watson, Arkansas. The drainage area is ~8,360 km2, the bankfull width is ~170 m and
bankfull depth is ~7 m. The closest river gage is a United States Geological Survey (USGS) station
at De Valls Bluff, Arkansas (gage: 07077000). The gaging station indicates a mean annual
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discharge of 770 m3/s and a peak annual discharge of ~2,480 m3/s. Seasonality of the flow
generally displays higher discharges occurring between March–June and lower discharges
between July–December. The sinuosity for this portion of the river is ~2.2 and migration rates are
~2-4 m/yr, and upstream of Clarendon, Arkansas the channel slope is about 6 x 10-4 (Edwards et
al., 2015).
The three cutoffs of this study formed on elongate meander loops (Richards et al., 2018)
and are at different stages in their morphologic evolution. The elongate planform morphology of
these bends, as well as the location of the cutoff within the bend, establishes hydrodynamic
conditions such that the upstream and downstream limbs are roughly parallel with flow moving in
opposite directions (Richards et al., 2018). Pumps Bend (PB), the furthest upstream and most
recent cutoff event of the three sites, began cutoff in 2013. Seven Mile Bend (SB), located ~9 km
downstream from PB and roughly halfway between Pumps and Franklin bends, cutoff in 2011.
Franklin Bend (FB) cutoff in 2005, making it the farthest downstream and the oldest of the cutoff
sites. The width of the floodplain necks before cutoff, determined by satellite imagery, were about
30 m, 20 m, and 15 m for PB, SB, and FB, respectively (Figure 4.1).
The lower White River provides an excellent opportunity to conduct detailed, processbased field investigations of the neck cutoff process due to the relative abundance of neck cutoffs
that evolve slowly enough to obtain high-resolution data on an annual basis. PB, SB, and FB bends
are all still connected to the active channel of the White River and do not appear to be adjusting
very fast toward disconnection and oxbow lake formation. For comparison, previous rates for full
disconnection of abandoned loops have ranged from less than 1 year to within 10 years (Petersen,
1963; Gagliano and Howard, 1984; Hooke, 1995). The lower White River flows through mostly
forested floodplains, including the sites focused on for this research. The planform geometry of
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the White River is that of a sinuous meandering channel with multiple neck cutoffs and numerous
other bends with narrow necks suggesting imminent cutoff. Interestingly, there is an apparent lack
of chute cutoffs on the river despite regular overbank flooding. The lower White River also
includes the Dale Bumpers White River National Wildlife Refuge, located along the lower ~100
km of the river which is one of the largest remaining bottomland hardwood forests in the
Mississippi River valley.

Figure 4.1. Image of the Pumps Bend, Seven Mile Bend, and Franklin Bend neck cutoffs on
the White River, Arkansas. The three cutoffs are located between De Valls Bluff and
Clarendon, Arkansas. Pumps Bend cutoff in 2013, Seven Mile Bend in 2011, and Franklin
Bend in 2006.
4.3. Methods
Data were collected over a three year period from 2015-2017 for this research. In 2015,
channel morphology was measured using a Teledyne-RDI Workhorse Rio Grande acoustic
Doppler current profile (ADCP) with an integrated Hemisphere A100 differential global position
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system (dGPS). While ADCP is typically used to collected three-dimensional velocity
measurements, it also records depths and can be used to generate bed morphology maps. The
ADCP was used to collect data along predetermined cross-sections oriented perpendicular to the
channel and along longitudinal lines at each site between April 6-7, 2015 when discharge was
~1,600 m3/s and ~1,580 m3/s, respectively, corresponding to a near bankfull event. The ADCP
measurements were then processed in WinRiver II and exported to the Velocity Mapping Toolbox
(VMT), which is a suite of codes in MATLAB used to process and visualize boat-mounted ADCP
data (Parsons et al., 2013). Channel depths were exported from VMT and brought into iRIC, a
river flow and riverbed analysis software package that allows for interpolation of values by
creating a grid that defines the path and extent of the river channel (i-ric.org). In iRIC, a 10 m
resolution bathymetric surface was interpolated, as well as an interpolated water elevation surface
using an estimated water slope from USGS gaging stations at De Valls Bluff and Clarendon,
Arkansas. These two surfaces were brought into ArcMap, where the channel depths were
subtracted from the water elevation surface to obtain channel bed elevations, and a final 5 m
resolution surface was created using Caris Base Editor.
Surveys of channel bed morphology in 2016 and 2017 were conducted using a NORBIT
iWMBSc (compact integrated wideband multibeam sonar) with an integrated inertial motion unit
(IMU) and dGPS. Surveys in 2016 were conducted from May 17-18 when the average daily
discharge was ~1,020 m3/s and ~1,015 m3/s, respectively. The river stage was ~1 m below bankfull
stage. Surveys in 2017 were conducted from May 22-27 during a large overbank flood event, with
discharges of about 2,770 - 2,370 m3/s. Post-processing, filtering, and visualization of the
multibeam data were conducted using Caris HIPS/SIPS, a software package designed to handle
large bathymetric datasets. A post-processing kinematic (PPK) solution was used to convert
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channel depths to bed elevations. Data collected at FB on 05/22/2017 were obtained on a day when
the nearest CORS base station was not working properly; therefore, PPK motion and elevation
offsets applied to the data did not result in reliable elevations. Thus, a manual shift was applied to
the FB 05/22/2017 survey so that bed elevations near the apex of the abandoned bend where in
agreement with the FB 2016 survey (under the assumption of negligible vertical accretion in this
region between the two surveys).
Difference maps were created in Caris HIPS/SIPS by subtracting the elevation maps
between consecutive years. Maps of channel morphology derived from the multibeam data were
initially gridded at a 0.5 m resolution, however the difference maps produced from these surfaces
emphasized differences in bedform morphology that were not the focus of this study. Rather, the
purpose of this study was to focus on general changes in bed morphology, thus the resolution was
increased to 1.5 m, which still provided highly detailed channel bed morphology maps. The
difference maps were then exported, with values +/- 0.2 m excluded for maps using the 2015
ADCP data, and values +/- 0.05 m excluded for maps using strictly the multibeam data. Elevation
profile lines were created in Caris HIPS/SIPS, and background aerial imagery were downloaded
from USGS Earth Explorer website.
4.4. Results
Throughout the results section two terms are used that we define here. The point of cutoff
is the area where the floodplain neck was first breached and the river incised. This term is used
instead of the more conventional “cutoff channel” because the distance of floodplain cutoff is
extremely short compared to bankfull width, thus not necessarily forming a channel. We define a
cutoff bar as the bar complex that forms adjacent to the cutoff in the downstream meander limb.
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4.4.1. Pumps Bend Morphology, 04/07/2015
The 2015 survey at PB was performed less than two years after initial breaching of the
floodplain that resulted in ~2,300 m of stream length removal (Figure 4.2). The upstream limb of
PB exhibits a slight curvature, and the channel bed morphology upstream of the point of cutoff
shows an asymmetric transverse profile with higher elevations along the left bank (opposite cutoff)
(Figure 4.2). At the point of cutoff, a ~10 m deep and ~67 m wide notch incised into the floodplain
neck. Adjacent to this notch is a ~105 m wide portion of the floodplain that has been lowered ~12 m below bankfull, but has yet to fully be incised to the surrounding channel bed elevations
(Figure 4.2). Since the initial cutoff, a deep scour hole developed directly downstream of the point
of cutoff and grew to ~90 m wide. The scour hole is roughly circular in shape with a minimum
elevation of ~29 m, or ~20 m deeper than the average floodplain elevation. At the bend apex, the
channel morphology shows a point bar along the inner bank and a weakly defined thalweg that
transitions to the right bank within the downstream limb of the bend. The entrance and exit of the
abandoned bend do not show evidence of plug formation at the time of this survey, indicating the
bend is still hydrologically connected to the active river.
4.4.2. Pumps Bend Morphology, 05/18/2016
The PB cutoff in 2016 widened to ~196 m, resulting in a straightening of the upstream limb
into the cutoff (Figure 4.3). In the upstream limb, the multibeam survey shows dunes that span
most of the channel width except for the lower elevations along the right bank. The dunes appear
to wash out at the point of cutoff where bed morphology transitions into a scour hole. The scour
hole morphology has changed considerably since the 2015 survey, now exhibiting an elongate
form and extending outward toward the bank opposite the cutoff. The scour hole is ~330 m long
and the upstream portion has a maximum width of ~95 m while the downstream
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Figure 4.2 Image of channel morphology for the Pumps Bend, 2015 neck cutoff. The channel
morphology image was created using data from an ADCP at a 5 m resolution.
portion has a width of ~49 m. The lowest elevation is ~29 m, which is ~16 m deeper than the exit
of the abandoned bend (Figure 4.3). There is erosion of the bank opposite the cutoff point in the
downstream limb of the active channel for ~420 m, as indicated by the concave appearance of the
bank. Evidence of erosion of the bank is not apparent in the 2015 morphology. The erosion on this
bank gradually diminishes in the downstream direction until the width of the channel becomes
similar to that of the rest of the river.
A striking feature in the 2016 multibeam survey is the cutoff bar that formed adjacent to
the point of cutoff and downstream of the scour hole. This cutoff bar is ~440 m in length, with a
maximum width ~155 m immediately downstream of the cutoff and decreasing in width
downstream. The cutoff bar displays a non-uniform morphology, comprised of more than one bar
front, with one bar front oriented transverse to the bank of the downstream meander limb, and
others oriented nearly parallel to the downstream bankline. The highest elevations of this cutoff
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bar are ~50 m, which is about 1-2 m below average local floodplain elevation. The cutoff bar does
not appear to be fully attached to the bank, as a smaller channel (~35 m in width) can be seen
between the cutoff bar and the bank, likely representing the previous thalweg of the channel. Dunes
are present on the downstream tail of this cutoff bar, with an orientation toward the right bank
rather than the downstream direction. Downstream of the cutoff bar, channel curvature and bed
morphology reverses where a thalweg is located along the right bank and a point bar is present on
the left bank.
At the entrance to the abandoned bend, channel bed elevations slightly increase, and
bedform geometries quickly reduce in size. Interestingly, the bedforms entering the abandoned
bend abruptly terminate along a linear front oriented roughly N-S (Figure 4.3).

The bed

morphology within the abandoned bend is much more apparent from the 2016 multibeam survey
compared to the 2015 ADCP survey. Within the abandoned bend, a thalweg can be seen along the
right bank, which transitions to the left bank upstream of the bend apex. Immediately downstream
of the bend apex, the thalweg is more pronounced and is present to the exit of the abandoned bend.
Large dunes are present in the abandoned bend as the channel transitions into the bend apex, but
appear to wash out immediately downstream of the apex. At the exit of the abandoned bend,
bedforms are observed with dune asymmetry indicating upstream migration into the abandoned
bend. Additionally, the channel morphology at the exit of the abandoned bend displays a marked
contrast in bed elevation with the adjacent scour hole, as evidenced by the sharp delineation along
the northern portion of this area (Figure 4.3).
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Figure 4.3. Channel morphology for the Pumps Bend, 2016 neck cutoff. The channel
morphology surface was created using data from a MBES at a 1.5 m resolution.
4.4.3. Pumps Bend Morphology, 05/23/2017
The PB 2017 multibeam survey shows a continued straightening of the upstream limb
(Figure 4.4). Dunes are still present in the upstream meander limb, but are substantially smaller in
dune wavelength and amplitude. The width of the cutoff point has expanded to ~239 m. The scour
hole is still elongated in shape but has appeared to narrow, being ~65 m wide in the upstream
portion and ~60 m wide in the downstream portion. The length of the scour hole is ~432 m and
the lowest elevation is ~30 m. The erosion of the concave bank opposite the cutoff in the
downstream meander limb extends for ~634 m downstream until widths become that of the rest of
the channel. The cutoff bar is ~332 m in length, ~192 m wide at the upstream end of the bar, and
is still separated from the bank by a small channel. There is now an area of higher elevation in the
middle of the channel with elevations ~5 m higher than the surrounding river bed.
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Figure 4.4. Channel morphology for the Pumps Bend, 2017 neck cutoff. The channel
morphology surface was created using data from a MBES at a 1.5 m resolution.
Morphologic changes within the abandoned bend appear to be minimal when compared to
2016. However, at the exit to the abandoned bend, dunes can be seen that extend for ~500 m
upstream into the bend. A longitudinal profile along this region reveals that the dunes are migrating
upstream into the abandoned bend (Figure 4.5). This profile also shows the increase in bed
elevation from ~39 m to ~46 m as the downstream limb of the abandoned bend approaches the exit
(Figure 4.5).
4.4.4. Franklin Bend Morphology, 04/06/2015
The FB 2015 ADCP survey was conducted roughly nine years after the cutoff occurred,
with the cutoff removing ~1,920 m in stream length (Figure 4.6). The upstream mender limb of
FB exhibits more planform curvature than PB approaching the cutoff. Channel bed morphology in
the upstream limb shows an asymmetric cross-channel profile, with higher elevations along the
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Figure 4.5. Dune profiles for the exit of the abandoned bend of Pumps Bend, 2017. A) Image
of the exit of the abandoned bend. (B) The full dune profile taken, ~550 m, from the exit of
the abandoned bend into the downstream portion of the abandoned bend. (C) Dune profile of
the 100-150 m section of the full profile. (D) Dune profile of the 300-350 m section of the full
profile. (E) Dune profile of the 450-500 m section of the full profile.
left bank and lower elevations on the right bank and into the cutoff. The width of the cutoff is ~238
m. A semi-circular scour hole with a diameter ~110 m and minimum elevation of ~33 m is located
immediately downstream of the point of cutoff. The bank opposite the cutoff in the downstream
meander limb is concave in shape, extending downstream for ~400 m until the channel reverses
planform curvature. A cutoff bar, ~317 m and ~86 m in length and width, respectively, is present
in the downstream meander limb at the junction corner with the cutoff point (Figure 4.6).
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Opposite the cutoff, within the upstream limb of the bend, the bed morphology shows an
area of relatively higher elevations that continue into the entrance of the abandoned bend. Moving
through the abandoned bend toward the apex, the bed morphology shows a thalweg along the left
bank and a pronounced point bar along the right bank where hydroacoustic measurements were
restricted due to shallow water depths (Figure 4.6). At the exit of the abandoned bend, the bed
elevations are ~46 m, and quickly decrease into the scour hole. Despite evidence of higher bed
elevations at the entrance and exit to the abandoned bed, this site still appears to be hydrologically
connected to the active channel even during moderate discharge events.
4.4.5. Franklin Bend Morphology, 05/19/2016
Whereas the surveys for PB from 2015 to 2016 showed obvious morphologic changes, the
FB 2016 multibeam survey instead appears to show simply more detailed channel morphology
(Figure 4.7). In the upstream limb of FB 2016, bedform geometries range from larger dunes with
skewed crests within the right half of the channel to smaller dunes within the left half of the
channel. Additionally, a distinct band of dunes that have relatively larger amplitude and
wavelength than the surrounding bedforms can be seen along the left bank, progressively growing
in size toward the cutoff. Similar to PB, the dunes within the upstream limb appear to wash out as
the channel reaches the area of cutoff (Figure 4.7). Another defining feature observed in the FB
2016 multibeam survey are the curvilinear ridges that extend from the left bank in the upstream
limb toward the cutoff (Figure 4.7). Three curvilinear ridges are present, separated by intervening
swales, with the ridge closest to the entrance to the abandoned bend having the highest elevations
and extending ~90 m from the bank.
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Figure 4.6. Image of channel morphology for the Franklin Bend, 2015 neck cutoff. The
morphology surface was created using data from an ADCP at a 5 m resolution.
The main section of the scour hole is still circular in shape, although it does appear to be
elongating and growing into the downstream limb, but is locally interrupted by relatively smaller
areas of higher bed elevation (Figure 4.7). The main scour hole is ~147 m wide and the length of
the pool from its most upstream to downstream extent is ~290 m. Between the scour hole and the
exit of the abandoned bend is an area of unit bars with bedforms migrating upstream toward the
entrance of the abandoned bend, and an average bed elevation of ~42 m (or ~4-5 m lower than the
exit of the abandoned bend). During the 2016 survey, measurements of the cutoff bar top were
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limited, however the high bed elevations (~50 m) along the bar edge indicate a well-developed bar
established at FB. The abandoned bend shows a lack of bedforms and appears to have a smooth
bed texture throughout, which is in contrast to the bedforms observed at PB. At the exit of the
abandoned bend, a triangular-shaped bar is seen with an average elevation of ~47 m. The full
morphology of this bar was not mapped due to relatively low water elevations and tree saplings
growing on the bar (visible in the aerial imagery of Figure 4.1).
4.4.6. Franklin Bend Morphology, 05/22/2017
The FB 2017 survey appears to show little overall morphologic change from 2016 (Figure
4.8). The bedforms in the upstream meander limb have smaller wavelengths and amplitudes, with
the exception of the narrow band of dunes along the left bank which display similar geometries to
the 2016 survey, despite the differences in hydrologic conditions. At the exit of the abandoned
bend, the full morphology of the triangular-shaped bar was observed during this survey, and shows
woody vegetation established on the bar top (i.e. bumpy surface texture, Figure 4.8). Additionally,
more of the cutoff bar was mapped, and shows high elevations (> 50 m) on the bar top, and bar
fronts that are mostly transverse to the downstream bankline.
4.4.7. Seven Mile Bend Morphology, 04/07/2015
The SB 2015 survey was conducted roughly four years after cutoff, with only ~730 m of
stream length removed, leaving behind a small island (Figure 4.9). In contrast with the ADCP
surveys of the other two sites, the channel morphology in the upstream meander limb of SB
displays a pronounced cross-sectional asymmetric channel, with higher bed elevations located
along the left bank of the channel. The width of the cutoff point at the time of this survey is ~290
m. The scour hole is ~90 m in width and appears relatively small compared to the scour holes at
the PB and FB, yet has the lowest elevation of ~31 m. Unlike the other two sites, SB does not have
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Figure 4.7. Channel morphology for the Franklin Bend, 2016 neck cutoff. The surface was
created using MBES data at a 1.5 m resolution.
a concave bank opposite the cutoff point in the downstream limb, but instead shows a nearly
straight channel planform for the downstream meander limb. The downstream channel has a large
cutoff bar that is about 322 m long and about 135 m wide, at its widest. The maximum elevation
of the cutoff bar is ~50 m. The upstream portion of the abandoned bend shows relatively high
elevations (~48 m), but does not show a definitive sediment plug. There are also lower bed
elevations along the bank opposite of the island within the downstream limb of the abandoned
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Figure 4.8. Channel morphology for the Franklin Bend, 2017 neck cutoff. The surface was
created using MBES data at a 1.5 m resolution.
bend, which remain low as the exit of the abandoned bend transitions into the scour hole (Figure
4.9).
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Figure 4.9. Image of channel morphology for the Seven Mile Bend, 2015 neck cutoff. The
elevation surface was created using data from an ADCP at a 5 m resolution.
4.4.8. Seven Mile Bend Morphology, 05/18/2016
Within the upstream limb of the meander bend in the SB 2016 survey, dunes are observed along
the inner bank point bar that wash out within the cutoff scour hole, and are present again over
much of the cutoff bar downstream of the cutoff (Figure 4.10). The cutoff bar is ~475 m in length,
has a maximum width of ~156 m, and an average elevation of ~50 m. As was observed at PB, this
cutoff bar is separated from the bank by a narrow ~15 m channel. However, in contrast to the
cutoff bar morphologies at the other two cutoff sites, the bar at SB does not appear to be comprised
of distinct unit bars, but rather displays large dunes. Similar to FB, a curvilinear ridge with average
elevation of ~47 m can be seen extending ~160 m from the left bank in the upstream limb toward
the cutoff, although only one ridge is observed at SB. The scour hole is semi-circular in
morphology with a diameter ~148 m and minimum elevation of ~26 m, which is up to 12 m deeper
than the surrounding bend. The scour hole appears centered within the cutoff region, as opposed
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to downstream of the cutoff. Between the scour hole and the entrance and exit to the abandoned
bend, upstream migrating unit bars and bedforms are present, as well as upstream migrating
bedforms within the downstream limb of the abandoned bend.

Figure 4.10. Channel morphology for the Seven Mile Bend, 2016 neck cutoff. The surface
was created using MBES data at a 1.5 m resolution.
4.4.9. Seven Mile Bend Morphology, 05/24/2017
Visual inspection of the 2017 SB multibeam survey (Figure 4.11) shows subtle changes
from the 2016 SB survey. The scour hole is less circular in shape with some apparent deposition
on the upstream side of the scour hole, yet is still mainly centered within the cutoff region (Figure
4.11). The downstream meander limb is still relatively straight, though it appears the thalweg is
more continuous compared to 2016, with the width at the tail of the cutoff bar becoming narrower.
Large dunes are no longer present on the cutoff bar, but smaller dunes are seen along the
downstream portion of the bar.
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Figure 4.11. Channel morphology for the Seven Mile Bend, 2017 neck cutoff. The surface
was created using MBES data at a 1.5 m resolution.
4.4.10. Morphologic Difference Maps
The annual maps of channel morphology for the three neck cutoff sites capture great detail
during each survey, however they do not allow for quantification of rates of change or the ability
to readily distinguish areas of subtle change (i.e. Franklin and Seven Mile bends). This next section
focuses on the details of morphologic change over the past three years for these cutoff sites.
At Pumps Bend, large areas of erosion and deposition were observed from 2015-2017
(Figures 4.2 – 4.4). Using morphologic difference maps between the time intervals allows for
calculations of volumetric rates of erosion and deposition, as well as determining how much
erosion was associated with cutoff widening, channel bed scour, and floodplain/bank erosion.
Specifically, from 2015-2016, the volume of erosion associated with widening of the neck cutoff
was ~56,350 m3 (~10 m vertical erosion), volumetric scour of the bed was ~163,550 m3 (maximum
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vertical erosion ~12 m), and the calculated volume of sediment eroded from the floodplain through
bank retreat was ~238,310 m3 (maximum vertical erosion ~18 m; Figure 4.12). Conversely, the
volumetric deposition associated with the cutoff bar was ~348,950 m 3 (maximum vertical
deposition ~12 m; Figure 4.12). The net morphologic change was thus calculated to be ~109,250
m3 of erosion from 2015 to 2016. The 2015-2016 difference map also shows areas of deposition
(up to 5 m) and erosion (up to 4 m) within the abandoned bend, however it is unclear whether these
morphologic changes are accurate or are simply due to the ADCP sampling technique within the
abandoned bend which only used longitudinal lines and not cross-sectional lines resulting in less
detail.
The morphologic difference map of PB from 2016-2017 shows continued widening of the
cutoff by ~40 m, with a larger area of erosion at the upstream junction corner (Figure 4.13). The
volumetric erosion due to cutoff widening was calculated to be ~37,200 m3, about 19,140 m3 less
than the 2015-2016 period. Lateral bank retreat during the 2016-2017 period was still rapid, with
highest rates of migration ~125 m, and a total volumetric erosion of the floodplain of ~510,970 m3
(Figure 4.13), which is ~272,660 m3 more erosion than the period from 2015-2016. The volume
of sediment scoured from the bed during the period 2016-2017 (~70,445 m3) was ~93,110 m3 less
than 2015-2016. Additionally, the detailed multibeam morphologic maps from 2016 and 2017
allowed for an area of bed aggradation to be identified at the entrance to the point of cutoff, which
was estimated to be ~13,300 m3 (Figure 4.13). Changes to the cutoff bar at PB during 2016-2017
can be seen as both vertical aggradation (~4-5 m) on the bar top, and a pronounced lateral
expansion of the bar toward the cutbank (Figures 4.13 and 4.14). At the head of the cutoff bar,
where vertical aggradation is up to 12 m the bar widened ~95 m (Figure 4.14). Farther downstream
the bar experienced ~110 m lateral growth, but only had ~8 m of aggradation. In total, the cutoff
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Figure 4.12. Image of elevation differences for Pumps Bend neck cutoff surveys between
2015-2016. The warmer colors indicate increases in elevation. The cooler colors indicate
decreases in elevation.
bar was estimated to grow by ~274,950 m3, which is ~74,000 m3 less than the 2015-2016 period.
The net morphologic change from 2016-2017 was estimated to be ~343,660 m3 of erosion within
and downstream of the cutoff, ~234,410 m3 more than the 2015-2016 period. Another remarkable
feature observed in the 2016-2017 difference map is the preferential aggradation of ~4 m within
the thalweg of the downstream limb of the abandoned bend that can be seen extending from the
exit of the abandoned bend to the apex (Figure 4.13).
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Figure 4.13. Image of elevation difference for Pumps Bend neck cutoff surveys between
2016-2017. The warmer colors indicate increases in elevation. The cooler colors indicate
decreases in elevation.
The difference map for PB from 2015-2017 shows the summary of morphologic changes
during the time period. The total amount of erosion due to cutoff widening, channel bed scour, and
bank retreat was ~80,915 m3, 102,880 m3, and 562,135 m3, respectively (Figure 4.15). The volume
of sediment deposited as the cutoff bar was ~472,660 m3, which can be seen in the difference maps
as occupying nearly the entire width of the channel prior to cutoff (Figures 4.14 and 4.15). The net
morphologic change from 2015-2017 is ~273,270 m3 of erosion. Interestingly, the sum of erosion
due to bank retreat from the 2015-2016 and 2016-2017 time periods (~749,275 m3) is actually
~187,140 m3 more than the volume of sediment eroded using the difference between 2015 and
2017. This discrepancy indicates the difference in sediment subsequently deposited as the channel
laterally migrates through the floodplain.
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Figure 4.14. Image of a cross-channel profile for all three years of survey taken in the
downstream meander limb of Pumps Bend. The profiles were all taken along the same line
but only the 2017 morphology is depicted.
Due to relatively lower rates of geomorphic change observed at both Franklin and Seven
Mile bends during the three year time period of this study, difference maps for these two sites were
prepared using only the 2016 and 2017 multibeam surveys. The FB 2016-2017 difference map
indicates a small amount of erosion throughout much the upstream limb of the meander bend,
likely associated with differences in bedform geometry between the two surveys (Figure 4.16).
There are, however, four main features worth noting from this difference map.
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Figure 4.15. Image of elevation difference for Pumps Bend neck cutoff surveys between
2015-2017. The warmer colors indicate increases in elevation. The cooler colors indicate
decreases in elevation.
First, along the bank opposite the cutoff there is evidence of relatively minor rates of bank
retreat (~2-5 m), and there appears to be an overall scouring of the channel bed (~2 m) along the
base of the cutbank. Secondly, the cutoff bar shows continued lateral expansion (~15 m wide and
~6 m vertical) and aggradation on the bar top ~1 m (Figure 4.16). The third area of interest is where
the curvilinear ridges (or longitudinal bars) extend from the left bank in the upstream limb of the
bend toward the cutoff. In this region it appears a new ridge has formed, indicated by the distinct
vertical aggradation of ~4 m. Immediately north of this ridge toward the entrance to the abandoned
channel, there is a swale that follows the path of the ridge line. Lastly, between the entrance and
exit of the abandoned bend, small pockets of erosion and deposition can be seen (Figure 4.16),
associated with adjustments to the upstream migrating bars and bedforms identified in the detailed
morphologic maps (Figures 4.7 and 4.8).
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Figure 4.16. Image of the difference in elevation from 2016-2017 for Franklin Bend. The
warmer colors indicate increases in elevation. The cooler colors indicate decreases in
elevation.
The Seven Mile Bend 2016-2017 difference map shows noticeable aggradation (~2 m) of
the point bar along the left bank of the upstream channel at the farthest upstream extent of the
survey area (Figure 4.17). Downstream of this area of point bar growth, relatively small areas of
erosion (4-6 m) are observed along the thawleg on the right bank. Near the entrance to the cutoff
region, a pronounced area of deposition (up to 4 m) can be seen that exhibits a slight curvature on
its downstream front. Between the entrance and exit to the abandoned bend, a large area of mostly
aggradation (up to 4 m) is shown, associated with reworking of the bars and bedforms that are
locally present (Figure 4.17), similar to what was observed for the FB difference map (Figure
4.16). An obvious band of deposition can be seen within much of the central portion of the
abandoned bend, extending from just upstream of the apex to the exit of the abandoned bend, with
increasing deposition toward the exit. Interestingly, the entrance to the abandoned bend shows an
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overall degradation of 0.1-1 m. Downstream of the cutoff, an area of erosion is present along the
bank opposite the cutoff that displays erosion up to 8 m and is roughly 110 m in length (Figure
4.17). The top of the cutoff bar appears to have some aggradation of 1-2 m.

Figure 4.17. Image of the difference in elevation from 2016-2017 for Seven Mile Bend. The
warmer colors indicate increases in elevation. The cooler colors indicate decreases in
elevation.
4.5. Discussion
The results presented above offer direct insight into the morphologic evolution of neck
cutoffs during a three-year period. However, given that these three cutoff sites have similar
planform geometry and are at different stages in the evolution from initial cutoff to oxbow lake,
some generalizations can be made regarding the decadal-scale dynamics of neck cutoffs. Prior to
cutoff, the bed morphology of the elongate bends would have exhibited asymmetrical crosssectional profiles, with thalwegs along the upstream and downstream banks of the floodplain neck,
and point bars along the banks opposite the floodplain neck. During the initial breach of the
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floodplain the cutoff is narrow, yet deeply incised due to the increased energy gradient as a result
of channel shortening (Figure 4.2). During this stage of adjustment, roughly 55% of the flow
discharge is conveyed through the cutoff. As a result of the increased energy gradient, as well as
acceleration of flow through the narrow cutoff (Konsoer et al., 2016a), a deep scour hole develops
within the center of the downstream limb of the elongate bend that is considerably lower in
elevation than the surrounding channel bed (Figure 4.2).
Following this initial stage of cutoff development, the cutoff rapidly widens, the bank
opposite the cutoff in the downstream limb experiences substantial erosion and retreat, and the
scour hole expands downstream along the newly formed cutbank (Figure 4.3). Depending on the
planform geometry, the cutoff widening stage can also be associated with straightening of the
upstream limb of the bend. At this stage in the morphologic evolution, the cutoff is effectively
capturing the majority of the flow discharge, though the abandoned bend remains hydrologically
connected to the main channel (Richards et al., 2018). As flow travels through the cutoff, it is
redirected nearly 180° (depending on the planform geometry) over a short distance, a zone of flow
separation and recirculation develops within the downstream limb adjacent to the cutoff (Richards
et al., 2018). As a result of this zone of recirculation, as well as rapid bank retreat opposite the
cutoff, a large bar develops (Figure 4.3). With this pattern of bar development along the bank
adjacent to the cutoff, and scour and erosion along the bank opposite the cutoff, the overall bed
morphology and channel curvature has completely reversed from the pre-cutoff morphology.
The detailed multibeam surveys reveal the cutoff bar is comprised of distinctive bar units,
where the farthest upstream bar unit is associated with sediment deposition resulting from
decreasing bed shear stress as flow travels through the cutoff (a la meandering river point bars).
These upstream bar units are attached to the floodplain at the cutoff junction and have bar fronts
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that are perpendicular to the bankline (Figures 4.3 – 4.4). At the downstream tail of the cutoff bar,
bedload sediment is transported in the transverse direction from left to right bank as evidenced by
the orientation of the dune crests (Figures 4.3 – 4.4). This pattern of bedload transport is consistent
with patterns of three-dimensional flow that show strong inward directed near-bed flow (Richards
et al., 2018). As the bank opposite the bar continues to retreat (often intermittently, associated with
large flood events), the bulk discharge of the flow will also shift laterally, resulting in a discrete
shift in the area of bar deposition (Figure 4.4). The apparent shift in the location of the unit bars
suggests bank pull (erosion of the banks occurs first, allowing the build-up of bars) is the
responsible mechanism for bar growth, rather than bar push (building up of a bar that directs flow
to the opposite bank; van de Lageweg et al., 2014). As bank retreat slows, the unit bars composing
the cutoff bar begin to coalesce leading to a more uniform point bar morphology (Figures 4.8 and
4.11).
Similarly related to the shifting deposition of the cutoff bar, the curvilinear ridges, or
longitudinal bars, observed near the entrance to the abandoned bend, appear to be related to
episodic bank retreat of the downstream limb (Figure 4.7 – 4.8). In the early stages of cutoff
development, an area of sediment deposition curving across the entrance to the abandoned bend is
apparent (Figures 4.3 – 4.4). Although the amount of aggradation is relatively small, the bed
elevation difference is exacerbated by bed degradation leading into the cutoff (Figure 4.4). As the
channel continues to shift position, new longitudinal bars develop with consecutive bars increasing
in distance from the original location of the entrance to the abandoned bend (Figures 4.7 – 4.8).
Thus, these longitudinal bars and the intervening swales between them resemble scroll bars
tracking the migration history of the cutoff.
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A noticeable distinction between the neck cutoffs of this study and those of previous
investigations is the lack of sediment plugging at the entrance and exit of the abandoned bend,
despite more than a decade of time since cutoff in the case of Franklin Bend (Figure 4.8). Rates of
plugging naturally vary depending on the river planform and size of sediment the river transports,
yet previous plugging rates have been established at 2- 10 years (Gagliano and Howard, 1984),
<1-7 years (Hooke, 1995), and ~5 years (Petersen, 1963). One possible explanation for the slow
rate of aggradation observed for the neck cutoffs on the White River is related to the deep incision
of the channel bed. The increased energy gradient due to the shortening of the stream length across
an extremely narrow floodplain neck results in pronounced scour of the bed in the downstream
limb, effectively perching the exit of the abandoned bend several meters above the cutoff region
(Figures 4.4 and 4.8).
In addition to this perching, the planform geometry of the neck cutoffs in this study result
in tight bend flow and well-developed helical motion of the flow through the cutoff (Richards et
al., 2018). The strong helical motion of flow observed at these sites produces near-bed flow
oriented away from the exit of the abandoned bend promoting transport of bedload sediment in the
downstream direction. In effect, although these sites exhibit high diversion angles between the
cutoff and abandoned bend, the tight bend flow through the cutoff and perching of the exit of the
abandoned bend lead to conditions that are not conducive for promoting the Bulle effect (Dutta et
al., 2017).
Another potential impact of the lack of sediment plugging at the entrance and exit to the
abandoned bed is related to the pattern and rate of infilling of the abandoned bend. Previous
research on diversion angles of cutoffs have shown that when cutoffs remain unplugged, the
abandoned bend shallows and narrows, with lower diversion angles resulting in relatively faster
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rates of infill (Constantine et al., 2010b; Toonen et al., 2012). Furthermore, previous studies have
associated neck cutoffs with higher diversion angles, which are suggested to plug relatively fast,
and thus experience slower rates of shallowing and narrowing of the abandoned bend before
disconnection (Fisk, 1947; Gagliano and Howard, 1984; Constantine et al., 2010a; Toonen et al.,
2012). In contrast, the neck cutoffs of this study have high diversion angles yet lack large sediment
plugs that fully disconnect the abandoned bend. As a consequence, the abandoned bends in this
study show evidence of pronounced shallowing and narrowing.
This is best exemplified by comparing the bed morphologies of Pumps and Franklin Bend,
assuming that morphologic changes through time can be inferred from these two sites that are at
different stages of cutoff evolution. A cross-sectional profile through the abandoned bend apices
of PB and FB, show FB has a considerably narrower and shallower profile compared to PB (Figure
4.18). Assuming the cross-sectional profile of FB would have been similar to PB shortly after
initial cutoff, this finding suggests these abandoned bends experience significant infilling prior to
complete plugging at the entrance and exit. Additionally, the morphologic differences observed
within the upstream limbs of these two abandoned bends also provide insight into patterns of infill.
The upstream limb of PB shows large dunes that appear to have decreased amplitudes and rounded
crests, suggesting they are relict bedforms formed during pre-cutoff conditions (Figure 4.18 A). In
contrast, the upstream limb at FB displays a smooth texture (Figure 4.18 B), and given the amount
of vertical aggradation inferred from the apex profiles, it is possible that large bedforms might be
preserved beneath a relatively thick fill of fine-grained sediment.
The perching of the exit of the abandoned bend above the surrounding channel bed appears
to be moderated through time by the development of unit bars between the scour hole and the exit
(Figures 4.7 – 4.8). These unit bars migrate in a direction toward the entrance to the abandoned
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Figure 4.18. (A) Pumps Bend 2016 abandoned bend morphology image indicating where the
cross-channel profile was taken. (B) Franklin Bend abandoned bend morphology images
indicating where the cross-channel profile was taken. (C) Graph of cross-channel profiles for
the 2016 abandoned loops for Pumps and Franklin bends.
bend as evidenced by the superimposed bedforms and the annual difference maps (Figures 4.16 –
4.17). The growth of these unit bars is due to the migration of the channel away from the abandoned
bend and the presence of a zone of flow recirculation that results in upstream oriented flow
(Richards et al., 2018). The presence of these bars disrupts the abrupt change in elevation
(perching) between the scour hole and the exit to the abandoned bend, potentially providing an
easier pathway for bedload sediment to plug the exit, as suggested by the plug bar forming in the
exit at FB (Figure 4.8).
While Seven Mile Bend shares many morphologic similarities with Pumps and Franklin
bends, there are some obvious differences. Namely, the location of the cutoff in relation to the
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original elongate meander planform resulted in a relatively short distance between the cutoff and
the apex of the bend (i.e. short length of channel removed), and thus limited the increase in energy
gradient due to cutoff. An outcome of this is flow traveling from the upstream limb into the cutoff
is not as strongly redirected into the downstream limb as compared to PB and FB, and a substantial
portion of flow travels upstream through the abandoned bend from the exit to the entrance
(Richards et al., 2018). This upstream pattern of flow is responsible for the bed morphology
observed for the abandoned bend of SB and the region of upstream migrating bedforms (Figures
4.10 – 4.11). A similar pattern of upstream migrating bedforms was seen for the PB 2017 survey,
but field measurements have not yet documented upstream oriented flow through the abandoned
bend. One possible explanation is that certain discharge conditions are more favorable for flow
entering the exit of the abandoned bed, but more studies are required to understand those
hydrodynamics.
The results and discussion provided above are generalized into a conceptual model for the
initial stages of morphologic adjustment of neck cutoffs on elongated meander bends (Figure 4.19).
A main difference between this model and previous conceptual models is the planform geometry
and location of the cutoff within the bend. Neck cutoffs have previously been depicted as having
a straight channel upstream and downstream of the point of cutoff (Fisk, 1947; Gagliano and
Howard, 1984). The neck cutoffs formed under these straight morphologic conditions do not result
in strong curvature of the flow through the cutoff, and thus the range of morphologic features
observed in this study, or the hydrodynamics documented in Richards et al. (2018) cannot be
explained by the previous conceptual models. The differences in the conceptual model presented
in this study are not meant to compete against previous conceptual models, but rather highlight the
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importance of planform geometry on the morphodynamic evolution and provide a more detailed
picture of morphologic change through time.

Figure 4.19. Conceptual for the initial stages of neck cutoff evolution. In the model, the grey
color indicates relative age and thickness of deposits, with darker grey colors representing
more deposition/older features and lighter grey colors representing less deposition/younger
features. (A) The first stage of cutoff evolution when the floodplain is breached and a scour
hole first forms. (B) Stage 2 where the scour hole begins to elongate, erosion and deposition
occur in the downstream meander limb, and the abandoned loop shallows and narrows. (C)
Stage 3 where the cutoff bar continues to grow, the longitudinal bar migrates, unit bars form,
and continued deposition within the abandoned loop occurs.
4.6. Conclusions
The morphology of three neck cutoffs was investigated through detailed annual field
measurements of channel bed morphology over a three year period. The findings provide new
insight into how neck cutoffs on elongate meander bends evolve through time, leading to the
development of a conceptual model. Important factors contributing to the morphologic changes
observed are summarized here. The location of the cutoff in relation to the elongate bend leads to
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tight bend flow through the cutoff. Deep channel bed scour immediately downstream of the cutoff,
resulting from the increased energy gradient across the cutoff, effectively perches the exit of the
abandoned bend several meters above the surrounding channel bed, restricting bedload transport
into the exit and limiting sediment plugging. High momentum flow traveling through the cutoff is
advected against the bank opposite the cutoff resulting in rapid rates of bank retreat. Opposite this
area of erosion, a cutoff bar develops comprised of multiple unit bars. As the channel continues its
planform evolution through downstream rotation, longitudinal bars deposited across the entrance
of the abandoned bend track the migrational history similar to scroll bars.
The morphologic changes documented herein, as well as a recent study examining the
hydrodynamics of these same sites (Richards et al., 2018), offer tremendous insight into the
morphodynamics of neck cutoffs that have not been reported on previously. While the three neck
cutoffs investigated in this study share many similarities, more work should be done to determine
if the conceptual model presented herein is applicable to other neck cutoffs exhibiting similar
planform morphology. Additionally, numerical modeling of these sites could provide a more
thorough understanding of the morphodynamics occurring at these sites, particularly under a range
of discharge conditions.
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CHAPTER 5. BEDLOAD SEDIMENT AND CORE ANALYSIS ON
SLOWLY PLUGGING NECK CUTOFFS
5.1. Introduction
Cutoffs are prominent and important features of riverine systems and can occur on any river
where there is an angular deviation from the shortest downstream course (Erskine et al., 1982).
Neck cutoffs occur on meandering rivers when the sinuosity of the channel increases to the point
where the upstream and downstream meander channels grow into each other, breaching the narrow
land of floodplain separating the channels, and abandoning the previous meander bend of the river
(Fisk, 1947; Allen, 1965; Gagliano and Howard, 1984). The result is an overall decrease in channel
length and sinuosity, and a local increase in stream gradient and sediment transport capacity (Fisk,
1947; Phillips, 2010). Neck cutoff evolution has been conceptualized as a model with four general
phases: active meandering, neck cutoff, lacustrine, and terrestrialized floodplain (Gagliano and
Howard, 1984). The neck cutoff phase occurs after initial breach and culminates in the plugging
of the entrance and exit of the abandoned bend (Gagliano and Howard, 1984). Once plugging and
full disconnection of the abandoned bend occurs the lacustrine phase begins and the abandoned
bend becomes an oxbow lake (Gagliano and Howard, 1984).
Plugging during the neck cutoff stage is influenced by the amount of bedload sediment
supplied, the relative gradient advantage of the cutoff over the abandoned bend, and the diversion
angle between the cutoff and the abandoned bend (Fisk, 1947; Gagliano and Howard, 1984;
Shields and Abt, 1989; Constantine et al., 2010a). The amount of bedload supplied is important as
plugs have been shown to be comprised mainly of bedload sediment with finer sediments overlaid
on top (Erskine et al., 1982; Gagliano and Howard, 1984; Bridge et al., 1986; Hooke, 1995). The
diversion angle offers a mechanistic explanation for plugging of the abandoned bends, as flow
enters the abandoned bend, a zone of flow separation and recirculation forms (Constantine et al.,
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2010a). The zone of flow separation and recirculation leads to reduced flow velocity and shear
stress, resulting in deposition of bedload sediment (Constantine et al., 2010a). The width of the
flow separation zone grows with the diversion angle, where larger diversion angles have wider
separation zones (Constantine et al., 2010a). Therefore, larger diversion angles correspond with
faster rates of plugging of the abandoned bend (Gagliano and Howard, 1984). When plugging
occurs slowly, such as when diversion angles are low, abandoned bends tend to shallow and narrow
as sediment is delivered past the entrance of the abandoned bend (Constantine et al., 2010a;
Toonen et al., 2012). Neck cutoffs have been associated with larger diversion angles and should
thus plug relatively fast and experience relatively slower rates of shallowing and narrowing of the
abandoned bend because of the fast plugging (Fisk, 1947; Gagliano and Howard, 1984;
Constantine et al., 2010a; Toonen et al., 2012). Previous rates for plugging and full disconnection
have been found to be less than 1 year to 10 years (Petersen, 1963; Gagliano and Howard, 1984;
Hooke, 1995).
After plugs have disconnected the abandoned bend from the active channel that bend becomes
an oxbow lake and the cutoff enters into the lacustrine phase (Gagliano and Howard, 1984). During
this phase, fine-grained sediment is delivered to the oxbow lake from flood events, slowly filling
the lake through time (Erskine et al., 1982; Gagliano and Howard, 1984). Unlike the neck cutoff
stage, the lacustrine stage can last hundreds to thousands of years (Gagliano and Howard, 1984;
Wren et al., 2008; Toonen et al., 2012; Ishii and Hori, 2016). Overall factors that affect
sedimentation rates and sediment characteristics of oxbow lakes are the nature and availability of
sediment, magnitude and frequency of floods that transport the sediment and hydraulically connect
the oxbow lake to the active channel, migration of the active channel that changes the distance of
the oxbow lake from the active channel, oxbow lake size, abandoned channel geometry, lake age
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(sedimentation rates vary through time due to changing hydro-climatic conditions), water depth
(deposition is higher in deeper water), and presence of outflow channels from the oxbow lake into
the backswamp areas of the floodplain (Gagliano and Howard, 1984; Erskine et al., 1992; Citterio
and Piegay, 2009). Bedload sediment is relatively scarce the farther the distance from the entrance
and exit of the abandoned bend and once plugs form only fine-grained sediment is delivered, thus
abandoned bends and oxbow lakes tend to show a fining upwards sequence and a fining with
increased distance from the active channel (Erskine et al., 1982; Gagliano and Howard, 1984;
Bridge et al., 1986; Erskine et al., 1992; Wren et al., 2008; Toonen et al., 2012; Ishii and Hori,
2016). Although, there have been instances where a fining upwards sequence did not occur, such
as with predominately mud-ladden streams or with increased flood regimes that brought in more
coarse grains and eroded previously deposited sediment (Erskine et al., 1992; Brooks and Medioli,
2003; Citterio and Piegay, 2009).
Sedimentation rates naturally vary depending on the river and the local environment
surrounding the river. The Hunter River in Australia has sedimentation rates of 45 – 140 mm/yr
for natural and artificial neck cutoffs (Erskine et al., 1992). Sedimentation rates for various rivers
and types of cutoffs in Wales and the Borderlands for just fine-grained sediment (not including
bedload plugs) ranges from 3 – 71 mm/yr (Lewis and Lewin, 1983). Mississippi River
sedimentation rates of 1.1 mm/yr were found for a recently abandoned oxbow lake, 0.2 mm/yr for
an older oxbow lake where the active river has migrated away resulting in less flooding, and ~10
mm/yr when floodplain was cleared of vegetation (Wren et al., 2008). In a different study of an
oxbow lake on the Mississippi River, sedimentation rates of 0.7 mm/yr before land was cleared
and 2.3 – 30 mm/yr after floodplain land was cleared were found (Davidson et al., 2004). Average
lake sedimentation rates for the Rhone River valley, France ranged from 0 – 26 mm/yr (Citterio
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and Piegary, 2009). Overbank sedimentation rates for oxbow lakes on the Ishikari River, Japan
range from 3.9 – 22 mm/yr while sedimentation rates for the cutoff phase range from 45 – 90
mm/yr (Ishii and Hori, 2016). Some of the differences in sedimentation rates can be attributed to
the age of the cutoffs, where younger cutoffs tend to infill faster than older cutoffs. Following the
formation of sediment plugs at the entrance and exit of the abandoned bend, the active channel
often tends to migrate away from the abandoned bend, thereby reducing overbank flow frequency
and magnitude (Lewis and Lewin, 1983; Gagliano and Howard, 1984; Erskine et al., 1992; Hooke,
1995).
Sediment cores can indicate which phase of neck cutoff evolution the abandoned bend is in
with bedload sediment indicating the active meandering stage, mixed load indicating the neck
cutoff stage, and fine-grained sediments indicating the lacustrine stage (Wren et al., 2008; Ishii
and Hori, 2016). Cores have shown abrupt transitions from fine-grained deposits to underlying
bedload sediments when plugging has occurred relatively fast (Erskine et al., 1982; Toonen et al.,
2012; Ishii and Hori, 2016). Cores have also shown a transition zone consisting of a mix of bedload
and fine-grained sediments between pre and post-cutoff deposits, indicating slower plugging of
the abandoned bend (Wren et al., 2008; Ishii and Hori, 2016). During these slower plugging times
the abandoned bend can undergo narrowing and shallowing as the stream has enough power to
deliver sediment past the entrance of the abandoned bend but not enough to erode the river bed
(Constantine et al., 2010a; Toonen et al., 2012). These sequences in cores have been used to
surmise the diversion angle at the time of cutoff when it was previously unknown (Ishii and Hori,
2016).
The White River, Arkansas has numerous neck cutoffs and elongate meander bends that
should result in neck cutoffs in the future. Previous research on these neck cutoffs (Richards et al.,
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2018) has noted that evolution and plugging of the cutoffs does not occur within the previously
presented time frame of <1 – 10 years. While explanations for the lack of plugging have been
offered, 1) helical flow within the cutoff directs bedload sediment away from the abandoned bend
(Richards et al., 2018) and 2) perching of the exit of the abandoned bend above the active channel
preventing the delivery of bedload sediment (Chapter 4) bedload sediment supply has been cited
as a chief factor in determining the rate of abandoned bend plugging. To determine if the White
River has a lack of bedload sediment and/or lack of transport of the bedload sediment that also
factors into the lack of plugging, cores and surface grab samples, as well as multi-beam echo
sounder data are used to characterize the sediment transport and distribution through two neck
cutoffs. Results from this study should result in information about the behavior of neck cutoffs that
remain unplugged. Thus, results should be used to further access how neck cutoffs evolve through
time and determine the relative importance of bedload sediment in determining the evolution of
neck cutoffs through time.
5.2. Study Area
Two neck cutoffs on the lower White River, located between De Valls Bluff and
Clarendon, Arkansas, were selected for this study (Figure 5.1). The lower White River flows for
~745 km from Batesville, Arkansas to the Mississippi River. The drainage area is ~8,360 km2,
bankfull width is ~170 m, and bankfull depth ~7 m. De Valls Bluff has a United States Geological
Survey (USGS) river gage (gage: 07077000) that indicates a mean annual discharge of 770 m 3/s
and a peak annual discharge of ~2,480 m3/s. Discharge is generally higher during the months of
March – June and lower between July – December. The sinuosity of this portion of the river is
~2.2 with a migration rate of ~2 – 4 m/yr (Edwards et al., 2015). Upstream of Clarendon, Arkansas
the channel slope is about 6 x 10-4 (Edwards et al., 2015). Six dams have been completed in the
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White River drainage basin: Norfolk Lake, Clearwater Lake, Bull Shoals, Table Rock, Beaver
Lake, and Greers Ferry Reservoir (Craig et al., 2001). Since dam completion, late summer and
early fall discharges have increased in magnitude, minimum flow discharges have increased,
maximum flow discharge has reduced, the frequency of river rising and falling has increased,
summer stages have increased, and the duration of low stage flows have decreased at De Valls
Bluff and Clarendon gauging stations (Craig et al., 2001).
The two cutoffs studied formed on elongate meander loops where the morphology of both
developed with the upstream and downstream meander limbs oriented roughly parallel with flow
moving in opposite directions (Richards et al., 2018). Pumps Bend (PB) is the upstream cutoff and
most recent of the two, and began to cutoff in 2013 (Figure 5.1). Franklin Bend (FB) is the
downstream cutoff (~18 km from PB) and older, cutting off in 2005 (Figure 5.1). Neither of the
two bends have fully formed plugs in the abandoned loop and, thus, remain connected to the active
river. The width of the floodplain necks before cutoff, determined by satellite imagery, were ~30
m for PB and ~15 m for FB.
The White River is located in a mild and moderately humid climate (Johnson, 2011). The
Cache- Lower White River is internationally important as one of only 38 sites in the United States
to be designated a “Wetland of International Importance” by the Ramsar Convention (Johnson,
2011). The Ramsar Convention is a treaty between governments to identify and provide an outline
for conservation practices for wetlands deemed to be important (www.ramsar.org). Wetlands must
meet certain criteria to be included as Ramsar wetland sites, examples of criteria being the wetland
is an archetypal or rare natural wetland type for a region, or if the wetland supports
vulnerable/endangered species (www.ramsar.org).
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The White River floodplain has been 75% cleared, converted from bottomland hardwood forest
to agricultural land focused on soybean and rice production, yet it is the still the largest contiguous
forested wetland behind the Atchafalaya basin in the United States (Johnson, 2011). The CacheLower White Rivers have been identified as the most important area for over-wintering mallard
ducks and hosts multiple endangered species including canebreakers, the Ivory-billed
Woodpecker, Least Terns, Piping Plovers, Pink Muckets, fat pocketbooks, scaleshell mussels and
numerous vulnerable bat species (Johnson, 2011). Soils are mostly comprised of clay/loam with
soil orders of Alfisols, Inceptisols, Entisols, and Mollisols present. Economically the Cache-Lower
White River provide 10 million board feet per mill per year of wood products and serve ~1,000,000
users recreationally in the forms of hunting, fishing, wildlife observation, and water recreation
(Johnson, 2011).

Figure 5.1. Image of Pumps and Franklin bends and their location on the White River,
Arkansas.
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5.3. Methods
Sediment cores were collected with a piston corer on February 02, 2017, when flow
discharge was relatively low at ~402 m3/s. The low discharge conditions exposed the bars in the
apex of the abandoned loop and on the cutoff bar adjacent to the point of cutoff in the downstream
limb of the active channel where the cores were taken (Figures 5.2 and 5.3). Franklin Bend cores
C8.1, C8.2, and C8.3 were taken at the same location in succession in order to get a deeper profile
of the cutoff bar (Figure 5.3). At this time, two grab samples were collected at Franklin Bend using
a grab sampler at the apex of the abandoned loop (GS1) and downstream of the apex in the
downstream limb (GS2, Figure 5.3).
Surface samples, grab samples, and bank samples were collected at Pumps Bend on
December 03, 2016 and at Franklin Bend on December 02, 2016. Water discharge was ~315 m3/s
on December 02 and ~355 m3/s on December 03. Surface samples were collected upstream of the
cutoff, in the area leading into the entrance of the abandoned loop which becomes exposed at low
flow, at the apex of Franklin Bend’s abandoned loop, and on the cutoff bar (Figures 5.2 and 5.3).
Grab samples of the river bed were collected at the entrance and exit of the abandoned loops
(Figures 5.2 and 5.3). Bank samples were collected by motoring a jon boat up to the bank and
collecting sediment at chest height with a shovel. Lastly, two cores were taken at the entrance (Red
29) and exit (Red 10) of the Franklin Bend abandoned loop. Plugging at this site has progressed
farther than at Pumps Bend leading to bars being more exposed during low flow conditions. The
core was taken by inserting a core lining tube into the ground and then pulling it up, using suction
to keep the sample material within the tube.
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Figure 5.2. Sediment sampling locations and sediment sampling types at Pumps Bend neck
cutoff.
Surface, grab, and bank samples were dried in an oven for at least 24 hours at a temperature
of 37°C and then sieved for at least ten minutes to determine grain size. A sieve shaker was used
that applied both horizontal and vertical movement to the sieves. The set of sieves ranged from -1
φ (2 mm) to 4 φ (0.0625 mm) at half phi intervals, gravel down to very fine sand grain sizes. The
grains left in each sieve after shaking were then weighed and a median grain size (D50) for each
sediment site was calculated. The median grain size is the size where 50% of the grains are smaller
and 50% are larger. Cores were cut in half lengthwise by first cutting the core liner and then using
a putty knife to cut through the sediment within the core and then to separate the halves of the core.
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Figure 5.3. Sediment sampling locations and sediment sampling types at Franklin Bend neck
cutoff.
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The core halves were then allowed to dry for a couple of days before being logged. Samples were
taken from one of the core halves at 10 cm intervals and where noticeable, abrupt changes in grain
size occurred. Loss on ignition (LOI) was performed in order to determine the amount of organic
content in each sample. It is presumed that finer deposits overlying coarser sand deposits represent
deposition following cutoff and estimates of sedimentation rate were calculated by the depth of
finer deposits divided by the number of years since cutoff occurred.
Core and sediment samples where the D50 could not be determined using sieves smaller
than 63 m were shipped to the United States Department of Agriculture Agricultural Research
Service (USDA ARS) National Sedimentation Laboratory (NSL) at Oxford, MS. Sediment
samples were re-sieved at NSL to 63 m and put through a HORIBA laser scattering particle size
distribution analyzer. The analyzer uses laser diffraction to measure particle size of suspended
particles, where the amount of light scattered by a particle indicates the size of the particle
(HORIBA Guidebook to Particle Size Analysis). The fine-grained particle analysis results from
the HORIBA were then incorporated with previous sieving results. The D50 for all sediment
samples except the cores were mapped in ArcGIS to determine spatial patterns of grain size
distribution through the two cutoffs.
A NORBIT iWMBSc (compact integrated wideband multibeam sonar) with an integrated
inertial motion unit (IMU) and differential global positioning system (dGPS) was used to collected
high-resolution river bed surveys during a flood for the purpose of estimating bedload sediment
transport using dune migration. This method of using dune tracking to represent bedload sediment
transport has been utilized before (Engel and Lau, 1980; ten Brinke, 1999; Wilbers and Brinke,
2003; Knaapen et al., 2005; Duffy et al., 2005; Claude et al., 2012; Van Der Mark et al., 2008;
Nittrouer et al., 2008). Surveys were collected in 2017 during the falling limb of a flood. Pumps
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Bend surveys were collected on May 23 and May 27, 2017 when water discharge was ~2,675 m3/s
and ~2,370 m3/s, respectively. The May 23 surveys were taken ~7 hours apart and the May 27
surveys were taken ~4 hours apart. Surveys were collected at Franklin Bend on May 22 and 25,
2017, when water discharge was ~2,770 m3/s and ~2,515 m3/s, respectively. The May 22 surveys
were taken ~4 hours apart from each other and the May 25 surveys were taken ~2 hours apart. A
repeat survey was also conducted for Franklin Bend on May 18, 2016 when water discharge was
1,015 m3/s, ~1 m below bankfull discharge. The multibeam data was post-processed in Caris
HIPS/SIPS, a software designed for large bathymetric datasets, using a post-processing kinematic
(PPK) solution that converted river channel depths to bed elevations. River bed profiles were then
taken from the upstream and downstream meander limbs; however, the downstream profiles were
unable to reveal reliable dune migration and, thus, were not used in this study. For both the initial
and repeat surveys, the average elevation was subtracted from each elevation point to detrend the
profiles to adjust for systematic elevation errors between surveys. Extracting mean elevation limits
investigations of overall bed aggradation or degradation but will still allow for estimates of
downstream migration of dunes and, therefore, unit sediment discharge. For dunes in the upstream
meandering channel, an estimate of bedload sediment transport was manually calculated for dunes
that showed distinct movement between surveys by using the equation (Wilbers and Brinke, 2003;
Knaapen et al., 2005):
𝑄𝑠 = 𝛼𝐶𝑑 𝐻
where 𝛼 is a shape parameter for the dunes that can range from 0.5 for triangular dune to 0.6 for
rounded dunes (Knaapen et al., 2005). It has been found that assuming triangular bedforms
produces sufficiently accurate bedload transport rates (Willis and Kennedy, 1975; Engel and Lau,
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1980); however, an 𝛼 of 0.55 was used here as the dunes were not perfectly triangular nor rounded.
𝐶𝑑 and 𝐻 in the equation represent dune celerity and dune height, respectively.
5.4. Results
5.4.1. Cores from the Abandoned Loops (C5, C6, C9, Red 10, Red 29)
C5 was collected near the apex of the abandoned bend at Pumps Bend (Figure 5.2). The
core has a depth of ~ 1m and shows a fining upwards sequence, transitioning from sand to very
fine sand at ~45 cm depth (Figure 5.4). Pumps Bend cutoff channel started forming in 2013,
thereby yielding an average sedimentation rate of ~112 mm/yr during the first 4-5 years of
evolution at the apex. The organic content has percentages just above 0% for the sand grain sizes
that increases to a maximum of ~10% at 30 cm depth before slowing falling down to ~6% at 0
depth. The percent of organic content shows a clear distinction between medium sand and very
fine sand and has a general trend of higher organic content for the smaller grains and lower organic
content for larger grains. C6 was also collected near the apex of the abandoned bend at Pumps
Bend, and has a depth of ~75 cm (Figure 5.5). The core is comprised of fine sand from the surface
to a depth of ~47 cm, a layer of organic material from ~47 cm – ~55 cm, very fine sand from ~55
cm to ~63 cm, and medium sand from ~63 cm to the bottom of the core (Figure 5.5). Despite C6
being in close proximity to C5, the organic layer is missing in C5. Calculating from when very
fine sands begin at ~47 cm, the sedimentation rate is ~117.5 mm/yr. The percent of organic content
shows a similar trend as seen with C5 where LOI percentages for coarser sand layers are around
0% while the finer sand layers are around 5% - 7%, exhibiting a clear distinct between the coarser
and finer deposits. The organic material within the core has an organic content of ~21%.
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Figure 5.4. Core C5 collected near the apex of Pumps Bend abandoned bend. From left to
right is the image of the core, core stratigraphy, the grain size in phi scale, and loss-onignition percentage.
C9 was collected just downstream of the apex of the abandoned bend at Franklin Bend
(Figure 5.3). The core has a depth of ~55 cm and is fully comprised of silty sediment (Figure 5.6).
As a transition to sand, representative of pre-cutoff conditions was not observed in this core, an
estimation of sedimentation rate since cutoff is not feasible. The percent of organic content within
the core shows little variation, ranging from ~3 – ~4% throughout.
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Figure 5.5. Core C6 collected near the apex of Pumps Bend abandoned bend. From left to
right is the image of the core, core stratigraphy, the grain size in phi scale, and loss-onignition percentage.
Red 29 was collected at the entrance of the abandoned bend at Franklin Bend (Figure 5.3).
The core has a depth of ~60 cm and is comprised primarily of silty deposits (Figure 5.7). The
organic content ranges from ~1.5% - 3.5%. Red 10 was collected at the exit of the abandoned bend
at Franklin Bend (Figure 5.3). The core is ~60 cm long and does not show a fining upward
sequence observed in other cores (Figure 5.8). The top of the core is comprised of silt followed by
a layer of fine sand ~30 cm when the core is composed of silt until the end 60 cm. The organic
content ranges from ~1.5% - 4.5% but does not show any easily discernable pattern with the
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sediment grain size with the exception of the top of the core which seems to have higher
percentages of organic content than the bottom of the core. Similar to C9, Red 10 and Red 29 do
not show an obvious transition from coarser to finer grains that would indicate post-cutoff
deposition, thus sedimentation rates are not estimated at these locations.

Figure 5.6. Core C9 collected downstream of the apex of Franklin Bend abandoned bend.
From left to right is the image of the core, core stratigraphy, the grain size in phi scale, and
loss-on-ignition percentage.
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Figure 5.7. Core Red 29 collected at the entrance of the abandoned bend at Franklin Bend.
From left to right is the image of the core, core stratigraphy, the grain size in phi scale, and
loss-on-ignition percentage.
5.4.2. Cores from the Cutoff Bar (C1, C2, C3, C4, C7, C8.1, C8.2, C8.3)
C1, C3, and C4 were all taken at the upstream portion of the Pumps Bend cutoff bar, with
C1 located the farthest from the point of cutoff, C4 located closest to the point of cutoff, and C3
located between C1 and C4 (Figure 5.2). C1 is has a depth of ~80 cm and is composed mostly of
medium sand that slightly coarsens upwards (Figure 5.9). Organic content for C1 are generally
around 0%, except for ~60 cm depth where it is around 28%. Visual inspection of the core revealed
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Figure 5.8. Core Red 10 collected at the exit of the abandoned bend at Franklin Bend. From
left to right is the image of the core, core stratigraphy, the grain size in phi scale, and loss-onignition percentage.
a small area of organic material at ~60 cm depth that is not readily apparent in the core image
(Figure 5.9). C3 has a depth of ~ 90 cm and is comprised of coarse sand (Figure 5.10). The organic
content throughout the core is small, ranging from ~0% - ~2%. C4 has a depth of ~85 cm, with the
top ~ 20 cm being comprised of coarse sand with organic content that starts ~1% at the top and
rises to ~19% at 20 cm depth (Figure 5.11). From ~20 cm to ~35 cm the core is made up of ~90%
organic material. The core is composed primarily of fine sand from ~35 cm to ~85 cm but there
does appear to be small layers of fine-grain deposition located at depths of ~38 cm and ~43 cm.
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Figure 5.9. Core C1 collected from upstream portion of the cutoff bar at Pumps Bend. From
left to right is the image of the core, core stratigraphy, the grain size in phi scale, and loss-onignition percentage.
Similar to C1, the core coarsens upwards. The organic content below a depth of ~35 cm has small
variations but remains fairly constant at around 16%.
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Figure 5.10. Core C3 collected from the upstream portion of the cutoff bar at Pumps Bend.
From left to right is the image of the core, core stratigraphy, the grain size in phi scale, and
loss-on-ignition percentage.
C2 was collected near the top of the cutoff bar at Pumps Bend and has a depth of about 75
cm (Figure 5.12). Below 30 cm, the core is predominately composed of medium sand and
corresponds to organic content percentages ranging from ~0.5% - ~1.5%, except at the very bottom
of the core where organic material is present and the organic content increases to ~5%. Above 30
cm depth, the core is comprised of silty deposits that correspond to organic content of ~4%. In
general, C2 shows a fining upwards sequence.
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Figure 5.11. Core C4 collected from the upstream portion of the cutoff bar at Pumps Bend.
From left to right is the image of the core, core stratigraphy, the grain size in phi scale, and
loss-on-ignition percentage.
C7 was collected farthest downstream on the cutoff bar at Pumps Bend (Figure 5.2). The
core has a depth of ~65 cm, yet has only two areas of inorganic sediment deposition (Figure 5.13).
The top ~15 cm of the core is mostly comprised of fine sand and between ~40 – 50 cm the core is
comprised mostly of medium sand (Figure 5.13). These two sections of sand correspond to organic
content of ~0.5%. The other sections of the core are composed of predominantly organic material
with organic content values greater than 60% (Figure 5.13). Overall, the core does exhibit a fining
upwards sequence of deposition.
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Figure 5.12. Core C2 collected from the top of the cutoff bar at Pumps Bend. From left to
right is the image of the core, core stratigraphy, the grain size in phi scale, and loss-onignition percentage.
C8.1, C8.2, and C8.3 where all taken at the same location on Franklin Bend’s cutoff bar
(Figure 5.3), with C8.1 corresponding to 0 cm – 30 cm depth, C 8.2 corresponding to a depth of
40 cm – 130 cm, and C8.3 corresponding to a depth of 140 cm – 240 cm (Figure 5.14). The top of
the core to ~8 cm depth is composed of very fine sands with a layer of organic material mixed in
at ~ 3 cm depth (Figure 5.14 A). Below the organic material to a depth of ~17 cm the core is
primarily composed of fine sand (Figure 5.14 A). Organic material is present from ~17 cm to 30
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Figure 5.13. Core C7 collected from the downstream portion of the cutoff bar at Pumps Bend.
From left to right is the image of the core, core stratigraphy, the grain size in phi scale, and
loss-on-ignition percentage.
cm depth (Figure 5.14 A). The organic content ranges from ~1% - ~4% for the very fine sand and
fine sand deposits within the top 30 cm and increases to ~ 8% for organic material located at ~3
cm depth, 16% for the organic material located at ~17 cm depth, and to ~42% for the organic
material located below ~17 cm depth to ~30 cm depth (Figure 5.14 A).
C8.2 varies between inorganic sediment deposits and organic material throughout the core
(Figure 5.14 B). Fine sand is located at depths of ~40 cm – ~43 cm, ~55 cm – ~60 cm, ~75 cm –
~100 cm, at ~107 cm, and ~115 cm – ~121 cm (Figure 5.14 B). A layer of very fine sand is located
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at ~47 cm – 52 cm and layers of organic material comprise the core at depths of ~43 cm – ~ 47
cm, ~60 cm – ~75 cm, ~100 cm – ~107 cm, ~108 cm – ~115 cm, and at ~121 cm – ~130 cm
(Figure 5.14 B). The organic content ranges between ~1% to ~4% for the fine and very fine sands,
resides around 20% for the organic material located at ~43 cm - ~47 cm depth, and increases to
~40% for the organic material located between ~90 cm – 130 cm depth (Figure 5.14 B).
C8.3 is comprised primarily of silty deposits (Figure 5.14 C). Organic material is mixed in
with the silty deposits at depths ranging from ~140 cm – ~200 cm (Figure 5.14 C). In general,
organic content within the core shows two subtle but distinct ranges. From ~ 140 cm to ~170 cm,
the organic content ranges between ~2% – ~7%, in the part of the core where organic material is
mixed in with inorganic sediment deposits. Below ~170 cm, where organic material less abundant,
the organic content ranges from ~0.5% – ~1.5%. Interestingly, the measured grain size for each of
the individual cores indicate a slight fining upwards trend but the overall trend from core to core
appears to be a coarsening of grain sizes from C8.3 to C8.2 and C8.1, with C8.2 and C8.1
alternating between fine sand, very fine sand, and organic material deposits.
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Figure 5.14. Cores (A) C8.1, (B) C8.2, (C) C8.3, which were collected at the cutoff bar of
Franklin Bend. From left to right is the image of the core, core stratigraphy, the grain size in
phi scale, and loss-on-ignition percentage.
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5.4.3. Sediment Grain Size Distribution
The spatial pattern of median grain sizes (D50) at Pumps Bend indicates an overall trend of
larger D50 located on the cutoff bar in the downstream meander limb and smaller D50 in the
abandoned bend and stream banks (Figure 5.15). The cutoff bar has D50 values that range from
fine-to-coarse sand, with the medium and coarse sands only being present on the cutoff bar. No
D50 below fine sand is located on the bar at Pumps Bend. Medium-to-coarse sands are mostly
concentrated in the upstream portion of the cutoff bar. Fine sands comprise the rest of the cutoff
bar including most of the top of the cutoff bar, except for one location at the downstream end of
the cutoff bar. The three samples taken from the river bank (PB15, PB7, and PB6) have relatively
small D50, falling into silt-to-very fine sand ranges while the bank sample at PB10 has a D50 in the
fine sand grain size. The abandoned bend is comprised of smaller D50 than the cutoff bar, with no
D50 above fine sand. The surface sample at the entrance of the abandoned bend (PB12) has a D50
in the very fine sand grain size, and a river bed grab sample (PB11) collected at the entrance of the
abandoned bend has a D50 in the fine sand category. Similar D50 are present at the apex of the
abandoned bend for the surface and river bed grab samples collected, both falling into the very
fine sand grain size. The smallest D50 are found at the exit of the abandoned loop at PB8 and PB9.
These grain sizes fall into the fine silt grain size category.
The spatial pattern of median grain sizes at Franklin Bend show a similar overall trend in
D50 as that seen at Pumps Bend, with larger D50 located on the cutoff bar in the downstream
meander limb and smaller D50 in the abandoned bend and stream banks (Figure 5.16). The cutoff
bar has the largest D50, falling into the medium sand grain size range. The distribution of the grain
sizes on the cutoff bar exhibit a fining downstream sequence with the largest D50 located just
downstream of the cutoff, on the upstream portion of the cutoff bar, and smaller D50 located
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Figure 5.15. Image of the median grain sizes (D50) for each of the sediment sampling sites
throughout the Pumps Bend neck cutoff. The smaller purple and blue circles represent median
grain sizes within the silt range while the larger green, yellow, orange, and red circles
represent progressively larger sand grain sizes.
on the downstream portion of the cutoff bar, well within the downstream meander limb. The larger
D50 on the cutoff bar contain grain sizes falling within the medium sand category. The smaller D50
on the cutoff bar contain grain sizes falling within the fine sand category. The three river bank
samples (FB7, FB12, and FB13) have D50 in the very fine sand-to-fine sand range. The smallest
D50 are located on a longitudinal bar in the upstream meander limb before the cutoff (FB10), in an
area that becomes exposed at low flow stages, and at a location just downstream of the entrance of
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Figure 5.16. Image of the median grain sizes (D50) for each of the sediment sampling sites
throughout the Franklin Bend neck cutoff. The smaller purple and blue circles represent
median grain sizes within the silt range while the larger green, yellow, and orange circles
represent progressively larger sand grain sizes.
the abandoned loop (FB8) and have D50 in the fine silt grain size range. The other sediment
sampling sites at the entrance, apex and downstream from the apex, and exit of the abandoned loop
have median grain sizes falling within the median-coarse silt-to-very fine sand grain size
categories.
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5.4.4. Pumps Bend and Franklin Bend Dune Profiles
Dune profiles for Pumps Bend 05/23/2017 were collected at the upstream meander bend
limb before the cutoff point (Figure 5.17 A and B). The profiles have a length of ~530 m and show
a relatively flat trend until ~380 m, where the elevations have a downward trend (Figure 5.17 C).
Unlike the surveys that follow, only average wavelength and height of larger bedforms could be
calculated as the smaller bedforms superimposed on the larger bedforms were too small to be
measured. The average wavelength of bedforms is ~6.87 m and the average height is ~0.63 m. Six
dunes were used to estimate an overall bedload sediment transport rate, with the peaks of the dunes
are located at ~55 – ~60 m (Figure 5.17 D), ~64 – ~68 m (Figure 5.17 D), ~186 – ~195 m (Figure
5.17 E), ~200 – ~205 m (Figure 5.17 E), ~282 – ~287 m (Figure 5.17 F), and ~291 – ~295 m
(Figure 5.17 F). The average sediment transport rate at Pumps Bend for a discharge of ~2673 m3/s
was estimated to be ~0.36 m2/h.
Pumps Bend 05/27/2017 river bed surveys produced dune profiles that are ~500 m long
and show a slight upward trend in elevations, followed by a major downward trend beginning at
~380 m (Figure 5.18 C). The profiles reveal larger bedforms with smaller bedforms superimposed
on top. The average wavelength of the larger bedforms is ~5.70 m with an average height of 0.37
m while the average wavelength of the smaller bedforms is ~1.1 m with an average height of 0.04
m. Six dunes were used to calculate an average sediment transport rate, as they represented dune
migration the best, with dune peaks located at ~16 – ~18 m (Figure 5.18 D), ~35 – ~37 m (Figure
5.18 D), ~131 – ~133 m (Figure 5.18 E), ~150 – ~153 m (Figure 5.18. E), ~248 – ~250 m (Figure
5.18. F), and ~256 – ~ 258 m (Figure 5.18. F). The average sediment transport rate at Pumps Bend
for a discharge of ~2370 m3/s was estimated to be ~0.11 m2/h.
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Franklin Bend 05/18/2016 river bed profiles are ~172 m long with a relatively flat trend
throughout the profiles (Figure 5.19 C). Both river bed profiles show larger bedforms with an
average wavelength of ~18 m and an average height of ~0.6 m and smaller bedforms superimposed
on the larger bedforms with an average wavelength of ~1.4 m and average height of ~0.07 m
(Figure 5.19 C). Four dunes were used to calculate an average sediment transport rate as they were
deemed to be the most representative of downstream migration in the profile. The dune peaks are
located at ~25 – ~28 m (Figure 5.19 D), ~61 – ~63 m (Figure 5.19 E), ~74 – 75 m (Figure 5.19 E),
and ~120 – ~122 m (Figure 5.19 F). The average sediment transport rate at Franklin Bend for a
discharge of ~1016 m3/s was estimated to be ~0.07 m2/hr.
River bed surveys for Franklin Bend 05/22/2017 resulted in profiles that have a length of
~360 m and show a relatively flat trend in elevations until ~205 m, when the profiles show
decreasing trend in elevations (Figure 5.20 C). Larger bedforms in the profiles have an average
wavelength of ~7.14 m and average height of ~0.15 m and the smaller bedforms superimposed on
the larger bedforms have an average wavelength of ~1 m with an average height of 0.03 m. A
sediment transport rate was estimated based on one dune, with the dune peak located at ~78 – ~81
m (Figure 5.20 D). The average sediment transport rate for Franklin Bend for a discharge of ~
2772 m3/ s was estimated to be ~0.05 m2/ hr.
Franklin Bend 05/25/2017 river bed surveys produced profiles with lengths of ~422 m. The
trend in elevations is sinusoidal, where the profiles start with an upward trend in elevations that
reverses to become a downward trend in elevations at ~60m, the trend then reverses again to
become an upward trend at ~190 m, lastly at ~320 m the trend in elevations reverses one final time
to become a downward trend (Figure 5.21 C). Interestingly, both sets of profiles collected at
Franklin Bend on 05/22/2017 and at Franklin Bend on 05/25/2017 were both collected in roughly
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the same location, yet show different overall trends in elevations. The average wavelength of larger
bedforms are ~7.35 m with an average height of ~0.23 m. The average wavelength of the smaller
bedforms overlaid on the larger bedforms are ~1.1 m with an average height of 0.04 m. Five dunes
were selected to calculate average sediment transport rate whose peaks are located at ~106 – ~108
m (Figure 5.21 D), ~153 – ~154 m (Figure 5.21 E), ~168 – ~169 m (Figure 5.21 E), ~281 – ~283
m (Figure 5.21 F), ~286 – ~287 m (Figure 5.21 F). The average sediment transport rate at Franklin
Bend for a discharge of ~2515 m3/s was calculated to be ~0.09 m2/hr.
5.5. Discussion
Previous research suggests that an abrupt transition from coarse-grained to fine-grained
sediment deposition should occur in cores from abandoned bends and oxbow lakes, representing
the time of cutoff when most of the flow is diverted from the abandoned bend resulting in a lack
of ability to transport bedload sediment into the bend (Erskine et al., 1982; Toonen et al., 2012;
Ishii and Hori, 2016). The cores taken from the abandoned bends on the White River show an
abrupt change from coarser sediment to finer grained sediment (C5 and C6) indicating a cutoff
occurred, and it can be presumed that C9, Red 10, and Red 29 would also show this trend had the
cores sampled deep enough to reach the coarser sediment representing the river bed. The abrupt
change in deposition resulted in a fining upward sequence in these cores, yet the cores are still
predominately sand indicating flow through the abandoned bends has enough transport capacity
to carry bedload sediment past the entrance of the bend. Therefore, the deposits seem to be a mixed
load which has been shown to be the depositional pattern of abandoned bends when plugs form
slowly and cutoffs have not yet transitioned to the lacustrine phase (Wren et al., 2008, Ishii and
Hori, 2016). However, for cutoffs with larger diversion angles, such as Pumps and Franklin bends,
previous research suggests there should be a relatively quick transition from the cutoff to the
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Figure 5.17. MBES dune profiles collected from the upstream meander limb of Pumps Bend
on 05/23/2017. (A) The original survey, (B) the repeat survey taken about seven hours later,
(C) the full elevation profiles for both the original and repeat survey, (D-F) smaller
subsections of the full profile that exhibit dune migration.
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Figure 5.18. MBES dune profiles collected from the upstream meander limb of Pumps Bend
on 05/27/2017. (A) The original survey, (B) the repeat survey taken about four hours later, C)
the full elevation profiles for both the original and repeat survey, (D-F) smaller subsections of
the full profile that exhibit dune migration.
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Figure 5.19. MBES dune profiles collected from the upstream meander limb of Franklin Bend
on 05/18/2016. (A) The original survey, (B) the repeat survey taken about seven hours later,
C) the full elevation profiles for both the original and repeat survey, (D-F) smaller subsections
of the full profile that exhibit dune migration.
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Figure 5.20. MBES dune profiles collected from the upstream portion of Franklin Bend on
05/22/2017. (A) The original survey, (B) the repeat survey taken about four hours later, C) the
full elevation profiles for both the original and repeat survey, (D) smaller subsections of the
full profile that exhibits dune migration.
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Figure 5.21. MBES dune profiles collected from the upstream portion of Franklin Bend on
05/25/2017. (A) The original survey, (B) the repeat survey taken about two hours later, C) the
full elevation profiles for both the original and repeat survey, (D-F) smaller subsections of the
full profile that exhibit dune migration.
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lacustrine phase and have not been conceptualized as having the mixed load deposition layer (Ishii
and Hori, 2016). Mixed load deposition layers have been associated more with smaller diversion
angles resulting from chute cutoffs (Ishii and Hori, 2016). Ishii and Hori (2016) take the
relationship between the presence and thickness of transitional deposits (mixed load deposition),
resulting from the amount of time before plugging of the abandoned bend, to surmise the diversion
angle at the time of cutoff and, therefore, the cutoff type, when the diversion angle was factually
unknown. This results in mixed load deposition layers being attributed to chute cutoffs while a
transition from bedload sediment directly to fine silts and clays are attributed to neck cutoffs (Ishii
and Hori, 2016). The results found herein would not necessarily lead to the correct categorization
of diversion angle and the type of cutoff, if they were unknown, as the presence of the mixed layer
would lead to a conclusion of a smaller diversion angle and the wrong categorization of these
cutoffs as chute cutoffs. This result indicates that chute cutoff depositional patterns versus neck
cutoff depositional patterns should instead simply be attributed to cutoffs that plug quickly versus
cutoffs that remain unplugged, regardless of the type of cutoff.
The calculated sedimentation rates from cores taken in the abandoned bend of Pumps Bend
range from ~112 mm/yr – ~117 mm/yr. These rates are comparable to sedimentation rates of
previous research although they most closely align to that of Erskine et al., (1992) 45 mm/yr – 140
mm/yr, where times of increased flood regimes supplied more coarse-grained sediment to the
abandoned bends. The rates also align well with Ishii and Hori (2016) sedimentation rates of 45
mm/yr – 90 mm/yr found for just the cutoff phase, which is the phase that both bends can be
categorized. Deposition during the cutoff phase is naturally higher due to a lack of plugging so
there is nothing to prevent non-overbank flows from delivering sediment. Sedimentation rates do
not compare particularly well to what has been found on the Mississippi River, 0.2 mm/yr – 30
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mm/yr (Davidson et al., 2004, Wren et al., 2008), which is the closest river geographically to the
White River where sedimentation rates were published. A possible explanation for the difference
is that the Mississippi River appears to plug its cutoff relatively quickly, 2-10 years (Gagliano and
Howard, 1984), preventing higher sedimentation rates as deposition within the oxbow lakes relies
more heavily on overbank flows delivering fine grained sediments.
Cores taken from the cutoff bar indicate the complex hydrodynamics occurring in the area.
Some of the cores show a coarsening upwards trend (C1 and C4) indicating increased flow to the
local area delivering larger sediment grain sizes while C3, also in the same relative area in the
upstream portion of the cutoff bar at Pumps Bend, seems to have a fairly uniform depositional
trend, and C2 shows a distinct fining upwards trend. C4 and C7 of Pumps Bend and C8.1- C 8.3
of Franklin Bend have relatively thick layers of organic material while C1, C2, and C3 seem to
lack these organic layers. Hydrodynamics (Richards et al., 2018) and morphologic change
(Chapter 4) at these cutoff sites show that the cutoff area has been widening while the cutoff bar
has been forming. As the cutoff widened, discharge likely increased in the upstream portion of the
cutoff bar delivering larger sediments to that area. Erosion of the floodplain as the cutoff developed
could have delivered local organic material to the cutoff bar that then deposited in the downstream
portion of the cutoff bars and the locations next to floodplain (C4, C7, C8.1-C8.3) while not
depositing in areas of the cutoff bar closer to the stream flow or at higher elevations (C1- C3). The
cutoff bar is also an area of flow recirculation (Richards et al., 2018), thus any sediment or organic
material eroded at the cutoff point or from upstream sources could have recirculated over the cutoff
bar before depositing. C2 shows a fining upwards sequence which could be explained by its
location at the apex of the cutoff bar at Pumps Bend, therefore, receiving weaker stream flow and
emerging all together at low flow stages. C8.1 – C8.3 are located in the area of the apex at Franklin
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Bend cutoff bar and show initial fining upwards but then fluctuate between finer and coarser grains,
indicating the area receives highly variable discharges that deliver different sizes of grains.
LOI for the cores shows a trend of decreasing organic content corresponding to increasing
grain size, with coarser sands generally having lower LOI than finer sands and silts. This result is
typical as LOI has been shown to decrease with increasing grain size, due to the smaller overall
surface area of larger grains not absorbing organic matter as well as the larger surface area of fine
grains (Morozova and Smith, 2003). As well, relatively high velocity is needed to transport and
deposit coarser sediment, thus organic material may be either removed or remain in transport and
simply not be deposited. An LOI greater than ten percent is considered to be organic rich (Ishii
and Hori, 2016). All of the layers in the cores identified as organic material corresponded to LOIs
greater than 10%. There are a few instances where LOI was greater than 10% when organic
material did not seem present in the core logs or images (e.g. C1 ~60 cm depth) indicating either
an organic layer that was not easily identified or finer sediment within the layer absorbed the
organic material.
The D50 distribution maps show similar trends for both of the river bends (Figures 5.15 and
5.16). Pumps and Franklin bends have generally larger median grain sizes on the cutoff bar than
elsewhere and smaller median grains sizes within the abandoned bend, a pattern that would be
expected considering flow has been diverted away from the abandoned bend. The cutoff bars show
a fining downstream trend, flow in this area turns quickly to reorient to the downstream meander
limb (Richards et al., 2018) and in the process seems to deposit larger sand grains on the upstream
portion of the cutoff bar. The downstream portion of the cutoff bar is within an area of lower
velocity flow and flow recirculation (Richards et al., 2018), thus, the larger grains have already
fallen out before flow reaches this area of the bar. The entrances and exits of the abandoned bends
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generally have smaller grain sizes than the cutoff bar, although the grains fall within the sand
category. The surface samples reflect the most recent deposition and sand deposition could indicate
a recent high discharge event with the ability to carry larger grain sizes in suspension. Sand grains
would especially have to be carried in suspension for deposition at the exit of the abandoned bends,
where the bed is perched above a deep scour hole. Cores within the entrance and exit (i.e. Red 10
and Red 29) that show a longer depositional history indicate even finer grains, falling within the
silt category, than shown with the D50 maps have been depositing at the entrance and exit of
Franklin Bend. The D50 distribution maps alone might suggest the smaller sand grains found at the
entrance to the abandoned bends are forming from bedload plugs as previous research suggests
should occur (Erskine et al., 1982; Gagliano and Howard, 1984; Bridge et al., 1986; Hooke, 1995),
however, the research on morphology at these sites (Chapter 4) indicate the smaller sand grain
sizes associated with PB12, FB9, FB10, and Red 29 are associated with the formation of
longitudinal bars as flow is pulled into the cutoff and downstream meander limb. The D50
distribution maps also show the banks of the river at both river bends appear to be comprised of
fine sand and silt, and lack strong cohesion from finer-grained clay particles. Thus, the river banks
do not exhibit strong resistance to erosion, and could partly explain the rapid erosion of the cutoff
point and erosion of the downstream meander bend seen in Chapter 4.
There are two main differences in the D50 distribution between Pumps and Franklin bends.
The first difference is that the median grain size of surface sediment located on the cutoff bar at
Pumps Bend displays larger overall median grain sizes than the cutoff bar at Franklin Bend. The
second difference is that Pumps Bend show more variable median grain sizes within the abandoned
bend than Franklin Bend. For instance, Pumps Bend has a lower D50 at the exit of the abandoned
loop and larger D50 at the entrance, while Franklin Bend has four sediment sampling sites that fall
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within the same grain size category. Both differences between Pumps and Franklin bends can be
explained by the fact that Franklin Bend has had nearly 8 more years of post-cutoff adjustment
and deposition of finer-grained sediment compared to the relatively recent Pumps Bend cutoff.
Pumps Bend is younger and is starting with coarser material as the cutoff expands and erodes into
the floodplain while Franklin Bend has already gone through those adjustments so coarser material
is less prevalent. The D50 map for Franklin Bend (Figure 5.16) indicates more uniform sediment
deposition within the abandoned bend than the D50 map for Pumps Bend (Figure 5.15). The
uniform deposition at the Franklin Bend is the result of more years of fine-grained deposition
draping the river bed while the variable deposition at Pumps Bend abandoned bend is the result of
the lack of time since cutoff, leading to a relative lack of deposition.
Previous research suggests that typically the entrance to the abandoned bends and upstream
portions of abandoned bends tend to plug first and infill more quickly than the exit, as relatively
coarser sediment is deposited before it reaches the exit (Johnson and Paynter, 1967; Gagliano and
Howard, 1984; Hooke, 1995). Thus, previous research shows plugging of the abandoned bend
occurs first, that then leads to disconnection of the bend. Findings from this research do not appear
to conform to these previous results. Pumps and Franklin bends both show a lack of plug formation,
with only the exit of Franklin Bend having what can be categorized as a plug, but one that does
not even become subaerial at low discharges. The entrances to both abandoned bends have
longitudinal bars that form from the pulling of flow into the scour hole and downstream meander
limb, these are not plugs formed from the deposition of sediment as flow enters the abandoned
bend and forms a zone of flow recirculation (Constantine et al., 2010a). Despite the lack of
plugging, both bends have cores that show a transition in grain size from coarse grains to fine
grains, indicating the abandoned bends are disconnecting from the active river. Disconnection at
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the entrances can be explained by the pulling of flow into the downstream meander limb while the
exits are disconnected by the perching of the abandoned bend over a deep scour hole that prevents
flow from transporting larger grains into the exit which prevents plugging by coarse grains.
Overall, Pumps Bend has an estimated bedload sediment transport rate that is higher than
Franklin Bend. The larger dunes present at Pumps Bend have a smaller wavelength and larger
height than those found at Franklin Bend. These results indicate the stream naturally transports
more sediment at Pumps Bend and losses some ability to transport sediment as flow moves
downstream to Franklin Bend. As Pumps Bend is younger in cutoff development and river channel
adjustment than Franklin Bend, the gradient is relatively steeper at Pumps Bend and the bend has
more energy to transport sediment, leading to the larger bedload sediment transport rates.
Comparatively, Franklin Bend has had more time to adjust to the cutoff and the gradient has
reduced through time as the channel has adjusted upstream and downstream of the cutoff, leading
to less energy to transport sediment, resulting in lower bedload sediment transport rates compared
to Pumps Bend.
Comparisons can be made to Franklin 05/18/2016 survey which was taken at roughly
bankfull river stage to draw conclusions on how bedload sediment is transported during river
discharges lower than flood discharges. When floods occur, the overall wavelengths of bedforms
in the river decrease while the bedform heights increase. However, sediment transport seems to
remain roughly the same during bankfull and flood stage, indicating that the increased discharge
from flooding only changes the nature of the bedforms but not the amount of bedload sediment
movement. So, bedload sediment should be moving into the cutoffs during non-flood conditions
at a rate somewhat similar to that during flood conditions.
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Franklin 05/22/2017 stands out as having the lowest estimated bedload sediment transport
rate, and trends in the overall elevation profiles do not match the Franklin 05/25/2017 overall
profile trends. Unfortunately, the Franklin 05/22/2017 profiles were collected on a day where the
nearest CORS station was not operating correctly and, therefore, the elevation offsets to the raw
MBES measurements were unreliable. The estimated sediment transport rate is more than likely
incorrect for this day and probably falls in the range of 0.07 m2/hr – 0.09 m2/hr, as seen in the
Franklin 05/18/2016 and Franklin 05/25/2017 profiles.
Evidence suggests that using dune tracking to estimate bedload sediment transport, as was
done herein, underestimates sediment transport when compared to direct bedload transport
measurements (Claude et al., 2012). The two reasons for the underestimation is that (1) sediment
that skips from one dune peak to the next is not factored into dune migration with dune tracking
and that (2) dune celerity only tends to consider larger dunes which do not necessarily represent
total bedload sediment transport as smaller dunes are disregarded (Claude et al., 2012). The
estimations of sediment transport calculated here are also susceptible to these errors in using dune
tracking which means that the transport rates for Pumps Bend and Franklin Bend are probably
underestimations of the true amount of bedload sediment movement.
Given that results from dune profiles at Pumps and Franklin bends indicate there is bedload
sediment delivered into the cutoff area, the D50 maps indicate what would be expected with
sediment distribution at neck cutoffs (i.e. coarser sediment deposited within the active channel and
finer sediment deposited within the abandoned bend) and the median grain sizes mostly fall within
the sand grain category, and that cores indicated mixed load deposition which has been shown to
be synonymous with cutoffs that plug slowly, it appears sediment transport and deposition for the
White River are somewhat typical. Previous research on these bends have given hydrodynamic
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and morphodynamic explanations for the lack of plug formation and continued connection of the
abandoned bend with the active river and, thus, it is hard to conclude that the river also has a lack
of sediment availability and transport. It appears the reason for the continued connection and slow
evolution from neck cutoff stage to lacustrine stage is not a sediment issue.
5.6. Conclusions
A combination of core, surface, and river bed grab samples along with MBES river bed
surveys were utilized to study sediment transport and deposition through two neck cutoffs on the
White River, Arkansas that evolve more slowly than have been deemed typical for neck cutoffs.
Cores have revealed a depositional pattern in the abandoned bends that fall into current conceptual
models for cutoffs that plug slowly and are still in the cutoff phase. However, this depositional
trend has been associated more with chute cutoffs than neck cutoffs which leads to concerns about
establishing the type of cutoff based solely on the type of deposition in abandoned bends. Median
grain size distribution maps produced from a combination of grab, bank, and surface samples
indicate coarser sediment is deposited within the active river channel while finer sediment is
deposited within the abandoned bend, an expected result. The combination of median grain size
and cores indicate that the abandoned bends are disconnecting from the active river despite a lack
of plugging within the abandoned bends. Bedload transport rates indicate bedload sediment is
being delivered into the cutoff areas at a rate that is similar for both bankfull and flood conditions,
with Pumps Bend naturally transporting more bedload sediment than Franklin Bend. The
conclusion drawn from the results is that sediment availability and transport do not add to the lack
of plugging and continued connection of the abandoned bends to the active river channel.
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS
6.1. Summary of Research Findings
Neck cutoffs are prominent, prevalent, and important features of alluvial rivers that have
significant hydrologic, morphologic, and sedimentological impacts on meandering rivers. Neck
cutoffs form as a result of the dynamic interactions between three-dimensional flow, channel
morphology, and sediment transport in that lead to meandering in alluvial rivers. Understanding
the evolution of neck cutoffs is imperative for further refining process-based models of meander
river evolution, determining planform behavior and evolution, describing sediment generation and
deposition within the river system, and linking fluvial processes and riparian processes. The
primary purpose of this research was to determine and identify patterns in three-dimensional
velocity, channel morphology, and sediment transport and deposition of actively evolving neck
cutoffs. The White River in Arkansas provided an opportunity to directly collect field data on
processes of neck cutoffs as they were occurring, instead of inferring processes through models or
from data after cutoffs have transitioned to a new stage of development. Objectives of this research
were accomplished through the collection, processing, and interpretation of ADCP, MBES, and
sediment data from field study sites of cutoffs after the river abandoned a portion of a bend but
before full hydrologic disconnection of the abandoned bend from the active river channel occurred.
Chapter 3 focused on results and patterns of three-dimensional flow through neck cutoffs with two
different planform configurations, (1) where the upstream and downstream meander limbs form
subparallel and in opposite orientation to each other and (2) where the upstream meander limb
forms parallel to the cutoff channel and the downstream meander limb forms perpendicular to the
cutoff channel. Chapter 4 focused on key morphologic features and morphologic evolution on
three neck cutoffs over two years of MBES river surveys. The results from chapter 3 and chapter
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4 led to the generation of conceptual models for both three-dimensional flow and morphologic
evolution of neck cutoffs that can be applied to other cutoffs with similar planform configurations.
Chapter 5 investigated sediment transportation and deposition through two neck cutoffs to
determine if the river lacked sediment availability and transport.
Four research questions were presented in Chapter 1 that are revisited here with results
summarized that directly address these questions:
Q1. What are the characteristics of the three-dimensional flow field through neck cutoffs on
complex bends? Does flow exhibit the characteristics of bifurcations and confluences or is it
different?
Flow structure through neck cutoffs with two different planform configurations produced
results that led to the development of a conceptual model for flow through neck cutoffs. The main
hydrodynamic characteristics are:
1. Strong flow redirection of nearly 180° from the upstream to the downstream meander limb
on cutoffs where the upstream and downstream limbs are oriented subparallel and in
opposite directions to each other. Flow redirection results in tight bend flow that is advected
toward the bank opposite the cutoff in the downstream meander limb.
2. Zones of separation and recirculation that form at the cutoff sites as a result of planform
configuration and tight bend flow. Bends with meander limbs oriented subparallel and in
opposite directions showed zones of separation in the (A) downstream limb adjacent to the
cutoff junction corner that resulted in upstream recirculation of flow, (B) at the exit of the
abandoned loop that resulted from the collision of flow with the far bank, leading to water
surface super-elevation, and the exchange of streamwise momentum along the fluid
interface between flow in the cutoff and flow in the abandoned loop exit, and (C) at the
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entrance of the abandoned loop. Cutoffs that formed with a parallel upstream meander limb
and downstream perpendicular limb to the cutoff exhibited a (A) zone of flow recirculation
across the entrance and exit of the abandoned loop and (B) within the apex of the
downstream loop, formed by water surface elevation gradients redirecting flow upstream
and the momentum exchange along the fluid interface between primary and recirculating
flow.
3. Helical motion was seen at all cutoff sites that displayed a pattern of near-surface flow
directed toward the abandoned loop and near-bed flow directed toward the downstream
channel. Reversal of helical motion was also seen, usually occurring at the entrance to the
cutoff channel or within the downstream limb of the meander bends.
The patterns of flow align more closely with bifurcation-confluence model of flow through
chute cutoffs than any of the other models of cutoff flow. However, the flow exhibited by neck
cutoffs studied herein only show agreement with the bifurcation part of the model, where flow
turns sharply producing a zone of separation and recirculation, but lacks agreement with the
confluence aspects of the model as zones of flow stagnation is missing in the downstream meander
limb.
Q2. What is the morphologic response of the river channel due to neck cutoff? Where are
the areas of erosion and deposition within the cutoffs? How are the patterns in morphology
related to patterns in flow?
The river responds to the initial formation of neck cutoff by developing a scour hole within
the center of the downstream meander limb that forms due to the sudden, increased energy gradient
and the acceleration of flow through the cutoff. Following the initial stage of cutoff development,
the cutoff widens and the bank opposite the cutoff erodes considerably and retreats, and the scour
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hole continues to grow downstream along the newly formed cutbank. As flow is redirected through
the cutoff, zones of flow separation and recirculation develop within the downstream limb adjacent
to the cutoff that result in the deposition of large bars. The combination of the bars along the bank
adjacent to the cutoff and erosion along the bank opposite the cutoff produces an overall bed
morphology and channel curvature that is reversed from pre-cutoff morphology. Longitudinal bars
form near the entrance of the abandoned bend in the upstream meander limb as a result of the shift
in position and pull of flow into the downstream meander limb. Lastly, the exit of the abandoned
bend is perched above the active river due the pronounced scour of the river bed in the downstream
meander limb. Interestingly, plugging is somewhat absent at these cutoff sites which can be
explained by helical motion through the cutoffs that orients near-bed flow away from the
abandoned bend and into the downstream meander limb, preventing the delivery of bedload
sediment for plugging.
Q3. What are the spatial distributions of sedimentary structures and grain size of those
structures and how do these relate to flow through the cutoff?
Sediment distribution through neck cutoffs studied herein show coarser sediment grain
sizes deposited within the active channel on the cutoff bar, which is also an area of flow separation
and recirculation. Finer sediment grain sizes are deposited within the abandoned bend. Cores show
the transition from coarse-grained to fine-grained sediment that should be seen in the abandoned
bend when a cutoff occurs. The finer grained sediment can be categorized as mixed load which is
a typical sediment deposition layer that forms when cutoffs are slow to plug. Despite the lack of
plug formation the median grains size and core results indicate that the abandoned bends are
disconnecting from the active river.
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Q4. Do the neck cutoffs on the White River fit into current conceptual models of cutoff
initiation and evolution and, if not, can conceptual models be made to explain these cutoffs?
The neck cutoffs on the White River partially fit into the current conceptual models for
cutoff flow, morphology, and sediment deposition, however, they did not fully fit into these models
which led to the production of two conceptual models that better describe flow and morphology
through neck cutoffs. Patterns of flow through neck cutoffs showed some agreement with aspects
of flow at bifurcations, yet did not conform to patterns of flow seen at confluences and could not
be fully explained by the bifurcation-confluence model used for chute cutoffs. Thus, a conceptual
model was produced (Figure 3.10) that describes the movement of primary flow, helical motion,
zones of flow separation and recirculation, areas of flow stagnation, and the location of momentum
exchange for two different planform configurations of neck cutoffs.
The cutoffs on the White River did not fully fit into previous conceptual models for
morphologic change due to the planform geometry of the cutoffs, neck cutoffs have previously
been shown as having straight upstream and downstream channel at the point of cutoff, and the
location of cutoffs within the meander bend is different than the cutoffs studied on the White River.
Results from morphologic change were used to produce a conceptual model of the initial stages of
morphologic evolution of neck cutoffs. The model has three stages with the formation of a scour
hole and perching of the exit of the abandoned bend occurring at stage 1, just after initial cutoff
development. Stage 2 has the widening of the cutoff, the elongation of the scour hole, erosion and
deposition that occur in the downstream meander limb, the initial development of a longitudinal
bar, and the shallowing and narrowing of the abandoned bend. Lastly, stage 3 includes the
continued growth of the cutoff bar in the downstream meander limb of the active channel, the
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migration of longitudinal bars in the upstream meander limb of the active channel, the formation
of unit bars next to the scour hole, and continued deposition within the abandoned bends.
The results from sediment analysis also do not fully conform with previous research. Plug
formation has been slow, yet the abandoned bends are showing signs of disconnection from the
active river. This result is backwards from previous studies that show plugs form first, that lead to
disconnection. Results also seem to fit better into sediment models for chute cutoffs, as they exhibit
a mixed layer of deposition within the abandoned bend, shallowing of the abandoned bend, and a
lack of plug formation. Therefore, it appears that using the type of cutoff to predict the depositional
pattern within the abandoned bend may lead to inaccurate predictions. Instead, the length of time
the abandoned bend has remained open and unplugged should be factored in, as the time for
plugging appears to be more important in determining the deposition within the abandoned bend
than the type of cutoff.
6.2. Future Work
While this research provides new insight into the evolution and behavior of neck cutoffs,
and adds to a better understanding of hydrodynamics, morphodynamics, and sedimentology of
neck cutoffs, it also demonstrates the complexity of cutoffs and shows that cutoffs cannot
necessarily be described by general conceptual models. The results of this research led to the
production of two conceptual models, one on flow through neck cutoffs and one of morphologic
adjustment during the initial stages of cutoff, and more research on neck cutoffs with similar
planform configurations on different rivers is needed to test the applicability on the models
elsewhere. Previous models for neck cutoffs have fallen short fully describing processes for the
cutoffs studied herein, and it remains to be seen if these new models do well in describing cutoffs
in other parts of the world.
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The results here indicated the importance of planform configuration on patterns of threedimensional flow through neck cutoffs. More work on flow through cutoffs with differing
planform configurations is needed to fully characterize flow structure and to determine the
applicability of the flow model present here to other planform configurations. Future work on the
White River at the study sites presented in chapter 3 could focus on obtaining data from more flow
events as patterns of flow will change with varying discharges, affecting the presence, size, and
strength of zones of flow separation and recirculation. More data on flow should also be collected
at later dates to better understand how hydrodynamics change through time. A main focus of this
research was centered on how the neck cutoffs evolved yet with data at only a few points in time
the full understanding of neck cutoff evolution still remains incomplete.
Continued morphology surveys of the cutoffs are needed as research here only provided
information on the initial stages of morphologic evolution as it remains to be seen how the
planform configurations at Pumps, Franklin, and Seven Mile bends evolve to over time. For
instance, the cutoffs could plug and remain with the same planform configurations or it could be
that the planform configuration at Pumps, Franklin, and Seven Mile bends could evolve into the
planform configurations at Calhoun Bend and Devil’s Elbow. Morphology data should be gathered
at other neck cutoffs exhibiting similar planform morphology to determine the applicability on the
morphologic conceptual model presented herein.
Much more work is needed on sediment deposition associated with neck cutoffs as they
are actively evolving. Previous work on deposition has focused on oxbow lakes or terrestrialized
floodplain and made assumptions about processes that were happening before. Results from this
research indicate the potential danger and drawing conclusions from just the deposition in oxbow
lakes. However, continued gathering of sediment samples is needed to provide more exhaustive
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research on deposition on these cutoffs. Sediment should also be collected through time in order
to better understand how deposition changes as most research focuses on one point in time.
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